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Pennsylvania Power 8 Light Company
Two North Ninth Street ~ Allentown, PA 18101-1179 ~ 610/774-5151

JUN 27 1994

Robert G. Byram
Senior Vice President —Nuclear
6101774-7502
Fax: 610/774-5019

Director ofNuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. C.L. Miller,Project Director
Project Directorate I-2
Division ofReactor Projects
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
SUBMITTALOF THE IPEEE REPORT

F 4-
Docket Nos. 50-387

and 50-3SS

Dear Mr. Miller:

References: 1. Letter, PLA-3280, H. IV. Keiser to IVR. Butler, "Proposed Response to Generic Letter 88-20,
Individual Plant Examinations, " dated October 26, 1989.

2. Letter, PLA-3073, H.IV. Keiser to CL Miller, "Proposed Program for Completion of
IPEEE, " dated December 20, 1991.

Enclosed with this letter is PP8'cL's response to NRC's Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4 requesting an

Individual Plant Examination for External Events (IPEEE). Our response is documented in a two volume
report entitled "Susquehanna Steam Electric Station Individual Plant Examination For External Events",
NE-94-001, dated June, 1994. Overall, the IPEEE effort confirms that Susquehanna SES is well designed
and capable of withstanding severe external challenges. The physical condition and cleanliness of the

plant were found to be good.

The major result of the fire PRA is that defense-in-depth exists for all fires without credit for Thermo-Lag
or other type of fire wrap. That is, multiple equipment remains operable for successful core and

containment defense from any realistic fire in Susquehanna SES even if all fire wrap is removed.

Adequate separation and barriers between different divisions of safety equipment is verified.

The screening approach used in analysis of high winds, external floods, and nearby
facilities/transportation accidents shows adequate defense against these threats. No weaknesses or plant
modifications were identified by this analysis.

Only one seismic observation was found to be significant enough to require immediate action and it has

been corrected.

OlCC49
9407010283 940b27
PDR ADOCK 05000387
P PDR y)',



-2- FILES R41-2/R41- ID PLA-4162
Mr. C. L. Miller

The IPEEE report content and format reflects the guidance of NUREG-1407. The risk assessment

process utilized to generate the report considered the objectives delineated in Supplement 4 to Generic
Letter 88-20: appreciation of severe accident behavior, understanding of the likely event sequences,

qualitative understanding of the likelihood of core damage and radioactivity release,'nd search for cost
beneficial risk reduction modifications.

The IPEEE report represents a part of a continuing process of risk evaluation and reduction for
Susquehanna Steam Electric Station. PP&L has been active in addressing severe accident issues since the

early 1980s. Our first IPE of the Susquehanna Station was completed in 1986. Later a set of defense-in-

depth criteria was developed forjudging our protection against severe accidents. PPEcL's IPE for internal
events submitted in response to Generic Letter SS-20 (PLA-3696, dated December 13, 1991) utilized
these criteria, and they are also utilized with the IPEEE.

The IPEEE addresses two generic regulatory issues: USI A-45, "Shutdown Decay Heat Removal
Requirements" and GI 57, "Effects of Fire Protection System Actuation on Safety-Related Equipment".
Defense-in-depth of decay heat removal is demonstrated by the IPEEE and USI A-45 is considered to be

satisfactorily resolved. Final resolution of Gl-57 for SSES is dependent on the outcome of ongoing
analysis of four identified potential equipment impacts from fire protection system water spray. Details
regarding this issue are provided in Section 8 of the report.

r
e

PP8cL believes our IPE and IPEEE work satisfies, and in certain areas, exceeds the requests contained in
Generic Letter 88-20. The performance of the IPEEE completes our initial comprehensive assessment of
severe accident sequences during power operation and their effect on nuclear safety at Susquehanna SES.

We plan to continue our assessments, particularly with respect to application recommendations and

modifications. We anticipate applying the process used to conduct these evaluations to our overall
program of risk management at Susquehanna SES.

We look forward to the NRC stafFs review. Should you have any questions, please contact
Mr. W.W. Williams at 610-774-5610.

Very truly yours,

1

R.G. r n

Attachment

eo: (BRCl)oenment Control Deslg(original)
NRC Region I
Mr. G. S. Barber, Sr. Resident Inspector - SSES
Mr. C. Poslusny, Jr., Sr. Project Manager - Rockville

I
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ATWS Anticipated Transient Without Scram. In this IPE the definition is expanded to include

all failures to scram on demand

BAF

BNL

BWROG

BWRSAR

Bottom ofactive fuel

Brookhaven National Laboratory

BoilingWater Reactor

BoilingWater Reactor Owner's Group

The BWR Severe Accident Response computer code used for analyzing BWR fuel and

in-vessel transient response

A BWR design ofapproximately 50 kw/1 using HPCI, LPCI and LPCS in the ECCS

network with RCIC for normal high pressure shutdown makeup

CARTS

CD

CDFM

Cable and Raceway Tracking System

Core Damage

conservative Deterministic Failure Margin Approach for defining HCLPF

Containment Isolation Failure

CIG Containment Instrument Gas

COMPBRN IIIe Computer code for compartment fire modeling

COPF Containment Overpressure Failure

COTF

COTTAP

Containment Overtemperature Failure

The impartment Transient Temperature Analysis Program used to calculate building

compartment temperature transients



cs
CSHVAC

CWS

DC

DG

DHR

Control Rod Drive

Core Spray

Control Structure HVAC

Circulating Water System

Direct Current
/

Diesel Generator

Decay Heat Removal

DID

ECCS

EDR

EOP

EPG

~EPRI

EQ

ESW

FEDB

FMEA

PP &L"Defense-in-Depth" Criteria (Table 2.1)

Emergency Core Cooling System

Engineering Deficiency Report

Emergency Operating Procedure

Emergency Procedures Guideline

Electric Power Research Institute

Environmental Qualification

Emergency Service Water (system)

Event Tree Top Event

Fire Events Data Base

Fire Induced Vulnerability Evaluation methodology developed by EPRI

Functional Fault Tree

Failure Mode Effects Analysis

FPRR

FRSS

FSAR

FZ
GE

Fire Protection Review Report

Fire Protection System

Fire Risk Scoping Study, NUREG-508S

Final Safety Analysis Report

Fire Zone

General Electric Company



GI Generic Issue

GL Generic Letter

HCLPF High Confidence ofLow Probability ofFailure ground acceleration below which
equipment is expected to survive

HCTL Heat Capacity Temperature Limit(for avoidance ofsevere dynamic loads in the

suppression pool from SRV operation)

HCU Hydraulic Control Unit

HPCI High Pressure Coolant Injection

HPI High pressure injection (includes all high pressure makeup systems which can contribute
adequate core cooling)

HSD

"HVAC

High Pressure Makeup to the Reactor Vessel

Hot Shutdown

Heating, Ventilating, and Airconditioning

Instrument Air

IDCOR Industry Degraded Core (An AIF sponsored committee to address degraded core rule
making)

Idaho Nuclear Engineering Laboratory

IORV Inadvertently opened reliefvalve. (Assumed to remain open.)

IPEEE

Individual Plant Evaluation

Individual Plant Examination for External Events

LCO LimitingCondition ofOperation (Technical Specifications) or limitcycle operation
(ATWS)

LOCA

LOOP

LPCI

LPCS

LPECCS

LPM

Loss ofCoolant Accident

'oss ofOffsite Power

Low Pressure Coolant Injection

Low Pressure Core Spray

Low Pressure ECCS. (LPCI and LPCS)

Low Pressure Makeup to the Reactor Vessel

Liquid Radwaste



Ll
L2

L3

Vessel Water Level 1 (32 inches above TAF)

Vessel Water Level 2 (123 inches above TAF)

Vessel Water Level 3 (174 inches above TAF)

The Modular Accident Analysis Program used for analyzing BWR core, vessel and

containment transient response

MARKII The second generation pressure suppression containment system for GE BWRs

MCC

MG

MSIV

Motor Control Center

Motor&enerator

Main Steam Isolation Valve

MSIV-LCS MSIVLeakage Control System

MSS

NEP

NSAC

NSSS

OBE

OL

ORNL

PCIS

PCS

PGCC

PJM

PMF
PP&L

Main Steam System

Non-Exceedance Probability

Nuclear Safety Analysis Center ofEPRI

Nuclear Steam Supply System

The Nuclear UtilityServices Company

Normal water level (191 inches above TAF)

Operating Basis Earthquake

Operating License

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Piping and instrumentation diagram

Primary Containment Isolation System

Power conversion system

Power Generation Control Complex

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland power pool

Probable Maximum Flood

Pennsylvania Power &Light Company



PRA Probabilistic Risk Assessment

PRAISE The Piping Reliability Analysis Including $eismic Events computer code used to
calculate the frequency ofLOCA events

PRAC

RBCCW

RCIC

The Probabilistic Risk Analysis Code used to perform probabilistic systems analyses

Pressurized Water Reactor

Reactor building

Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling

A computer code used to perform neutronic and thermal-hydraulic plant transient
analysis

RHRSW(S)

Residual Heat Removal

RHR Service Water (System)

Review Level Earthquake defined in GL 88-20, Supplement 4 (Same as SME)

RPV

RSCS

RWCU

SA

Reactor Protection System

Reactor Pressure Vessel

Reactor Recirculation System

Rod Sequence Control System

Remote Shutdown Panel

Rod Worth Minimizer

Reactor Water Cleanup

Service Air

SBLOCA

SBO

SDCM

SDV

A computer code used to perform reactor stability analysis

Sandia National Laboratory

Small Break LOCA

Station Blackout

Shutdown Cooling Mode (ofRHR)

Scram Discharge Volume



SGTS

OS(

Standby Gas Treatment System

System interaction

SIMULATE A computer code used for steady-state 3~ensional core simulation

SJAE

SLCS

SNL

SOOR

SORV

SPCM

SQRT

SQUG

SRV

Steam Jet AirEjector

Standby Liquid Control System

Seismic Margins Analysis

Seismic Margins Earthquake (Same as RLE)

Sandia National Laboratory

Significant Operating Occurrence Report

Stuck open reliefvalve

Suppression Pool Cooling Mode (ofRHR)

Seismic Qualification Review Team program used for SSES seismic design qualification

Seismic Qualification Users'roup

Safety Relief Valve

SSD Safe Shutdown (Same as HSD)

SSE

SSEL

SSES

SWS

TAF

TBCCW

USI

(US)NRC

VAC

Safe Shutdown Earthquake. SSES design basis earthquake.

Safe Shutdown Equipment List

Susquehanna Steam Electric Station

Service Water System

Top ofactive fuel

Turbine building

Turbine Building Closed Cooling Water

Ultimate heat sink. (The SSES Spray Pond)

Unresolved Safety Issue

(United States) Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Volts, AC



VSS

WA

Volts, DC

Vessel Failure

Vapor Suppression System

Work Authorization



4. Internal Fires Analysis

4.0 Methodology Selection

4.0.1 Method

Supplement 4 to Generic Letter 88-20 requests that licensees assess plant vulnerability to severe damage

from external hazards including internal fires. The Supplement specifies that "(f)ire initiated events can be

treated by performing a Level 1 fire PRA as described in NUREG/CR-2300..." (Reference 4-1).
NUREG/CR-2300 is the "PRA Procedures Guide" (Reference 4-2) and includes in Section 11.3 a

description ofa fire PRA.

The PRA described consists offour parts: fire hazards analysis; fire propagation analysis; plant and

systems analysis; and a "release-&equency" analysis. The fire hazards analysis determines the significant
fire initiating events and their &equency. The propagation analysis ascertains which fire initiating events

willdamage targets beyond the fire initiation source. Plant and systems analyses are used to describe the

important front line and support systems used in fire/accident mitigation and their inter-relationships. The
"release-frequency" is a calculation ofthe &equency ofcore damage (Level 1) for each significant fire
source.

Given the standard table ofcontents suggested for the IPEEE fire PRA (Reference 4-7), sections 4.1 and

4.2 below can be considered to describe the fire hazard analysis; sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 the fire
propagation analysis; and sections 4.6 and 4.7 the plant/systems and core damage frequency analyses.

Most ofthe plant description and systems analysis, including system failure data, is taken from the PP &L
IPE (Reference 4-8). Reference to specific sections ofthe IPE willbe made as required. Detailed
description ofthe methods used in performing the fire PRA is included with the appropriate sections below.
This fire PRA is written so that the information requested in section 4.3 ofAppendix 4 ofG.L. 88-20,

Supplement 4 is included in the appropriate section below.

In general, this fire PRA endeavors to uncover "real" fire vulnerabilities from "real" fires. To the extent

practical, this study makes use ofprevious fire safety work at PP&L (e.g. Appendix R) and the actual fire
experience at PP &Land within the industry as a whole. By use ofdata, expert judgment, and bounding
analyses this study seeks to miiiimizeanalytical fire vulnerabilities which are more a product ofsupposition
than experience. Our purpose here, as in the IPE, is not exclusiveglr to calculate a core damage number.

The core damage frequency calculation is almost a consequence ofthe study and not its most valuable
result. The most important results ofthis PRA are the recommendations for fire risk reduction and their
incorporation into SSES equipment, procedures and training.

Fire in industrial facilities is not new. Methods ofpreventing/mitigating fire are widely known and

accepted. Significant effort has been spent, and continues to be spent, in ensuring fire does not destroy or
significantly affect the operation ofthe single largest capital asset at PP &L. PP &Lhas an enlightened self
interest in maintaining SSES "fire safe".

4.0.2 Key Assumptions

As with the preceding discussion regarding "methodology", general comments regarding the key
assumptions used in the PRA are made here. Further details are provided in the appropriate sections

below. The key assumptions are used to make the analysis tractable. However, caution is used to ensure

these assumptions do not create analytically easy but physically unlikely scenarios, nor mask real fire
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vulnerabilities. While the results ofthis study are in part a consequence of the assumptions made, all
assumptions are supported by either the fire experience ofthe nuclear industry, tests performed by
nationally recognized laboratories (e.g. Sandia National Laboratory), and/or already existent risk and fire
analyses performed by PP&L and others.

4.0.2.1 General Discussion ofAssumptions in the Fire Hazards Analysis

The fire hazards analysis makes use ofseveral screening criteria to allow removal of risk insignificant fire
zones from further consideration. The followingassumptions are used in the fire hazards analysis.
Detailed discussion is found in Section 4.1 below.

First, fire originating in a fire zone with physical boundaries (walls, doors) is assumed to remain within
these boundaries. This assumption is relaxed in the study ofcross-zone fires, also described below.

However, in general, fire barriers are sufficient to prevent fire in one zone &om starting a fire in another.

The original design basis ofthe plant assumed as much. Second, fire induced LOCAs do not occur. Fire
induced pipe break is considered incredible, and PP&L analysis for Appendix R compliance shows

interfacing system LOCAs are prevented by redundant isolation valves and pressure reliefvalves on low
pressure piping. Because the probability offire with spurious hot short opening ofan isolation valve and

failure ofpressure relief is estimated to be less than about 3E-9/reactor year, interfacing system LOCA is

not considered further. Third, fire induced failure to scram on demand (ATWS) is also removed from
consideration based on Appendix R analyses. Cable for scram circuits is run in separate conduit which
leaves one or more methods ofscramming the plant (normal, ARI, back-up scram) intact. Fourth, because

essentially all cable in SSES is qualified to IEEE-383 type testing, self induced cable tray fires are

considered suKciently unlikely so as to be discounted. Fifth, no valve fires in BWRs are recorded in
EPRI's Fire Events Data Base and thus valves are considered unlikely sources offire. Sixth, electrical
faults, including so called "high impedance faults" and failure ofbreaker merdination are also deemed

sufficiently unlikely so as to be disregarded. Loads assigned to power supplies are generally physically
dispersed so as to be immune from impact from a common fire. Data to support the existence offire
induced high impedance faults is not readily available. Discussion with electrical and I&Cengineers

confirms loss ofbreaker ~rdination is extremely unlikely. Analysis performed for Appendix R
compliance (Reference 4-3) confirms SSES is not vulnerable to high impedance faulting on ESS,buses.

Because such failures in actual fires are infrequent enough so as to be impossible to predict with certainty,
and because there is no defense against such failure because it violates the basic premise behind circuit
protection design, loss ofbreaker ~rdination is not considered further. Finally, because a "snapshot" of
plant conditions must be taken to allow the analysis to proceed, combustible loading and SSES fire history
are those documented as ofApril, 1993, supplemented by walkdowns through December, 1993.

4.0.2.2 General Discussion ofAssumptions in the Fire Propagation Analysis

The fire propagation analysis determines the detailed impact ofsource fires on various targets within fire
zones. The following is an abbreviated discussion ofthe assumptions used in this analysis. Details are

found in Section 4.3 below.

First, fire originating in an electrical cabinet ofany kind (MCC, transformer, charger, distribution panel,

load center, I&Ccabinet, etc.) is assumed to stay within the cabinet, or, given a full size partition, within
the cabinet section oforigin. This assumption is supported by the Fire Events Data Base, testing, and

COMPBRN IIIe calculations. Second, although SSES cable is qualified to IEEE-383, loss offunction is

assumed ifcable temperature reaches 700 F, ignition at 931 F. These temperatures are consistent with the

FIVE methodology and other fire risk analyses. These temperatures apply to cable in tray and conduit. No
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detailed internal fire propagation studies are performed for electrical cabinet fires and fire within a cabinet
is assumed to disable all devices, including cable, inside. Third, small motors (generally < 50 hp) on

pumps, valves, and hoists are ignored as fire sources because they contain minimal amounts of
combustibles. The combustibles in these sources are typically a pint or less ofoil or a few ounces ofgrease

in metal bearing cups. Fourth, credit for good housekeeping is taken. Based on SSES procedures for
housekeeping and combustible material control, and the number ofrecorded violations ofthese procedures,

the propagation analysis assumes that true "transient" combustibles are insignificant fire sources. The only
transients considered in the propagation analysis are fixed (i.e. long term) and permitted.

4.0.2.3 General Discussion ofAssumptions in the PlantlSystems/Frequency Analysis

The PRA assumes SSES is as configured in the IPE ofDecember 1991. Review ofP &IDs and controlled

Appendix R documents used during the performance ofthe PRA shows this assumption to be good. That

is, the plant as configured in December 1992 when the fire PRA began in earnest is the same as that
modeled in the IPE. This similarity applies also to the system failure data used. PP&L makes quarterly
assessments ofsafety system performance in compliance with INPO guidelines. Trends ofthis data from
1991 through 1992 show safety system performance as good or better than the data used in the IPE. Also,
because the station is essentially identical to that described in the IPE, the IPE fault trees, event trees, etc.

are used to perform the plant systems and frequency analysis. The same assumptions made in performance

ofthe IPE apply to the fire PRA.

Generally, the fire PRA takes credit only for ECCS equipment, the adequate separation ofdifferent
divisions ofsafety grade systems, fire barriers, and the actual combustible loadings found in fire zones at
SSES. The analysis takes no credit for automatic detection or suppression, nor is any credit given for
"Thermo-Lag" or other type offire protective wrapping.

4.0.3 Status ofAppendix R Modifications

The modifications performed to ensure compliance with the Appendix R regulations are detailed in the

SSES Fire Protection Review Report (Reference 4-3). Currently, all modifications proposed have been

completed. The verification ofmodification completion is embodied in revision 4 to the FPRR.
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4.1 Fire Hazard Analysis

4.1.1 Fire Hazards Methodology

As explained in Section 4.0 above, the fire hazards analysis is part ofa PRA process described in
Reference 4-2. The goals ofthe hazards analysis are to determine in which areas ofthe plant safety
significant fires may originate and the frequency ofthese fires. For the PRA this becomes the initiating
event frequency and impact. The methodology consists ofpartitioning the plant into various fire "zones"

for study, determining the equipment available or affected in each zone, screening out zones which are

obviously small contributors to fire risk, and finallycalculating the frequency offires for those zones which
are not screened out.

4.1.1.1 Fire Zones

To determine significant fires, fire areas or zones must be defined and the safety significant equipment
within these zones identified. For convenience, the fire zone designations used in the Appendix R analysis
are retained (Reference 4-3). The major advantage to maintaining consistency with the Appendix R work
is that existent cable and component data are analyzed and located on a fire zone basis. The fire zones are

shown in the figures in Reference 4-3, drawings C-1720 through C-1764. A selection ofthese drawings is

included as figures in this IPEEE report section.

4.1.1.2 Safe Shutdown Equipment

Once fire zones are defined, the equipment used to bring the plant to safe shutdown is located in each zone.

Again, existing Appendix R work is referenced. Because ofthe enormous effort involved in locating
specific cables for equipment, only the equipment used for safe shutdown in the Appendix R analysis is

considered, plus HPCI and CRD. This equipment selection criterion has important implications for the

results ofthe PRA.

In the IPE for internal events, all manner ofequipment, Q and non-Q, is included as part ofthe "&ont line"

or "support" systems used for fulfillingthe four &ont-line functions ofreactivity control, vessel inventory
and pressure control, and containment decay heat removal. These include condensate, feedwater, CRD,
RWCU and others. Use ofthis equipment was possible because failure was determined by and limited to
the system level interactions or large component losses for which failure data existed. Spatial location of
equipment was relatively unimportant. Because system function is actually dependent on a widely
distributed system ofpower and control cables, and because Gre in a given zone may destroy cable and

thereby disable equipment located in another zone, system Gulure modeling for fires must account for the

multitude ofcontrol and power cables required for a given system's operation, typically in a different
location than the component affected. The identification, location, and review ofcable is painstaking and

time consuming. Because this effort had been expended during the Appendix R work to demonstrate SSD
'romdifferent equipment "paths" (Reference 4-3), the front-line and support systems included in the fire

PRA screening are only those &om the Appendix R work plus HPCI and CRD. The impact ofthis

equipment selection is that the calculated core damage frequency from the fire PRA is an upper bound.

That is, more equipment willprobably be available to fulfillthe four required safety functions and bring the

plant to safe shutdown than is accounted for in the PRA systems. models.,



The equipment of interest in each zone consists ofthe components and cables for any ofthe three reported
(Reference 4-3) safe shutdown paths from Appendix R, plus HPCI and CRD. For each unit this equipment
is the front line systems ofHPCI, RCIC, CRD, ADS, CS, RHR, and their applicable support systems. In
each fire zone the components for these systems are identified primarily by review ofReference 4-4,
supplemented by review ofReferences 4.3, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.8.

Cable and associated circuits for the protected path, plus cable for the non-protected paths, HPCI, and
CRD (ifrequired for Defense-in-Depth) are identified in each zone by sorting the SSES cable data base

(CARTS, ARCDMS, Reference 4-11). Where cable appears to affect specific components of interest (e.g.
those required to achieve Defense-in-Depth, see "Screening" sections) detailed electrical scheme drawings
are studied to determine the effect ofhot shorts and opens on the cable. Because ofthe diverse locations of
equipment sharing a common power supply, high impedance faults are generally ignored as a possible
cause of power supply failure.

Although not used for the Appendix R safe shutdown paths, CRD is selected for the PRA to establish DID
because it is a high pressure system capable ofoperation even at low vessel pressure, and it is sufficient to
prevent core damage with two pumps in operation (Reference 4-8). The CRD pumps are located in the
turbine building and CRD flow from the non-fire unit may be cross-tied in the turbine building to the CRD
system in the fire unit. Thus, fire in the reactor building willgenerally not disable CRD pumps. CRD
pumps are powered offESS 4160 VACbuses A and D, however. In zones in which CRD is relied upon
for DID, CRD cables are reviewed to ensure that no cables appear in the zone of interest. Besides the CRD
pumps, flowcontrol valves on the 719 foot elevation ofthe reactor building are the only active components
required for CRD vessel injection. The support systems for CRD are instrument air, TBCCW, and AC
power (channels A and D). The IAand TBCCW equipment are also located in the turbine building. IfIA
for the fire unit is lost, IAfrom the non-fire unit may be cross tied. Two loops ofTBCCW are available,
either one ofwhich is able to cool both pumps. Tests ofthe CRD pumps show that they willoperate at
least two hours without TBCCW. Thus, these support systems are not considered in the cable sorts.

4.1.1.3 Screening

"Theoretically, the fire-risk analyst should study the potential contributions to risk offires anywhere in the
nuclear power plant. By screening out unimportant locations, however, he can greatly reduce the amount
ofwork required without sacrificing significant confidence in his results..." (Reference 4-2). Reference 4-2
also suggests three screening methods: presence ofsafety equipment, FMEA, and FMEAplus combustible
loading considerations. The first screen identifies locations as important ifthey contain SSD equipment,
especially multiple trains or divisions ofSSD equipment. This screening criterion is also the one specified
in NUREG 1407 (Reference 4-7). The second screen removes zones from consideration ifloss ofall
equipment in the zone does not cause a transient or LOCA, or, ifit does cause such an initiating event,
sufficient equipment remains functional such that all four ofthe front-line functions can be performed. The
third screen ofReference 4-2 is the same as the second or FMEA screen with the added consideration ofthe

type and location ofcombustibles and targets. With the third screen, fires which may be intolerable ifthey
involve an entire zone are screened out ifthe actual source or combustible loading is too low or the
separation too great for SSD equipment to be failed.

The screening approach used in the SSES IPEEE fire PRA adopts the "three screen" method ofReference
4-2, modified to reflect the evolution of risk assessment at PPZcL. The three screens used here are: at"Defense-in-Depth" screen, similar to the second screen ofReference 4-2; an impact screen, a combination
ofthe first and second screens ofReference 4-2; and a combustible loading screen, similar to the third
screen ofReference 4-2. These screens are explained in further detail below.
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4.1.1.3.1 Defense-in-Depth Screen

At PP &L, margin ofsafety is judged sufficient ifseveral "Defense-in-Depth" criteria are satisfied
(Reference 4-8). These criteria ensure that multiple successive equipment failures must occur for accident
severity to increase. Safety is based on physical equipment, not an arbitrarily low number &om a PRA.
Thus, the first screen used is a "Defense-in-Depth" (DID) screen. Because only a Level 1 PRA is required
(Reference 4-1), only the "core damage" level ofdefense-inlepth is examined. With DID, core damage is

eliminated as a conceni if, given the loss ofall equipment within a fire zone, at least two independent paths
remain for injecting sufficient water to the reactor vessel to keep the core cool.

The strength ofthe DID screen is that it does not rely on calculated low fire initiation &equency. Such

&equency calculations are highly uncertain. A "two train survival" screen was suggested by NUMARC
(Reference 4-9) and judged acceptable by the NRC ifthe combined Gulure probability ofthe two trains is

IE-6/yr or less, or the combined failure probability ofreniaiiung equipment sufficient to shut down the
plant is IEA/yror less. The NRC judged that such failure data would be readily available from the IPE.
Combining the PP&L DID criteria with the NRC frequency screening criteria, the following core DID
screen is adopted for the IPEEE fire PRA. That is, DID is achieved if, given a fire, one ofthe following
sets ofequipment is operable:

Table 4.1- Fire PRA Defense-in-Depth Screening Criteria

Success of:

(HPCI or RCIC) and

[2 Divisions ofADS and (2 LPCI pumps in
different divisions, or 2 CS pumps in different
divisions, or 1 LPCI pump and 1 CS pump,
may be in same division)]

or

(HPCI or RCIC) and CRD and

[1 DivADS and (1 CS pump or 1 LPCI

pump)]

or

CRD and 2 Divisions ofADS and

(2 LPCI pumps in different divisions, or 2 CS

pumps in different divisions, or 1 LPCI pump
and 1 CS pump, may be in the same division)

In addition to core DID, the failure ofall equipment in the zone must leave one train ofRHR suppression

pool cooling intact for containment decay heat removal (DHR). Ifboth the core and DHR criteria are

satisfied the zone is screened out from further analysis. The failure probability of RCIC and both



divisions ofADS is - 4E-7/demand; ofRCIC and two LPM pumps - 2E-7/demand. Failure ofRCIC,
CRD, and 1 Division ofADS is about 6E-7/demand (Reference 4-8). Failure ofCRD and two divisions
ofADS is -2E-8/demand, and failure of CRD and two LPM pumps is about lE-8/demand. This screen

is conditional, that is, given a fire occurs, given that multiple equipment fiuis (no detection/suppression),
and given that no recovery ofequipment is achieved. Thus any calculated core damage &equency for these

zones willbe lower by orders ofmagnitude than the above screening numbers. Note that because only one

RHR pump per division (pumps A and B) are used in the Appendix R analysis, only these two pumps are
credited here. This limitation on RHR is another unquantified conservatism.

Severa1 assumptions are built into the DID screen. First, fires are assumed to be contained in the zone of
origination. This assumption is valid because all but the wrap-around zones are contained within concrete

walls capable ofcontaining the fire, even though they may not be "fire rated" for Appendix R purposes.

(Multipleor cross zone fires are addressed separately.) Second, no LOOP is assumed. There is no

guarantee that the fire causes LOOP unless the fire destroys the switch yard, startup transformers, or
startup buses (located in the turbine building). This allows us to consider one train ofSPCM ofRHR
suKcient for screening. Ifthe fire causes LOOP, more than one train ofSPCM should be available
because ofthe location ofthe RHR equipment in the reactor building and the off-site circuits either in the
turbine building or outside the plant. Ifthe fire destroys one division ofSPCM, the BOP equipment
(condenser) should remain available to remove decay heat, again because ofthe separation ofRHR and
condenser in different buildings. Because ofthe long time required for containment over-pressurization
(about 30 hours, Reference 4-8) and the possibility ofreopening the MSIVs even ifclosed, one RHR train
survival is judged sufficient for screening. While no LOOP is postulated, the core screening criteria rely
only on equipment which are supported by emergency AC or DC power. That is, off-site power is not
required for success. As mentioned above, the screening criteria are conservative in that more equipment
for vessel injection should remain available after the fire (FW, condensate, RHRSW, condensate transfer)
than is credited. The third assumption in the DID screen is that LOCAs willnot occur. Pipe rupture
caused directly by fire is not considered credible. Further, Appendix R analysis shows that interfacing
system LOCAs are not likelyat SSES (Reference 4Q). Without a LOCA each ofthe injection sources
considered in the DID screen is adequate for core protection (Reference 4-8). Assumption four is that fires
willnot result in ATWS. Appendix R analysis specifically addresses this concern (References 4.12, 4.13).
These analyses show that scram capability remains given any allwncompassing Appendix R type fire.
Augmenting this analytical robustness are the operators themselves. Each is charged with protection ofthe

plant and the health and safety ofthe public. Because fires at SSES are historically slowMeveloping
events, it is expected that operators would manually shut the plant down long before loss ofscram is
threatened (References 4.14, 4.15). Thus, the plant impact due to fires is limited to transient initiating
events: non-'isolation, isolation, SORV (fails HPCI) and LOOP.

4.1.1.3.2 Impact Screen

The second screen used for the IPEEE fire PRA is an impact screen. Ifall equipment in a fire zone is lost
because offire and no plant transient (isolation, non-isolation, or manual shutdown) occurs, the zone is

screened out &om analysis because of the minimal impact on plant operation. Again, fire induced LOCA is

not credible.

4.1.1.3.3 Combustible Loading Screen

The third screen is a combustible loading screen. Ifthe zone contains no significant fire sources or
combustibles, the zone is screened out. While certain materials are considered "combustible" for
Appendix R or fire protection purposes, historical fire exp'erience data indicates they are not (Reference
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4-10). For the fire PRA, zones which contain nothing except cable are screened out. Essentially all the

cable at SSES is qualified to IEEE-383 standards (Reference 4-3). Although 2 fires in qualified cable are

recorded in Reference 4-10, both occurred in junction boxes and not in cable in tray. Ifa cable fire occurs

in a junction box itwillnot propagate. Thus, self-igniting and propagating cable fires are expected to be so

remote as to be risk-insignificant. Fire zones which are valve galleries, containing only cable and valves,

are also screened from consideration. These galleries are normally inaccessible to routine traffic during

power operation and the EPRI Fire Events Data Base (Reference 4-10) contains no records offires caused

by valves in BWRs. These sources are risk insignificant based on ignition event history.

4.1.1.4 Fire Frequency

To determine the fire initiation frequency for zones not screened, both the fire history at SSES and the

industry as a whole are reviewed. The industry database is obtained from EPRI and accounts for
approximately 750 events (Reference 4-10). The SSES fire experience is pieced together from reviews of
SSES Fire Protection Reports and SOORs and includes - 100 "fire events"; SSES Fire Protection Reports

are obtained from the PP&L Industrial Safety Group and the SSES Fire Protection Engineer. SOORs are

selected by searching the STAIRS electronic data base for all entries related to fire, smoke, or explosion.

Using these data sources, cumulative frequency offire in each fire zone type &om each source (e.g. reactor

building electrical cabinets) is determined. By finding the fraction ofeach source in each zone, the

cumulative &equency is apportioned to individual fire zones. Sum ofthe individual source contributions

yields a total fire &equency for that zone.

4.1.1.4.1 Fire Frequency in the Nuclear Industry

The industry fire experience has been analyzed and reported in Reference 4-10. Frequency is based on the

distribution ofrecorded fire sources within various nuclear plants. Ifa source can be assigned to a specific

building or room type, the frequency is so reported. Ifthe particular source can be located in any fire zone,

it is assigned to a "plant wide" category. The frequencies reported are based, in general, on all fire events,

including those which did not occur at power operation. Because the focus ofthis PRA is on probability of
occurrence at power, the industry experience is revised.

To revise the industry &equencies, the specific events for each fire type (e.g. BWR reactor building

electrical cabinet fires) are reviewed. Those events which occurred while shutdown are culled and the fire

type frequency recalculated. For example, the fire frequency reported in NSAC 178 for electrical cabinet

fires in BWR reactor buildings is based on 24 fires in about 479 BWR reactor years. Review ofthese

events shows that only 9 occurred during power operation. The "revised" industry experience ofBWR

reactor building electrical cabinet fires is based on 9 fires in 479 BWR reactor-years at an average capacity

factor of62%, or 0.03 chance offire caused by electrical cabinets each year in a BWR'reactor building

during power operation. Table 4.2 presents these revised industry fire frequencies.

The revision ofthe industry data does not always result in a reduction in fire initiation &equency. While

the number offire events is reduced in the revision, the number ofhours ofexposure is also restricted.

Thus, the calculated fire initiation frequency may increase, decrease, or remain about the same. NSAC 178

shows the &equency ofbattery room fires to be 3.2E-3/rx-yr from all events vs. a revised value of
3.8E-3/rx-yr. BWR reactor building fire frequency dropped from 5.0E-2/rx-yr to 3.0E-2/rx-yr in the

revision. Switchgear room &equency remains about the same, even though the number ofevents

considered dropped from 19 to 12. Details ofthe industry frequency revision are found in Reference 4-18.
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4.1.1.4.2 Fire Experience at SSES~ ~ ~ ~

The SSES fire experience data is presented in Table 4.3. The data is presented chronologically for both
units from construction through April 1993. Each fire event is assigned to the applicable unit for those
occurring in vital areas ofthe plant (containment buildings, reactor buildings, control structure, turbine
building, EDG buildings, ESW pump house, or rad waste building). For events which occurred in non-
vital areas (e.g. S~ building, warehouses, etc.) the unit is "NA". For vital area fire events the unit
operating condition is noted, either prewperational (pre~mmercial), critical (regardless ofpercent power),
or SD (shutdown- subcritical). Operating condition is 'NA"for unimportant areas. Regardless ofthe

location, the fire event is described, as is the method ofdetection/suppression. For important locations the

specific building and elevation are provided. These are "Other" and "NA",respectively, for non-important
areas. For all events the Appendix R fire zone is noted, ifknown, and a reference is provided. References

are either Fire Protection Reports (FPR) or SOORs.

SSES fire experience data is suinniarized in Figures 4.1 through 4.5. Comparison ofFigures 4.1 and 4.2

shows that the majority offires (- 70/o) occur during off-critical conditions. Review ofthe data in
Table 4.3 shows that none ofthese fires was risk-significant in terms ofdamage. SSES fire history shows

that fires are likelyto be limited to a few components in an equipment cabinet (e.g. circuit cards), smoking

pump packing or bearings, smoking MCCs, fires from welding/grinding or cigarettes. In fact, trash can

. Gres linked to cigarette smoking is the single largest category offires during critical operation (6 total,
about 25 lo). Allbut one ofthese occurred in the central access corridor ofthe control structure (fire zones

0-22A and 0-22C). The SSES data considers all manner of"combustion" events including smokes, EDG
crank case explosions, and flaming fires. Fire brigade assistance was used only once (Figure 4.5) All
others either self~guished or were put out by removal ofan electrical power source or by workers in
the area. Fire durations were on the order of5 minutes or less. Based on the non-parametric runs test, the

data appears random, exhibiting neither an increasing or decreasing frequency.

Because ofthe limited number ofoperating reactor years at SSES (about 15.1 through April30, 1993), use

ofonly SSES data may result in artificiallyhigh calculated fire initiation &equencies. To gain insight on
the "true" fire initiation &equency at SSES, the SSES fire history is compared to the industry experience to
see ifthey descr'ibe the same population. To compare the two data sources, the industry frequency is

multiplied by the actual number ofSSES operating reactor years to calculate an "expected" number offires
at SSES. This expected number is compared to the actual SSES experience. Ifthe SSES actual number of
fires is within the Poisson distribution 5/0-95 lo confidence limits for the number ofexpected fires, it is

assumed that the industry and SSES data describe the same population and the industry fire frequency can

be used to describe SSES. Ifthe SSES frequency lies outside ofthese bounds, the SSES &equency is

used. A similar approach is used in the IPE (Appendix C ofReference 4-8).

As an example, the revised industry frequency offires in BWR reactor building electrical cabinets is

0.03/critical react.-yr g able 4.2 above). Through April30, 1993 SSES units 1 and 2 combined operation
is about 15.1 critical reactor years (about 12.1 operating cycles). Multiplicationofthese two numbers

yields an "expected" SSES fire history of0.453 fires. The actual SSES fire history is two occurrences,
both in the unit 2 reactor building (7/6/87 and 1/14/88). The 5/o-95 lo Poisson confidence limits for an

observance of0.453 occurrences are between 0 and 0.051 on the low end and between 3 and 4.74 on the

high end (Table C.1-5 ofReference 4-8). Because the observed actual SSES experience oftwo fires is

within 0.051 and 3, the two data sources do not describe different populations and the gerieric industry

~

~frequency is used. Similar comparisons are made for the other equipment categories/fire sources in
able 4.2.
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Note that care must be taken in the designation ofvarious rooms because industry fire experience is based
on such room definitions. For example, "switchgear rooms" are all switchgear rooms, not just those so

called in the reactor building (fire zones 1-4C, 1-4D, 1-5F, and 1-5G). Switchgear rooms are rooms which
contain only electrical bus work, load centers, and motor control centers regardless oftheir location.
Review ofTables 4.4 through 4.14 provides fire-zone-to-EPRI-room-type designations.

Using the above comparative procedure, it is observed that generic industry fire frequency data is

applicable to SSES in all locations and for all fire sources except transient fire sources (Reference 4-18).
The industry transient fire frequency is based on which transients are permitted in which rooms. At SSES,
the only transient fires corresponding to the industry categories are:

Cigarettes' Total-7/15/83 (TSC)
3/28/88
7/27/88
4/06/89
4/15/91
2/12/92

Overheating: 1- 10/12/83 (Papers on stove in TSC)

No hot pipe, candle, heater, or extension cord fires occurred while one ofthe units was critical. The SSES

fire frequency from smoking exceeds the Poisson bounds and is not pooled. In the industry data base both
cigarette fires counted occurred in the turbine building. At SSES all but one cigarette fire occurred in the

central access corridor ofthe control structure. While troubling because oftheir frequency, this fire zone

(22-A) is separated from the turbine, reactor, and upper Boors ofthe control structure by 3 hour fire
barriers and contains no safety related equipment. Thus, this data is not considered representative ofthe

fire &equency due to cigarettes in risk significant areas and is censored.

Cigarette smoking is permitted at SSES only in the control room and adjacent offices, the TSC and

adjacent offices, and the ground floor ofthe control structure (central access corridor). Smoking is not

permitted within other areas ofthe control structure, the reactor buildings, or the turbine building. Other
than those in the central access corridor, only one cigarette fire has occurred. This fire took place in a trash
can in the TSC approximately 1 month after commercial operation ofUnit 1 (7/15/83) and is not
considered representative ofthe current cigarette fire frequency probability which exists in the control room

'nd TSC areas. This judgment is based on the following factors. First, no fires have occurred in the

control room, TSC, or their adjacent offices and conference rooms since the 7/15/83 event. Second, the

TSC trash cans now have self~guishing or closed lids and the area is posted as "no smoking" (per
walkdown). Thus, the "problem" is considered fixed. Third, cigarette smoking is virtuallycontinuous in
the control room, and no cigarette fires have occurred. Thus, this data point is considered "infant
mortality" and is also censored.

Afterjudging the industry &equency inappropriate and censoring SSES data, the question ofwhat number

to use for cigarette fire &equency in the control room must be addressed. We use an approach applied
previously at PP&L (Reference 4-8) and consider the probability offires to be log-normally distributed
with an upper bound of 1 fire in the next hour and a lower bound of 1/3 fire in the next hour. The log-
normal median is calculated:
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Median Fire Frequency —
(

1 1/3
(15.1rx-yls 15.1rr-yl s

= 0.038 fires/op. reactor-year

This is the probability ofcigarette fires in those areas in which smoking is allowed. (Note that after
January 1, 1995, smoking willno longer be allowed in SSES buildings, including the control room.) For
all other fire zone types and sources, generic fire &equency data is used (Table 4.2).

4.1.1.4.3 SSES Fire Sources

Ultimately, the fire &equency in each significant fire zone is required to calculate probability ofcore

damage due to fire in that zone. The frequencies shown in Table 4.2 describe the cumulative probability of
having a fire in one ofthose rooms from one ofthose sources each year. To determine the zone specific fire
&equency, the cumulative &equency is pro-rated based on the fraction ofapplicable sources in that
particular zone. For example, ifone reactor building zone contains 10% ofall reactor building electrical
cabinets, then 10% ofthe cumulative reactor building electrical cabinet &equency is ascribed to this zone.

To properly partition the cumulative fire frequencies then, the total number offire sources in each zone

must be determined.

ables 4.4 through 4.14 provide the total numbers offire sources in each zone. For zones which are

building/room type specific (e.g. reactor building/switchgear room), the number of "plant wide" sources in
the zone is also provided. The detailed distribution of"plant wide" sources is also shown separately. The
data for these tables is compiled from the PP&L combustible loading report (Reference 4-6), equipment
location drawings and electrical schematics current as ofApril, 1993, and plant walkdowns. Again note
that rooms are described by the industry designations. For example, because ofthe type ofequipment
located in the DC battery charger rooms (zones 0-28B-I and 0-28B-Il) these zones are described as

"switchgear rooms".
4

Generally, fire sources are those which are normally energized or operating during reactor power operation
and most source descriptions are self explanatory. "Ventilation subsystems" includes both heaters and air
movers. "Hoists" are tracked for information only; they are not normally in use during power operation. A
separate table is not provided for "misc. hydrogen" because hydrogen is located only in the turbine building
(1 FPRR fire zone) and in two zones in the reactor building (1-4A-W and IAA-S). Likewise "transient
fires from welding and cutting" are considered possible in all zones except the cable chases, control room,
and those zones inaccessible during power operation (e.g. 1-4G, steam tunnel).

The rules governing the selection of mechanical component "combustibles" for Appendix R purposes are

also adopted here. These rules are reflected in the component listings ofthe Combustible Loading Report
and result in discounting some small sources as "insignificant". For example, three ofthe selection rules

1.. Pumps imotorsi with ratings d 50 hp are assumed to have 1/2 gallon of lube oii,

2. Pumps with ratings > 50 hp but 5 200 hp are assumed to have 1 gallon of lube oil,
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3. Components with 1/2 gallon lube oil or less are discounted as insignificant.

These rules eliminate many smaller pumps which show up on equipment location drawings. For example,

the RBCW condensate circ. pumps (1P235A,B), evaporate circulating pumps (IP217A,B), and loop
circulating pumps (1P214A,B) in fire zone 1-5A-S are not included in the combustible loading. Review of
the IOMs for these pumps shows that they are rated at 40 Hp, 15 Hp, and 40 Hp, respectively. Further,

the bearings in these pumps are lubricated by grease enclosed in metal holders. These pumps do seem to

represent only small combustible loadings and their elimination from consideration justified. Thus, these

smaller sources have been considered, not overlooked.

The following special explanation is provided for "transient" sources. These sources consist ofcigarettes,

extension cords, portable space heaters, candles, hot pipes, and miscellaneous "overheating" sources (e.g.

motor heaters), in accordance with the industry fire data base (Reference 4-10). These fire sources are

included only in the zones in which they may occur. No candles are expected to be used at any time and

are removed &om consideration. Cigarettes are only considered in the control room complex (fire zones

26+x and the central access corridor (22A). Hot pipes are found only where feedwater (- 380'F water to
reactor vessel), steam, or RWCU piping is located. These hot pipes are found predominantly in the turbine

building and within the primary containment. However, the stea'm tunnel (zone 14G) and the steam piping
to HPCI and RCIC are located in the reactor building (zones 1- 3C-N, 1-1C, and 1-1D). RWCU piping is

also at approximately 500'F (reactor building zone 1-5D). Discussion with SSES fire protection personnel

indicates that space heaters, extension cords, and "overheating" are possible in all zones. However,

because ofaccess controls (alarms in control room) and the nature ofthe equipment involved (cable only)
these sources are not included in the cable chase zones in the control structure. To summarize, "transient"

sources are located to some degree in most fire zones and because oftheir generic applicability are not

included in source Tables 4.4 through 4.14. The frequency of fires due to transient sources ~i included in
the total fire &equency for those zones not screened out (Table 4.24).

4.1.1.4.4 SSES Fire Zone Frequency Determination

Given the fire zones, cumulative fire frequency for each zone or source type, and the number ofsources

within each zone, the specific fire frequency for each zone is calculated. Briefly, the fraction ofthe unit

wide fire frequency from each fire source within a zone is summed to yield the total fire &equency for that

zone per year. The steps involved in this calculation are:

1. Pick a zone.

2. Pick a source type within the zone.

3. Count how many ofthese sources are located within this zone (Unit 1 + Common).

4. Determine the total number ofthese sources in the entire building/room type or for this unit ("plant
wide" sources). Generally for this total the number ofthe unit 1 identified sources and 1/2 ofthe

common sources are summed. Halving ofthe common equipment total is consistent with NSAC
handling offire &equency data in which frequencies are calculated on a "per site" not a "per unit" basis

(Reference 4-10). Such halving makes the total source number smaller and, to the extent that similar

common equipment exists for Unit 2, results in a conservatively larger calculated fire frequency (i.e.

because this number appears as a divisor) . Where common equipment symmetries are known or easily
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determined (e.g. control room and transformers), the common equipment number shown is applicable
to Unit 1 and no halving is done in the "total sources" calculation.

5. Divide the total sources ofthis type within the zone (step 3) by the total ofthis type within the

building/room type or for this unit (step 4). This is the fraction ofthese sources for this zone.

I'.

Multiplythe fractional source (step 5) by the industry cumulative &equency for this
building/room/source type from Table 4.2. This result is the frequency offire from this source type in
this zone per year.

7. Repeat steps 1 through 6 above for all source types in this zone and sum. This result is the total fire
f II

'

Because ofthe varied nature oftransient combustibles, the total transient contribution from each applicable
transient source is determined separately. For overheating, heaters, and extension cords the frequency per
zone is calculated:

Zonal fire &equency
from overheating,
heaters, and ext. cords

9 indust events/784 indu
94 Unit 1 zones (Ul+1/2 Common)

= 1.22E-4 overheat, heaters,ext.*cord fires/zone-yr
It Here the 94 zones includes 62 in the Unit 1 reactor building and 32 in the control stiucture, turbine,

EDG, ESSW pumphouse, and radwaste buildings. This 32 is Unit 1 plus 1/2 ofcommon zones and

does not include elevators, stairwells, duct or cable chases. This 1.22E-4 is added to the total in step 7

above for all fire zones.

For "hot pipes" the transient fire'&equency is:

Zonal fire frequency
from "hot pipes"

1 indust event/784 ind
5 Unit 1 zones

= 2.55E-4/zone-yr

The 5 zones considered are 1-4G, 1-3C-N, 1-1C, 1-1D, and 1-5D and this frequency contributes to the

total for these zones only.

The SSES transient fire &equency from cigarettes in the control room and TSC areas has previously been

calculated as 0.038/reactor-yr at power. This frequency applies to the 7 zones in which smoking is

allowed: 0-26A,E,G,H,I,K and L. Thus, the frequency ofcigarette fires in each zone is:

Zonal fire &equency
CR/TSC Cigarettes = (0.038/op. reactor year)x(l reactor-yr/7 zone years)

= 5.4E-3/zone-yrt Again, this frequency applies only to these 7 zones.
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4.1.2 Fire Hazard Results

The results ofthe fire hazard analysis are a list offire zones which are not "screened out", that is, loss of
all equipment in the fire zone results in violation ofdefense-in4epth, and the frequency offires in these

zones.

4.1.2.1 Screening Results

The buildings and grounds which comprise SSES are divided into fire areas and zones for the Appendix R
analysis (Reference 4-3) and these designations are retained for the PRA. Most ofthe buildings can be

eliminated from the PRA using the screens previously described in the fire hazards methodology section.

Elimination ofthese buildings from consideration is permitted because the impact oftheir loss has small
risk consequences. Table 4.15 lists the buildings which make up SSES and the criteria used to screen them

~ from further consideration. Equipment failure rates are obtained from the IPE. The largest conditional

equipment failure rate is 4 E-7/fire. Given that fire &equencies are about 0.01/reactor-year or less, low
CDF is assured during screening. Because only existing/post-IPE procedures are used, procedure and

interface criteria are also satisfied.

As a result ofthe building screening exercise, only fire zones in the reactor buildings and the control
structure remain to be evaluated. This result is typical ofother fire PRAs (e.g. NUREG 1150). The
screening offire zones in these remaining buildings is summarized in Tables 4.16 and 4.17. In these tables

each fire zone is listed along with the criteria used to screen it out. Notes in Table 4.18 provide additional

detail about the screening. Tables 4.16 and 4.17 are a summary ofa considerable amount ofdetailed

analysis which is retained in the base calculations (Reference 4-18). This detail includes listings ofSSD

components and cable in each fire zone and an evaluation ofthe impact on defense-in<epth ofthe assumed

loss ofthis equipment/cable.

Explicit cable location analysis is not performed for Unit 2. At the outset ofthis examination it was

anticipated that such analysis would be performed. However, a review ofthe Unit 1 and Unit 2

combustible loadings shows that both units are approximately equal. Walkdowns confirm the fire sources

in each corresponding location are also similar and the construction offire zone barriers (walls, doors,

penetrations, and ducts) is the same. Although the reactor building results are Unit 1 specific, because of
the similarity in construction, the applicability ofthe same administrative constraints (eg., house keeping),

and the results ofdetailed fire impact calculations (Reference PP&L Calculation EC-RISK-1021) which

show negligible impact on cable from existing fire sources, the reactor building results for Unit 1 are

judged generally applicable to Unit 2. That is, the risk &om fire in Unit 2 is expected to be similar to that

in Unit 1 despite differences in cable routing which may exist.

From Table 4.16 note that ofthe 62 fire zones in the Unit 1 reactor building, 9 can not be screened out, that

is, are potentially risk significant. Most ofthese zones are on elevations 719'nd 749'f the building and

contain multiple trains ofsafety instrumentation or cabling so that Defense-in-Depth (DID) can not be

achieved ifall ofthe equipment in the room is destroyed. The zones which are screened out have either

DID or low combustible loading. DID is guaranteed either by inspection, i.e. the zone has no SSD

components or cables for the required Appendix R safe shutdown path, HPCI, or CRD, or by detailed

review ofcable within the zone. Low combustible loading is determined using the methods described in the

Methodology. Ofthe 77 fire zones in the control structure, 14 can not be screened out (Table 4.17). Those

zones which are screened out satisfy the same criteria used in the screening ofthe reactor building zones.

Ofthese 14, five are Unit 2 duplications ofUnit 1 functions (e.g. relay rooms). Thus on a per unit basis,

only 9 fire zones remain to be studied in detail in the control structure.
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The 18 zones not screened out (9 reactor building, 9 control structure) are identified in Table 4.25 along
with the front-line or support systems failed as a result of loss ofall equipment and cable in the zone. This
equipment loss is considered "gross" in the sense that it assumes wholesale loss ofequipment in the zone.

That is, no consideration ofthe spatial distribution offire sources or detailed fire impact calculations have

been performed. The equipment listed is also not all-inclusive; the complete list ofaffected equipment is

provided in Appendices to Reference 4-18. The equipment noted as fiuled together with the combustible
loading are sufficient, however, to guarantee loss ofDID and thereby fail the screening criteria above. This
failure to screen requires that further study ofthese zones be performed (fire propagation analysis).

Note that n~ credit for Thermo-Lag is taken for screening fire zones. That is, in all screened zones DID
exists without crediting Thermo-Lag or other fire wrap. (Conversely, DID may exist in unscreened zones

by crediting fire wrap, e.g. 1-2B.)

Credit for fire barriers ~i significant for this screening, especially in zones located in the lowest levels ofthe

reactor buildings. It is in these lower zones that the large ECCS pumps (HPCI, RHR, CS) are located. It
is these pumps and their relatively large lube oil supplies (155 gallons for HPCI, 76 gallons per RHR
pump) which constitute the only sources in the reactor building capable ofcausing widespread damage

without the presence ofrated fire barriers (fioors and ceilings). Sources in other zones are insuf6cient to
cause damage to equipment beyond the fire source (see propagation analysis below). Evaluation ofthe loss

ofthese barriers is presented in the fire propagation analysis.

4.1.2.2 Fire Initiation FrequencytThe results ofthe fire &equency calculations described in the hazards methodology above are provided in
Tables 4.19 through 4.23 for each fire zone in the unit 1 reactor building and the control structure. These

bl Rq
the zones which are not screened out and includes the transient fire contribution. Frequencies shown are

derived as described above and can be checked via manipulation ofthe data in Tables 4.2 through 4.14.
The fire frequency for welding and cutting is based on a total of 87 zones (the 94 described above less the

7 in the control room). The contribution to fire frequency from welding and cutting is thus 0.031/87. This
contribution is from fires in transients due to welding and cutting. The EPRI Fire Events Data Base shows

only 4 fires in cable from welding or cutting at power operation, only one ofwhich may have occurred in
safety cable (Reference 4-10). Allfires lasted less than about 2 minutes and were extinguished by
personnel involved with the work. Cable fire &equency from hot work in risk important fire areas is

calculated to be one fourth ofthe 5.1 E-3/reactor-year reported by EPRI for all zones, or 1.3 E-3/zone-

year. With 87 fire zones in these areas, cable fire frequency is estimated to be about 1.5 E-5/zone-year.

This estimate is considered bounding because the cable involved in the data base fires is non IEEE-383

cable, and the cable in use at SSES is rated to the IEEE-383 standard. The actual cable fire frequency is

less than this zone frequency because this zone frequency must be further partitioned among the different
cable trays or tray sections within the zone. Thus, the cable fire frequency due to welding and cutting is

estimated to be on the order of 1 E-6/cable tray-year. Because this frequency is insignificant compared to
fire frequency from other sources, cable fires due to welding are not considered further. For misc.

hydrogen fires this contribution is 1.3E-3/3. One ofthe stalled "switchgear" rooms (0-30A) contains 2
~ "pumps" shared between units. These are the control structure chillers. Thus, on a "per unit" basis the fire

frequency for a single pump from the reactor building analysis is included for 0-30A.
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The total fire frequency for each unscreened fire zone is reported again in Table 4.25, along with the
significant safety system failures associated with loss ofall equipment/cable within the fire zone. It is this
equipment loss which causes the zone to violate DID and remain unscreened. The fire &equencies in
Table 4.25 are used as the initiating event frequencies in the fire PRA.
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4.2 Review ofPlant Information and Walkdown~

~

4.2.1 Plant Information

SSES consists oftwo BWR-4 reactors in Mark-H containments. The reactors are standard GE design now
rated at 3441 MWt. Unit 1 commenced commercial operation in June, 1983; unit 2 in February, 1985. As
discussed in the "Key Assumptions" above, the plant configuration used in this fire PRA is the same as

described by the IPE issued December, 1991 (Reference 4-8). Volume 2 ofthe IPE contains a complete
description ofthe plant and the systems used for prevention and mitigation ofsevere accidents. Except for
detailed plant damage state &equency calculations for electrical equipment cabinets, only the emergency
AC and DC power supplied ECCS equipment and the CRD system are credited in the fire PRA, however.

For purposes offire analysis, the buildings at SSES are divided into fire "areas" generally separated by
rated fire barriers, and subdivided into "zones" within those areas. The Fire Protection Review Report
(FPRR, Reference 4-3) submitted as part ofthe Appendix R documentation contains fire protection
features drawings showing these areas and zones. The FPRR also contains descriptions ofthe fire hazards
in each zone (Section 6 ofReference 4-3) and briefdescriptions ofthe fire detection and suppression
systems installed in the plant.

In the IPE the relative physical locations ofthe various systems and components studied does not affect
their failure rates. For example jftwo pumps occupy the same room, or a pump and a MCC are in close

proximity, and the pumps, or pump and MCC, have no "support system" level connection (e.g. one pump
cools the other, or the MCC powers the pump) the failure ofone component has no effect on the other. For
fire, as in seismic events, spatial connection ofcomponents is crucial. Further, the cable connections
between components are specifically of interest. For fire, fire in one component can definitely affect the
operation ofother components either by being close enough for direct fire damage, or via cable failure,
without any "system level" connection. To determine the physical locations ofthe components used for
shutdown, the data available from the IPE and Appendix R work, along with plant walkdowns, are used.

Once the systems required for shutdown are determined (see "Safe Shutdown Equipment" discussion in the
Fire Hazard Analysis) the components within these systems are identified Rom the IPE and Appendix R
system analyses. Because the Appendix R work deals specific'ally with the impact offire, equipment and

cable location by fire zone is readily available. The components required for safe shutdown are mapped
into fire zones in the combustible loading report (Reference 4-6) and the references to the FPRR
(Reference 4-3), specifically drawing M1002 (Reference 4-4). Equipment location and cable and raceway
drawings are also used. One key information source is an electronic cable conduit and raceway data base

developed for the Appendix R analysis (Reference 4-11). By sorting this data the components and
associated cabling are correlated to various fire zones. To find the impact ofthe loss ofspecific cables or
the specific components within a cabinet, electrical schematics and panel drawings are studied. Thus, given
a fire in a particular zone or cabinet, the'equipment affected is determined. Specific data sources (e.g.
drawings, etc.) used can be found in the references to the calculations supporting this fire PRA.

4.2.2 Walkdowns

4.2.2.1 Fire Source/Plant Systems Walkdowns

Six walkdowns were performed to gain insight into the magnitude offire hazards at SSES and the spatial
dependencies between components, to verify cable locations and cabinet details, and to confirm the

similarity between SSES units 1 and 2. These walkdowns were usually performed by the two engineers
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doing the fire PRA analysis, although in one case only a single engineer was involved. The walkdowns

were iterative and directed. That is, during the course ofthe fire PRA, a need for additional information

would surface. A walkdown was then performed to satisfy this need. After the walkdown the PRA would

progress until another need for specific information would arise, at which time another walkdown would be

performed. Typical information requirements were: the locations of instrument racks or cable relative to

ignition sources; the existence ofdrains, dams, or other partitions; location of installed detection and

suppression equipment; or cabinet details such as specific equipment inside or the existence ofinternal

partitions. Each walkdown lasted about 1 work day.

Walkdown results are recorded as notes on working copies ofthe fire protection features drawings found in
Reference 4-3, in notebooks maintained by the engineers involved, or on ad hoc walkdown data sheets

prepared prior to the walkdowns. These results are collected as part ofReference 4-34. The results ofthe

walkdowns are reflected in the fire propagation analysis, especially the locations ofcable (in conduit and

tray) and transient combustibles (both long and short term).

4.2.2.2 Fire Risk Scoping Study Issues Walkdowns

Two additional walkdowns were performed as part ofthe Fire Risk Scoping Study (FRSS) issues

resolution., The remaiiiing FRSS issues to be addressed in the IPEEE concern:

1. SeismidFire interactions (including seismically induced fires, seismically induced fire suppression

actuation, and seismically induced loss offire suppression;
L

2. Total environment equipment survival, especially the effects offire suppression on SSD

equipment;

3. Control systems interactions;

4. Fire barrier effectiveness; and

5. Manual fire fighting effectiveness.

Walkdowns are specifically suggested as the best way to address several ofthe issues (Reference 4-1). The

walkdowns performed for the IPEEE specifically address items 1, 2, and 4 and, to a lesser extent, item 3

above. The first FRSS issues walkdown focused on barrier effectiveness and the location ofitems to be

reviewed in the second walkdown. To verify assumptions and analysis ofnon-Appendix R penetration

seals for the study ofcross-zone fire potential (IPEEE Section 4.3.2.4) the reactor building penetration

seals were identified for HPCI, RCIC, and RHR zone boundary walls. Walkdown ofthese penetrations

was performed with the SSES site engineer responsible for these penetrations. Results ofthe walkdown

showed these penetrations in good repair and acceptable as fire boundary seals. The location ofvarious

fire detection and suppression system elements in the reactor buildings, control structure, and other site

locations was also observed in preparation for the second walkdown.

The second walkdown was performed roughly one week after the first. This second walkdown team

included a member ofthe Seismic Margins Analysis (SMA) team as well as on-site and general office fire

protection personnel. This second walkdown focused on potential sources ofseismically induced fire not

part ofthe SMA walkdowns (e.g. diesel fire pump fuel tank), seismic interaction ofsprinkler heads and fire

suppressant storage tanks (water, CO2, Halon), anchorage offire suppression components (e.g. fire

pumps), and the possibility of fire suppression over-spray and flooding.
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The results ofthe walkdowns are included in the analysis supporting the resolution ofthe FRSS issues

(Reference 4-40). The resolutions are presented here in IPEEE Section 4.8. Ofnote is that during both
walkdowns numerous clean trash and radiation protective clothing barrels were observed to have lids. This
observation adds credence to the assumption that barrels may be discounted as significant fire sources.
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4.3 Fire Growth and Propagation

This report section documents the "fire propagation analysis" portion ofthe IPEEE fire PRA. The
propagation analysis takes as "input" the list ofpotentially significant fire zones left unscreened &om the

fire hazards analysis (Table 4.25, see Section 4.1 above) and determines the detailed impact ofeach fire
source within the zone. As in the hazards analysis, zones in which the available fire sources have little
impact on SSD targets are screened out as not risk significant. The propagation analysis is thus a

continuation ofthe hazards analysis with a "higher gain" focus on individual sources and targets. Typically
the potential source impact is loss ofpower/control cables for SSD equipment. (It is the loss ofcable in
cable spreading and relay rooms which dominates the results oftypical fire PRA analyses.) The output of
the fire propagation analysis is a list offire zones and the impact that individual fire sources in the zone

have on equipment and cable within the zone. Core damage frequencies are calculated for the significant
sources/impacts. Thus, the combination ofthe fire hazards and propagation analyses determine the fire
initiating event frequencies and impact vectors used in the PRA.

Note that these studies are "best estimate", not "conservative". As such, every attempt is made to
understand the actual fire risk and minimize purely speculative impacts. This is consistent with the intent

ofthe IPEEE process which is (in part) to identify low cost plant improvements which willresult in
significant risk reduction.

4.3.1 Fire Propagation Methodology

4.3.1.1 Approach

"The purpose ofa fire-propagation analysis is to determine the likelihood and extent ofvarious levels of
damage in a compartment, given that a fire has occurred" (PRA Procedures Guide, Reference 4-2). With
this goal in mind, the followingapproach is used to determine the fire impact:

1. Select an "unscreened" fire zone from the fire hazards analysis, one in which the loss ofall
equipment within the zone results in loss ofcore level defense-in4epth (see discussion ofDID in
Fire Hazards Methodology above);

2. Identify individual fire sources within the zone including electrical cabinets, lubewil sources, and

other potential ignition points;

3. Identify targets within the zone, i.e. SSD equipment and cable;

4. Model the fire impact ofeach source on the targets, accounting for the mitigating effects offire
detection and suppression (ifrequired); and

5. Document which sources may be ignored for having insignificant impact and which ones must be

considered significant and for which core damage frequency calculations willbe performed.

The first three items above are determined using the results ofthe fire'hazards analysis (Section 4.1) and

plant walkdowns (Section 4.2). The hazards analysis provides a list ofzones for which loss ofall
equipment/cable in the zone results in loss ofcore defense-in-depth. These zones are listed in Table 4.25

along with the reasons for their significance and the cumulative fire &equency from all sources in the zone.

The equipment fire ~surces (mechanical, electrical, misccllanecus) and SSD equipment and cable taharets in

the zone are also available from the hazards analysis because they are used to determine the fraction ofthe
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cumulative fire frequency in each zone per year, zone significance, and whether or not the zone can be

screened out. What is new in the propagation analysis is the modeling of individual source-target
interactions, that is, the fire growth phenomenology, and details ofrelay room and control room cabinets.

With zone fire sources and targets determined, fire impact modeling is performed. This modeling utilizes
either the simplistic but conservative bounding analysis found in the FIVE methodology (Reference 4-21)
or the more detailed models ofthe COMPBRN IIIe code available from EPRI (Reference 4-22). The

analysis determines the impact of individual sources on targets within the zone. Further details ofthe

modeling are provided below.

The results ofthe impact modeling provide the answer to "what willhappen ifa fire occurs in this source in
this zone". With this answer in hand, the risk significance ofeach source is determined. Ifa source in a

zone does not affect SSD equipment, or its effect leaves intact equipment sufficient to satisfy PP&L's

defense-in<epth criteria, the source may be screened out as not risk significant. Ifthe source within the

zone renders enough equipment inoperable such that DID is lost, the zone is judged "risk significant". The

core damage &equency calculation is the next step in the PRA process and is documented in the Plant

Systems section 4.6 below.

4.3.1.2 Fire Growth and Propagation Modeling

To find the impact of individual fire sources on individual targets, the physical interaction ofsource fires
and targets is modeled, and equipment details beyond what is required for the fire hazards analysis are

determined.

Two methods are used to assess fire damage: FIVE worksheets and the COMPBRN HIe code. The FIVE
methodology (Reference 4-21) uses conservative assumptions about the fire impact to allow analysis to be

camed out via simple worksheets and lookup tables. The COMPBRN IIIe code is obtained from EPRI
(Reference 4-22) and was developed specifically to model cable damage in compartment fires in nuclear

pov er plants. Although COMPBRN IIIe provides greater detail and a more realistic appraisal offire
damage, both the FIVE screening sheets and COMPBRN IIIeemploy the same basic correlations to model

fire (Reference 4-21). This COMPBRN IIIemethodology is preferred for fire propagation modeling,
according to the PRA Procedures Guide (Reference 4-2). For purposes ofthe IPEEE fire PRA, the FIVE
method is used for those zones in which source loading is low, typically small type A fire sources such as

rubber hose, wood, and paper, or small type B liquid sources. The COMPBRN IIIe code is used to model

impacts of larger sources such as lube oil, electrical equipment cabinets, batteries, or PC storage racks.

Because fires in cabinets are confined to the cabinet oforigin (see detailed COMPBRN IIIe model

description and discussion under "Assumptions" below), impact ofcabinet fires is determined by
examination of the equipment within. Note that the fire phenomenology modeled centers on the heat/flame

damage due to fire and not on the more uncertain aspects offire impact, e.g. smoke. Because ofthe

uncertainties associated with smoke generation and its impact, both in terms ofdistribution within fire
zones and effect on equipment, and fire experience and tests which show smoke does not disable equipment
in the short term, the subject ofsmoke "fragility"is not dealt with in this quantitative analysis. Smoke

effects are discussed in Section 4.4.

Regardless ofthe method used to determine the impact ofthe fire, the first step in the model development is

an accurate description ofthe dimensions ofthe fire zone and the relative locations oftargets and sources.

Fire protection features drawings, cable and raceway drawings, the FPRR (Reference 4-3), combustible

oading report (Reference 4-6), and plant walkdowns (see above) are used to develop these spatial models.

The combustible behavior of materials used as input to these models is obtained from the FIVE and
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COMPBRN HIe documentation, as well as other published and personal references. Sections below detail
the models used in the fire propagation analyses for the various sources in those zones not screened out via
the fire hazards analysis (Table 4.25). Assumptions used in the fire propagation modeling are also
provided in a separate section below.

The objective ofthis analysis is to determine in a best estimate sense the most realistic impact of fire on the

SSD targets within a fire zone, given the combustible loading commonly found in each zone. There is no

assumption that the maximum allowable transient combustible loading is located in the most risk
significant location, unless the results ofwalkdowns and document studies show this to be the case. PRAs

commonly assume that such loadings are located in such locations, using the relative floor areas in the zone

to apportion fire initiation &equency. This approach tacitly assumes that this maximum loading exists

somewhere in the zone at all times. It is the experience at SSES that the maximum transient combustible

loading does not exist at ~ time during power operation. Further, the actual most likely location of
transient combustibles is generally dictated by ease ofaccess. For example, trash cans and lay down areas

are located close to pedestrian pathways and farthest &om congested corners where multiple cable trays

may be located and head clearances are lowest.

Transient combustible fire experience in the SSES reactor buildings and control structure during power
operation ofeither unit is limited to 6 small waste paper basket fires in non-essential office areas in the .

control structure due to improperly extinguished cigarettes, and three "ignitions" from welding and grinding
which were immediately extinguished by the attendant fire watch (Reference 4-18). The SSES combustible

loading experience seems typical ofthe nuclear industry as a whole. The EPRI Fire Events Data Base

(Reference 4-16) shows that, industry wide, transient combustible fires at power operation are typically
small sources (notebooks, mops, pieces ofplywood) which do not propagate. No fires in trash barrels or
temporarily stored combustible liquids beneath multiple divisional cable trays are reported, and, other than

the Browns Ferry fire, none in cable spreading rooms. Welding and grinding initiated fires are most

common, however the presence offire watches electively reduces the severity ofthese fires to
inconsequential. Thus, truly "transient" initiators are considered insignificant contributors to fire risk (see

further discussion regarding trash barrels under "Assumptions" below).

This analysis takes fulladvantage ofthe housekeeping practices described in SSES procedures (References

4.23 through 4.26). These procedures require: prompt collection and removal oftrash, packing materials,

etc. as work progresses; location ofwaste disposal containers where they willnot, ifignited, threaten

critical equipment; proper storage and dispensing ofonly required amounts ofcombustible liquids; regular

inspections for fire hazards and cleanliness; permits for storage of combustibles; etc. A search of SOORs

generated for violations ofthese housekeeping/combustible control procedures shows that &om
commencement ofcommercial operation through 1993 there were only 3 violations significant for fire, and

all were related to ignition oftrash or rad waste barrels by grinding or welding activities. Allwere

immediately extinguished by the attendant fire watch. The generally high level ofplant cleanliness has also

been observed during repeated plant walkdowns at various times in the process ofthe fire PRA. Thus, the

assumptions ofhousekeeping procedural compliance and minimal "transient combustible" loading are

justified.

In a broader sense, no PRA is required to justify good housekeeping. That is, ifhousekeeping and

combustible control were assumed to be abysmal, resulting in large calculated core damage frequencies, the
"fix"would be implementation/enforcement ofproper combustible material control procedures. The need

for such programs is known a priori. These programs currently exist at SSES. With these programs in

place, the maintenance of low risk from transient combustibles is reduced to continued vigilance by
maintenance, safety, fire protection, compliance, and site management personnel.
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~ ~ ~ ~4.3.1.2.1 COMPBRN IIIe Code

COMPBRN IIIe is an interactive computer model for the simulation offires in compartments, developed
for EPRI by the University ofCalifornia at Los Angeles. COMPBRN IIIe is a modification ofprevious
COMPBRN code versions and was developed to specifically address the concerns about these earlier
versions expressed by Sandia National Laboratory in the FRSS (Reference 4-35) Detailed model, input,
and user's guidelines are provided in Reference 4-22.

The followingtypes of,input data are required to simulate fire scenarios using COMPBRN IIIe:

~ Dimensions ofroom
~ Dimensions ofall objects in room, both fire sources and targets
~ Coordinates ofmid-points ofall objects (including walls &, ceiling) with reference to any arbitrary

origin
~ Number ofsubwlements ofeach object
~ Mass ofeach object
~ Orientation ofeach object
~ Physical fuel properties for all objects including walls and ceiling
~ Location ofpilot fuel

, ~ Dimensions ofdoor opening, ifany
~ Quantity offorced ventilation air
~ Miscellaneous thermodynamic properties (e.g., heat transfer coefficients for which suggested values aret provided)

The room and all objects in it are required to be rectilinear in shape. Since reactor buildings generally
contain rooms that are not rectangular in plan, such rooms have to be modeled as rectangular, while
conserving total area and relationships between fire sources and critical targets.

COMPBRN IIIeprogram disks include a material property database, SAMPLE.DB, containing suggested

or default parameters for use in a point value estimation as well as appropriate statistical distributions for
uncertainty analysis for some common materials. These include concrete, gypsum board and wood for
ceiling and walls; asbestos for ceiling; brick for walls; bimetallic elements for detectors; glass, aluminum,
steel and hardboard for barriers; PVC, PE and PVC/PE for cable insulation and jacketing; and heptane,

gasoline, kerosene and engine oil for liquid fuels (called Solvents). The followingproperties are required for
each fuel material, with the units in parentheses:

Density (kg/cu.m.)»
Specific Heat (J/kg.K)»
Thermal Conductivity (W/m.K)»
Heating Value (J/kg.)»
Piloted Ignition Temperature (K)
Spontaneous Ignition Temperature (K)
Damage Temperature (K)»
Ventilation Controlled Burning Rate Constant (Dimensionless)
Specific Burning Rate Constant (kg./sq.m.sec.)»
Surface Controlled Burning Rate Constant (kg./J)
Combustion Efficiency (Dimensionless)»
Fraction ofFlame Heat Released as Radiation (Dimensionless)
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Absorption Coefficient for Flame Gases (1/m.)
Reflectivity (Dimensionless)»

(The parameters marked with an asterisk are considered more significant to the computation than the others

and are highlighted on the data entry screens in the interactive mode ofprogram operation). MKS units are

included in the discussion ofCOMPBRN IIIe because code input and output are so defined.

It should be noted that the statistical distributions ofthe above parameters provided with the code sample

input are based on engineering judgment and not on sampling or other methods oftesting. It is PP &L's view
that rather than using arbitrary distributions, however apparently reasonable, a better approach is to use

sensitivity analysis for those parameters in which there is least confidence and select a value that provides

results closest to the results ofactual fire tests or experience. In general, especially where no test or
experience is available, parameter values were chosen for conservatism, i.e., values that result in the least

time to damage.

In the performance ofthe PRA propagation analyses, several changes are made to the material properties

data base provided with the code. For ceiling and walls, steel is added as a fuel type, with properties
included in COMPBRN in the "Barrier" category. The damage temperature ofcable, given as 500 K
(440.6 F) in the database, is changed to the value of644 K (700 F) applicable to IEEE-383 qualified cable,

since all cable used at SSES (except for some computer room cabinets) is so qualified (Reference 4-3).
The only liquid fuel likely to be present in indoor fire zones at SSES is lubricating oil. The COMPBRN
data for lube oil (called Engine Oil) is incomplete, using a default value of 1.0 for several parameters.

Changes are made to several parameters including the spontaneous ignition temperature (542 K), specific
burning rate constant (0.039 kg/sq.m.-sec.), and surface controlled burning rate constant (2.0E-7 kg/J)
(Reference 4-34) In fire zones with significant quantities of lubricating (lube) oil in rotating machinery, the

amount of lube oil that could spill and become a pilot and main fire source are estimated on the basis ofthe

floor area over which spilled oil can remain (determined by the location ofcurbs or drains) and the

thickness ofan unconfined spill for the fluid.

Properties for several fuel types not included with the received database are added. These fuel types are

battery cases, hydrogen, cotton, and "trash". Multiple COMPBRN IIIecalculations are typically
performed to study the impact ofeach material property value on the modeling results.'Best" values for
properties for which little data exists are those which minimize time to damage. Details ofthe properties

are found in Reference 4-34.

Materials used for battery cases at SSES were tested by Factory Mutual Research Corporation and it was

determined that the heat release rates are lower than the calculated values for polystyrene. The

manufacturer ofone ofthe types ofbatteries states in the material data sheets that the battery cases are

polycarbonate. Because it cannot be established with certainty that all the batteries in the fire zones of
concern (250 V, 125 V and 24 V) have the more fire-retardant polycarbonate cases, COMPBRN IIIe runs

are made for both polycarbonate and polystyrene, constituting lower and upper bounds respectively, of
damage likelihood.

In two fire zones ofeach reactor building, gaseous hydrogen is stored in pressurized bottles for use in the

calibration ofcontainment atmosphere monitoring instniments. The combustion characteristics ofhydrogen

are significantly different from those ofthe liquid and solid fuels modeled in this fire PRA, requiring

detailed study ofhow material property data is used in code calculations so that proper descriptions of
flammable behavior are achieved. Additional details regarding the hydrogen model for COMPBRN IIIe are
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described in more detail in the section on fire zone (FZ) IAA-W,one ofthe reactor building FZs containing

hydrogen.

Material properties for woven cotton clothing, especially the density, were difficultto establish. Properties

for related materials such as cellulose are available, but for the crystalline form, i.e. not applicable to the

modeling offolded cotton coveralls. Engineering judgment, consultation with testing organizations, and

multiple COMPBRN IIIe calculations are used for material property selection. Again, guessing material

property bounds and performing statistical sampling analysis is viewed as providing only uncertain results.

Due to such inherent uncertainty, sensitivity runs are made with several values for certain parameters

before material property values are determined to be most reasonable.

Anticipating the need for transient combustible calculations, a prototypic trash fire input is created. The
contents ofsuch "trash" can vary considerably. Actual materials can include paper, pieces ofcloth and

some plastics. To cover these miscellaneous combustibles in COMPBRN IIIe models, an attempt is made

to categorize the material properties of"generic trash". Sandia National Laboratory conducted tests on
different "packages" oftrash with a view to characterizing the combustibility parameters ofordinary
materials likely to be found in a bag or can oftrash. Ofseveral packages tested by Sandia, "Fuel Package
Five" was selected as the reference trash package for SSES because it had the maximum total heat release

of202 MJ. Those parameters such as density and heating value that could be derived from the test data

were directly calculated; for other parameters, values for polyethylene (PE)) were used because it
constituted more than halfofthe fuel package.

e
4.3.1.2.2 Fire Zone Models

Details ofthe fire zone geometric modeling are included with the discussion ofCOMPBRN IIIe and FIVE
fire impact calculations below.

4.3.1.3 Fire Propagation Analysis Assumptions

Several assumptions have been made to simplifythe propagation analysis. These assumptions are
described below, along with their justifications. Some are carried over &om the fire hazards analysis.

These assumptions are presented in "electrical", "mechanical", and "transients" order.

First, fires originating in electrical cabinets, including switchgear, transformers, inverters, distribution
panels, fire protection panels, I&Cpanels, etc. are assumed to stay in the cabinet oforigin. <This

assumption is consistent with the EPRI Fire Events Data Base, SNL tests (Reference 4-27), Limerick
Generating Station tests and NSAC COMPBRN IIIecalculations (Reference 4-28), and PP&L
COMPBRN IIIe calculations (see following sections). Plant walkdowns confirm that cable penetrations of
electrical cabinets are sealed. Thus, cabinet fires do not propagate and the loss ofequipment function due

to a cabinet fire is limited to the loss of the equipment supported by the cabinet. Similarly, ifa cabinet

contains internal partitions which completely separate cabinet sections without through-wall penetrations, a

fire originating in one section is assumed not to disable equipment located in adjacent sections. Such an

approach is used in the NRC's study ofthe risk &om 5 diverse nuclear plants, NUREG 1150 (noted in
Reference 4-28). Note that because most instrument racks consist mainly ofdelta-P sensors for pressure,

level, and flowmounted on "unistrut" type or other metal frameworks, with associated cable in flexible
metal conduit, they are considered to have insignificant amounts ofcombustibles for this PRA.tIn fire PRAs cable is frequently considered the largest single combustible load within a fire zone, and cable

in tray is considered part ofthe combustible load in the SSES combustible loading report (Reference 4-6).
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However, virtuallyall cable in the SSES is qualified to IEEE-383 standards (Reference 4-3). Thus, while
a fire ofsufficient size and duration may indeed initiate a self-propagating fire in SSES cable, the use of
IEEE-383 cable makes such propagation difficult. (Self-induced cable fires are considered unlikely enough

to be not risk significant, Reference the EPRI Fire Events Data Base.) In two types ofcable considered

"least fire resistant" yet qualified to IEEE-383, Sandia National Laboratory was able to initiate self
propagating fires by exposing them to twice the IEEE-383 heat flux for five minutes (Reference 4-29). The

two types ofcable SNL researchers were able to ignite were both 812 AWG. One was a single conductor

with cross-linked polyethylene (XPE) insulation and no jacketing. The other was a three conductor cable

with XPE/silicone glass tape insulation and XPE jacket. Search ofSSES environmental qualification (EQ)
binders shows that PP&L does use cable with similar insulation and jacketing. These cable types are

typically used in lower voltage applications (125 V DC/120 V AC) such as I&C. Such wiring is used in

GE instrument panels. The approach used in this PRA is to assume that, for cable in conduit and tray,
cable function is lost ifthe cable temperature reaches 700'F. This is the fiulure temperature recommended

in the FIVE methodology (Reference 4-21). Cable is assumed to ignite ifcable temperature reaches 931'F.

As quoted in Reference 4-28 this temperature is used for ignition in the NRC risk analysis (NUREG 1150).

Once ignited, cable fire propagation is handled on a case by case basis. For example, ifthe ignited tray has

a solid metal top and bottom, propagation is not considered. Such tray covers prevented propagation in
SNL tests (Reference 4-29). Note that while cable in conduit is typically not addressed in PRA, this PRA

considers such cable in much the same way as cable in tray. That is, ifconduit temperature is calculated to

reach 700'F the cable within is considered failed. However, because ofthe enclosure afforded by the

conduit, fire propagation is not considered. For cable in cabinets and control panels, all cable is assumed

to ignite and fail. No detailed in~binet fire propagation studies are performed and all cabinet functions

are conservatively assumed to be lost. This is in agreement with SNL and Factory Mutual testing

(Reference 4-29) which shows that, given sufficient pilot combustible and proper internals orientation, all-

consuming panel fires with IEEE-383 qualified cable are ttoassi le. Such treatment of cabinet fires is

extremely conservative given the cabinet fire experience ofthe industry, the presence ofelectrical protection

(fuses), and the presence offire detection.

The following approach is used here to cover the possibility of"hot shorts" in cable. Although only
anecdotal evidence exists to support the occurrence ofhot shorts in actual plant fires (e.g. Reference 4-32),

inadvertent equipment actuations are generally considered in fire PRAs, and these actuations are typically
blamed on "hot shorting" ofpartially burned conductors. Because three phase hot sho'rts across the proper

phases must occur for inappropriate motor operation, hot shorts are not considered in power cable. The

PP&L Appendix R analysis and IPEEE fire propagation studies confirm that fire at SSES willnot result in

hot shorts that cause a high/low pressure interface LOCA, flowdiversion of injection to or inventory &om

the reactor vessel, or loss ofcontainment isolation capability (References 4-4 and 4-34). Hot shorts,

including multiple hot shorts, pre considered in control cable, both in cable tray and control cabinets, unless

the cable tray/cabinet wiring layout make such shorts unlikely. For example, ifconductors are run through

flexible metal jacketing, switches are enclosed in cans, the cabinet is normally dewnergized with a remote

power source, etc. hot shorts are considered infrequent enough to be ignored. The specific equipment

affected by any hot shorting is also considered. Hot shorts are considered significant for control circuits for
failure ofHPCI, RCIC, ADS, RHR, and CS. Inadvertent actuation ofany ofthese systems, except ADS,

is not a safety concern because injection to the reactor vessel is limited by isolation valves and reactor

pressure (RHR and CS), high reactor vessel level automatic turbine trips and the loss ofsteam available to

drive high pressure turbine systems (HPCI and RCIC), and manual operator action. Inadvertent ADS

actuation willfail HPCI and RCIC but guarantees no TAXsequences. In summary, hot shorting is

considered on a case by case basis, depending on the fire scenario.
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Based on the EPRI fire experience data and previous fire safety work at PP&L, valves and small motors
are assumed to contribute negligibly to fire risk. The EPRI data base (Reference 4-16) shows no valve
fires have occurred in BWR plants. Valve motors operate only intermittently and the grease used in the
motors for lubrication is contained within the motor casings. Thus, valves are not considered significant
fire sources. The same is true ofhoist motors used in the reactor building. These motors are generally
parked during power operation. Investigation ofIOMs and the SSES combustible loading report
(Reference 4-6) show that small motors (C50 hp) commonly found on water pumps contain only small
amounts of lube oil or grease (generally less than a pint ofoil or a few ounces ofgrease in sealed bearings).
The combustible loading report discounts these small motors as sources. For this PRA, small amounts of
grease or oil used in bearings are also ignored.

One additional assumption is made reg irding "transient" combustibles. At SSES such combustibles may
be defined as either truly transient, for example trash barrels, extension cords, etc. or "semi-permanent"
such as hydrogen storage bottles, PC storage racks, and rubber hose for SLC. Given that the industry fire
experience shows real transients are insignificant as Gre sources (mops, notebooks, single cardboard boxes)
and that SSES has a very strong housekeeping/combustible material control process, true transient
combustibles are judged to be insignificant for fire risk. This is consistent with NRC observations offire

~ safety significance noted in Reference 4-39. Thus, the final assumption made regarding transient fire
sources is that the only sources with risk significance are those which are semi-permanently stored in fixed
locations, and whose presence is evaluated and tracked by permits issued by the SSES Gre protection
engineer.

4.3.2 Fire Propagation Results~ ~

The results ofthe fire propagation analysis are presented in the sections below. First the results of
COMPBRN IIIe and FIVE Gre impact worksheets are shown (section 4.3.2.1). These results include
details ofthe geometric modeling ofthe fire zones ofconcern. The two sections (4.3.2.2 and 4.3.2.3) after
the COMPBRN IIIe results disposition each unscreened fire zone inherited from the Gre hazards analysis.
A discussion ofcross-zone Gre spread is also included (section 4.3.2.4).

4.3.2.1 Results of COMPBRN IIIe and FIVE Worksheet Calculations

COMPBRN Hle or FIVE worksheet calculations (Reference 4-34) are performed to determine the impact
ofeach fire source in the fire zones left unscreened by the fire hazards analysis. The results ofthese
calculations are discussed below by Gre zone.

4.3.2.1.1 Access Corridor (1-2B)

Two rolls oftightlywrapped polypropylene sheeting are stored in this FZ for use in maintenance and DID
cannot be established ifall cables routed through the FZ are destroyed by a fire. DID exists without
detailed examiiiation ifcredit is taken for Thermo-Lag fire-retardant wrap ofconduits carrying cables of
one division, esp. ofESW. COMPBRN runs are made to determine ifcombustion ofthe polypropylene
would damage specific cables ifno credit were taken for the Thermo-Lag.

The FZ is 30.2 m. x 8.08 m. (about 99 ft. x 26 ft. 6 in.), with a ceiling height of3.965 m. (13 ft.)
(Figure 4.6). A mass of 104 kg. ofrolled polypropylene is included, ofwhich 50 kg. is assumed to be a
pilot Gre ignited by a separate flame source. A conduit running along the width ofthe room above the
polypropylene is modeled as the critical target. With the conduit modeled as bare cable (ignoring the steel),
the fire lasts 6 hours and 58 minutes, the cable reaching a maximum temperature of545 K (about 522 F),
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below the damage temperature of the cable. However, because the temperature is above the minimum of
the damage range specified (525 K, engineering judgement), another COMPBRN run is made with the
conduit modeled as a steel bamer. As would be expected, the duration ofthe fire is the same but the
conduit stays relatively cool, reaching only 312 K (approx. 102 F). The steel acts as a "heat pipe",
effectively conducting energy away from the hot conduit toward its cooler ends. Based on COMPBRN
analysis, a conduit directly above the polypropylene willnot be damaged by a fire involving the

polypropylene and FZ 1-2B can be screened out.

4.3.2.1.2 Equipment Removal Area (1-3B-N)

This FZ contains four cabinets with large quantities ofprotective clothing (PC) stored within them. The
cabinets are multi-shelved steel construction with the &ont face open (Figure 4.7). Division IIac and dc

(HPCI) MCCs are located along the wall across &om the storage cabinets in this long, narrow room.

Cable trays for division H run above the MCCs. Physically the room has an "L"shape with the PC
cabinets located on the leg ofthe "L"near the inside corner formed with the foot ofthe "L". The room is

equivalent to a 42.7 m. x 7.32 m. (140 ft. x 24 ft.) rectangular room, with a ceiling height of 10.5 m.

(about 34 ft. 5 in.). As with other reactor building fioors, especially at the higher elevations, there is little
division into rooms. Because there is no physical barrier between this FZ and the adjoining FZ 1-3B-W,
most ofthe east wall is modeled as a door opening. Large quantities oftrash are modeled in this fire zone,

adjacent to one ofthe PC cabinets (based on walkdowns). Even though no cable trays are routed above the

PC cabinets or trash barrels, a 6.1 m. (20 ft.) section ofcable tray is included directly above the pilot and

main fuel to obtain an upper bound (on temperature) impact from a fire in cotton PCs. Division 1 conduits

are present in the zone, however, these conduits are effectively located in the corners ofthe zone or out of
site ofthe cabinets in the foot ofthe "L".

Three cabinets are each approximately 7 feet tall and three feet wide. These are modeled as a single

cabinet (cabinet 1). The other cabinet is about 4 feet wide and 4 feet high (cabinet 2). Cabinet 1, located

between PC cabinet 2 and the trash, is modeled as the pilot source, with half the 1030 kg. ofPCs as pilot
fuel. PC cabinet 2 contains 895 kg. ofPCs and the mass ofthe trash is 50.5 kg.. The actual orientation of
the PC cabinets is vertical and the backs, sides, bottoms and tops are metal sheet, with only the front ofthe

cabinets exposed. However, the cabinets are modeled as composed entirely ofcotton PCs, for simplicity
and conservatism. Also, COMPBRN IIIe, written primarily to model liquid pool fires, is not ideal for the
simulation ofsolid fuels or vertical fires (Reference 4-22). Sensitivity studies ofCOMPBRN IIIemodeling

are performed with the PC cabinets vertical or on their back sides, with and without the zone door opening,
with a smaller door opening, and with different vertical locations for the PC cabinets. The only run in
which any object other than that containing the pilot fire source is damaged is the case ofa completely
closed room.

The most realistic representation ofthe FZ (the only modeling compromise being laying the PC cabinets. on

their backs, fronts up) runs for 1000 minutes. The fictitious cable tray above the PC cabinet reaches a

temperature of592 K, less than cable damage temperature. The maximum temperature ofan actual target

physically in the zone is 342 K (156 F). Even though the fire did not go out, there is confidence that a

longer simulation willnot show damage to critical targets because a thermodynamic equilibrium is reached

about 11 I/2 hours after the start ofthe fire at which time the temperatures ofobjects stops increasing.

Also, it is extremely unlikely that a fire at SSES willgo undetected for as long as 16 hours, even without
automatic detection. Thus, fire in PC storage racks located in zone 1-3B-N is not expected to damage

either division I or IIequipment or cable.
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4.3.2.1.3 Equipment Removal Area (1-3B-W)~ ~ ~

~

FIVE worksheet calculations are used to disposition combustible material which may be kept in a locked
metal storage cage in FZ 1-3B-W. The combustibles in this cage are the only fire sources in the zone. The
zone is a long narrow room about 108 feet long (including contiguous zones 1-3B-S and 21 feet of 1-3B-N

not separated by physical barriers), 20 feet wide, with a 34 foot ceiling. Targets are cables in conduit and

tray located 2 ft. below the ceiling and above the cage. Per discussion with site personnel, the cage is used

to store valve repair tooling and may contain a wood pallet or chemicals required for valve work.

For the purposes ofthis modeling, it is assumed that two wood pallets and 1 gallon ofcombustible

chemical with a normalized heat release rate of200 Btu/sec.-sq.fL are stored in the cage. The heat release

rate ofthe pallets is assumed to be 660 Btu/sec.. This is the maximum heat release rate for "larger"

amounts ofwood in Appendix Aof NSAC/181 (Reference 4-17). It is also assumed that the spill of liquid
creates a 3 ft. diameter pool, about 7 sq. ft. (This spill diameter is consistent withNUREG 1150 and other

PRAs and is judged reasonable given SSES housekeeping. That is, no larger spill ofany duration is

considered credible.) The tool cage sits against the east wall on the 683 ft. elevation ofthe unit'1 reactor

building. Based on the FIVE worksheet, maximum cable temperature (target in plume) is less than 700F.

No damage to the cable in FZ 1-3B-W is expected.

4.3.2.1.4 Containment Access Area (1'-N)

This fire zone contains two compressors for the Containment Instrument Gas System, each with 2.5 gallons

of lube oil. Each compressor is mounted on a steel frame skid tight against the floorand capable oftretauung any spilled oil. The room is irregular in shape with part ofone edge curved. As explained in a

previous section it is modeled as rectangular while conserving the total area and the relative positions of
important objects. The equivalent room dimensions are 34.2 m. long x 16.2 m. wide x 7.93 m. high
(112 ft. x 53 ft. x 26 ft., Figure 4.8). The size ofan unconfined spill of lube oil is determined to be

3.66 m. x 0.915 m. (12 ft. x 3 ft.) with a thickness of0.00075 m. (0.0025 ft.), consisting of8.5 kg. ofoil,
which happens to be equal to the total lube oil content oftwo compressors. Halfofthis spilled oil is

assumed to be ignited by an external flame. Three cable trays, one parallel to the long direction ofthe spill
and the other two normal to the long ass, are included in the model as target objects (modeled as cable,

ignoring the metal ladder). No door opening is included. Forced ventilation air at a rate of 1 cu. m./sec.

(approx. 2115 cfin) is assumed.

The simulation is performed with a one-second time step interval instead ofthe default value of60 seconds

(see discussion ofFZ 0-30A modeling below). The fire goes out in 35 seconds and the cable tray parallel to
the long axis ofthe spill reaches a maximum temperature of388 K (approx. 239 F), well below the cable

damage temperature of700 F.

4.3.2.1.5 Containment Access Area (1AA-W)

In each reactor building, there'are two fire zones (14A-W and 1AA-S) that contain gaseous hydrogen in
bottles for use in the calibration ofcontainment atmosphere monitoring instnunentation. Zone 1-4A-W

was chosen as typical ofthese zones and modeled with COMPBRN IIIe. Even though FZ lPA-W is

defined as a corridor 66 ft. long (wrap-around area), there are no barriers between 1-4A-W and the fire
zones on either side. FZ 1-4A-W was, therefore, modeled as a rectangular room, 55.7 m. x 6.1 m.

~

~

(182 ft. x 20 ft.), with a ceiling height of8.16 m. (26 ft. 9 in.). Two large floor-to-ceiling openings in the

est wall are modeled as a door opening. Two hydrogen bottles, each with 0.51 kg. ofhydrogen, are

included in the model (both bottles leaking their entire contents), as is a storage rack for PCs. A small
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quantity (0.001 kg.) leaking from one ofthe hydrogen bottles is assumed to be ignited by an external flame.

A cable tray (E1K2324) running parallel to the width ofthe room at a horizontal distance of less than 4 ft.
from the pilot source hydrogen bottle is modeled as the critical target (Figure 4.9).

The fire burns out in five minutes with all but a minuscule amount remaining in one ofthe bottles. This
time is consistent with recommendations from representatives ofthe industrial gas production/distribution

industry. The cable tray reaches a maximum temperature of309 K (about 97 F), barely above the initial
room temperature of77 F. Although hydrogen is explosive ifconfined and capable ofignition &om even

the smallest spark sources, the specific energy content ofhydrogen gas ( 325 Btu/scf) is low. Given the

vastness ofthe room, the hydrogen bottles (215 scf each) do not present a significant threat to safety

equipment or cable in the fire zone. Because the hydrogen bottles in zone 1QA-S are similarly situated (i.e.

against a wall, within a cage, seismically restrained, without safety significant equipment nearby) the

results for 1-4A-W are considered applicable to zone 1-4A-S.
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.3.2.1.6 Standby Control Systems Area (1-5A-S)~ ~ ~ ~

This fire zone contains the two Reactor Building Chillers with a total of30 gallons of lube oil. The room
has equivalent dimensions of35 m. x 20.3 m. (115 ft. x 66.6 ft.) with a ceiling height of28 ft. over most of
the area. The chillers, however, are in the southwest corner ofthis large area over which there is a
mezzanine floor that limits the ceiling to about 10 ft. A totally enclosed room (fuel pool cooling pump
room) about 28 ft. east ofwhere the chillers are located creates a subzone within the FZ. The corner ofFZ
1-5A-S where the chillers are located is, therefore almost a separate room with half the north wall open.

The chiller area is modeled as a room 20.3 m. long x 8.54 m. wide (66.5 ft. x 28 ft.) with a ceiling height of
3.05 m. (10 R.) (Figure 4.10). A drain in the floorbetween the chillers limits the size ofan unconfined spill
of lube oil to 4.12 m. x 3.36 m. (13.5 fl:. x 11 fL)with a thickness of0.00075 m. (0.0025 'ft.), consisting of
10 kg. of lube oil. Halfthis amount is assumed to be ignited by a separate flame. Three cable trays, two of
them vertical and the other parallel to the long axis ofthe spill, and a conduit parallel to the long axis were

included in the model as cables, ignoring the metal. No door opening was included. Forced ventilation air
at a rate of 1 cu. m./sec. (approx. 2115 cfin) was assumed.

The simulation was performed with a one-second interval instead ofthe default value of60 seconds as

explained in the section on FZ 0-30A. The fire goes out in 14 seconds and the cable tray parallel to the long
axis ofthe spill reaches a maximum temperature of533 K (500 F), below the cable damage temperature.
No cable in the FZ willbe damaged by a fire that can occur in the chiller area.

FIVE screening is used to disposition two additional potential fire sources in zone 1-5A-S: paper/polyester
filters in a sample station; and rubber hose stored on a spool for use in SLC injection via RCIC during

SBO.

Per the combustible loading report (Reference 4-6), the filters occupy 56 sq. ft. (48 paper, 8 polyester) with
an average density of58 lbm./cu. ft. and a total volume of0.6 cu. ft. With a heat release rate ofpaper of
8,000 Btu/Ibm., polyester heat ofcombustion (net) about 12,300 Btu/Ibm, and ratios ofthe areas, the total
filterheat ofcombustion is about 3.0E5 Btu. Using the heat release rate ofcardboard for the paper (16
Btu/s-sq. ft.), a heat release rate ofabout 60 Btu/s-sq.ft. for the polyester and using the respective areas, an

average heat release rate of about 1250 Btu/s is calculated. A cable damage temperature rise of610 F is
assumed (700 F cable damage temperature and 90 F reactor building temperature). From FIVE look up
tables, this damage temperature is reached at about 12.4 ft. or less above a heat release rate of 1250 Btu/s.
Because the cable (in conduit) is located more than 20 feet above the filters (cable is about 25 ft. above the

floor, filters about 5 feet above the floor), no cable damage is expected.

A spool ofrubber hose is stored just outside the SLC area for use during ATWS for injection ofSLC
boron to the reactor vessel via RCIC in the case ofSLC pump/valve failure. The hose is "B F Goodrich
Transporter" with a 1.5 in. ID and a 1/4 in. wall. It is stored in two wraps 16 hose diameters long on a
metal spool with the top-most rubber about 4 feet offthe floor. Per the combustible loading report
(Reference 4-6), there are 300 ft. ofhose at 1.53E+04 Btu/lbm. and 2.3E+06 Btu total. Because the hose

is coiled tightly, it is assumed that only one layer burns at a time and for that layer, only the outer half
diameter is exposed. It is assumed the normalized heat release rate is 31.2 Btu/sec. sq.ft., similar to
XPE/Neoprene. Using the equations in the FIVE methodology, the heat release rate per coil ofcable is

562 Btu/sec (Reference 4.34). Based on the "fire in plume" worksheet in FIVE and a cable damage

temperature rise similar to that for the filters, cable damage may be expected to occur at a height ofabout 9

eet above the fire source, or 13 feet above the floor. Because cable is located greater than 25 feet above

e floor in this location, cable above this spool is not expected to fail.
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4.3.2.1.7 Relay Rooms (0-24D, 0-24G, 0-27A and 0-27K)

Each relay room contains several cabinets with relays and other control system components for one division
ofone unit. There are no fixed or transient combustibles in the rooms other than insulation ofwiring in the
cabinets and cables in raceways. (It is observed during walkdowns that trash barrels have fire safety flame
suppression lids.) The EPRI Fire Events Data Base documents 33 cabinet fires during more than 1200

reactor-years ofoperating experience. No fire in a cabinet without power switchgear spread beyond the
affected cabinet. NUREG/CR-4527 documents the results ofcabinet fire tests by Sandia National
Laboratories and also concludes that for the cabinet configurations tested, fire in a cabinet does not
propagate to adjacent cabinets. However, in view ofthe caveats listed in the NUREG/CR, it is felt that this
conclusion needs to be validated for specific cabinet configurations used at SSES. COMPBRN IIIecabinet
fire calculations are made only to determine whether a fire in one cabinet causes damage to components or
wiring in adjacent cabinets separated by double steel walls. It is recognized that all~nsuming cabinet
fires are highly unlikely.

The SSES combustible loading report (Reference 4-6) is used to select the most heavily loaded cabinet in
the relay rooms. Cabinet 1C664 "Annunciator Logic Cabinet" with combustible content of4.8 million
BTU is selected as the cabinet in which an internal fire is simulated.

While cabinet fires at nuclear plants have occurred spontaneously due to loose terminations and switching
sparks, COMPBRN Hle requires a pilot fire to start the simulation. An arbitrary but large quantity of
lubricating oil is used both as pilot and enduring pool fire to ~en re that a vertical cable bundle in the
cabinet would be ignited and burn at least partially. Such a pool of liquid fuel was also found necessary to
sustain a cable fire in the Sandia cabinet fire tests (Reference 4-27) due to the di6iculty experienced in
igniting IEEE-383 qualified cable. Except in non-safeguard applications such as computer cabinets, cable

at SSES is IEEE-383 qualified (Reference 4-3). The presence of large quantities (about 8 gallons in one

simulation, 15 gallons in the other) of liquid fuel is extremely unlikely in an electrical cabinet at a nuclear

power plant, so the results are conservative.

Cabinets at SSES are normally closed during power operation ofthe units. However, for completeness,

two situations are modeled: one with the cabinet doors closed and the second with one oftwo doors open.

The selected cabinet, 1C664, is 12 ft. long, 3 R. deep and 7 ft. 6 in. high. The lubricating oil is assumed to
be in a 10 ft. long, 2 ft. wide,.2 ft. deep pan placed on the cabinet's floor in the center. Halfthe oil in the

pan is assumed ignited by a separate flame source. In the first COMPBRN run a closed compartment is

modeled, with 13 kg. (3.8 gal.) as a pilot and another 13 kg. in the pan. Ventilation air at 0.1 cu. meters

per second (about 211 cfin) is assumed. The cable is calculated to be damaged and burning at the end of
one minute. The flames are out at the end of40 minutes. The maximum cabinet wall temperature is 382 K
(228 F). Since the adjacent cabinet would have another steel wall next to the side wall ofthe cabinet with
the fire, and the damage temperature ofIEEE-383 qualified cable is 644 K (700 F), the simulation has

demonstrated that a fire, more severe than any likely to occur by accident, does not cause damage to cables

or electronic equipment (damage temperature of325 F) in adjacent cabinets.

In the second simulation the same cabinet is modeled with one 6 ft. wide, 7 R. 6 in. high door open and with
25 kg. (7.3 gal.) of lube oil as a pilot and another 25 kg. in the pan. The upper halfofthe cable bundle is

damaged and burning at the end ofone minute. Before the flames are out at the end offive minutes due to
depletion ofthe fuel in the pan, all sections ofthe cable bundle are damaged and all but the bottom-most

section are burning. The peak wall temperature is 392 K (246 F), less than the damage temperature of
cables or electronic components. It should be noted that the mass burning rate and heat release rate with a
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large open door are about an order ofmagnitude higher than for the case with the door closed, which
explains the shorter duration ofthe fire even with a larger quantity of liquid fuel.

COMPBRN IIIe calculations for the SSES relay room cabinet with the highest combustible loading
confirm with conservatism that a fire in a cabinet willnot propagate to or damage equipment in adjacent

cabinets separated by double steel barriers.

4.3.2.1.8 Main Control Room (0-268)

The most heavily loaded cabinet (or benchboard section) in the MCR, 1C651 "Unit Operating
Benchboard", is physically the largest and has the most combustible loading; however, because of its horse-

shoe shape, it is not considered the best candidate for simulation by COMPBRN IIIe. Instead, a section of
1C601, the Core Cooling Benchboard, about 7 ft. 6 in. long, with a combustible load of2.25 millionBTU
and barriers on each end, is selected. A 25 in. sect'ion ofthe same benchboard is also simulated separately

to verify the results are applicable to very small enclosures.

As in the case ofthe relay room cabinet in the previous section, two cases are run for the large section of
the benchboard: one with the doors closed and the second with one oftwo doors open. The selected

benchboard, the middle portion of 1C601 (sections 17, 18, 19 and halfofsection 20), is 89.7 in. (modeled

as 90 in.) long, 3 ft. deep and 7 ft. 6 in. high. The sloping bottom section ofthe benchboard is not modeled

because only rectangular shapes can be used in COMPBRN IIIe and the cable bundles are in the back of
the benchboard, in the vertical section. Lubricating oil is again assumed to be present in large quantities in
the cabinet. The lubricating oil is assumed to be in a 5 1/2 ft. long, 2 ft. wide, 2 ft. high pan on the floor in

e the center ofthe benchboard. Halfthe oil in the pan is assumed to be ignited by a separate flame source.

In the closed compartment model 13 kg. (3.8 gal.) is used as a pilot with another 13 kg. in the pan.

Ventilation air at 0.15 cu. meters per second (about 317 cfm) is also assumed. The cable bundle is

damaged in one minute and burning in two minutes. The fire is out at 43 minutes. The maximum

temperature ofthe cabinet walls is calculated to be 399 K (259 F). Because this value is much less than

the damage temperature ofIEEE-383 qualified cable (644K) and less than the damage temperature of
electronic components (325 F), the simulation demonstrates that a fire, more severe than any likely to occur

by accident, willnot cause damage to cables or electronic components in adjacent sections separated by a

steel barrier.

In the second simulation, the same portion of 1C601 is modeled with a 3 ft. 9 in. wide, 7 ft. 6 in. high door

open and with 25 kg. (7.3 gal.) as a pilot and another 25 kg. in the pan. The upper sections ofthe cable

bundle are damaged and burning in one minute; before the fire is self~inguished in 12 minutes, all
sections ofcable are burning. The peak wall temperature in this simulation is 401 K (262 F), also less than

the damage temperature ofcable or electronic components.

A third simulation is performed for the small end section (Section 16, 25 in. long) to determine ifthere are

any effects due to very small size, using 5 kg. of lube oil in a pilot source and another 5 kg. in the pan. In
this run the leR and right walls were hottest, reaching a temperature of430 K (315 F), still less than the

damage temperature ofcable or electronic components. The fire lasts 14 minutes, with all sections ofthe

cable bundle burning in 2 minutes.

The COMPBRN IIIe runs confirm that, as in the previous section for relay room cabinets, fire in one MCR
cabinet willnot affect cable or components in an adjacent cabinet.
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4.3.2.1.9 250 V Battery Room (0-28J)

There are two 250 V battery rooms per unit containing the batteries for HPCI or RCIC valve power.
Conduits for SSD cables (125 V DC) are routed through these rooms; there are no cables in tray. The only
combustibles in the rooms are the battery casings and the battery cables which, within the room, are not in
raceway. A 250 Vbattery room is selected for simulation with COMPBRN IIIenot only because it
contains about twice the combustible loading ofa 125 V battery room but also because the power cable for
one division of 125 Vdc distribution (1D614/1D624, determined to be risk-significant in IPE for internal

events) runs in conduit through each 250 Vbattery room.

The room is 6.6 m. x 4.73 m. (21 ft. 8 in. x 15 ft. 6 in.), with a ceiling height of3.36 m. (11 ft.). The 120

battery cells are located on four 2-level racks, with two aisles each about 1m. wide, between the rack along
either wall and one ofthe middle racks. Only a few inches separate the top cells ofthe two racks in the

middle. For modeling purposes the two levels ofeach rack are considered as one row offuel elements, at a
height which is the average ofthe two. Since the casing ofeach cell is filledwith electrolyte up to 2 in.
below the top ofthe cover, only the top two inches ofeach cell are considered as combustible. The total
mass ofbattery casing material above the electrolyte in one rack is 54 kg., ofwhich the tops oftwo cells,
with a mass of3.6 kg. are assumed to be ignited by a separate flame. The conduits (B1K086) are modeled

as steel barriers, split into several objects to keep each ofthe sub-elements approximately ofthe same

length and width, as suggested by the COMPBRN IIIemanual. Two steel support beams run east to west

across the room. These beams are modeled by an equivalent beam ofthe same mass and surface area

(Figure 4.11).

As mentioned in a previous section, polystyrene and polycarbonate are considered to represent the upper
and lower bounds respectively, ofcombustibility ofthermo-plastic battery casing m'aterials.

COMPBRN IIIe cases are run with each material as the batteiy casing. With polystyrene, the entire rack
burns, with the fire lasting 11 minutes and a section ofthe conduit reaching a maximum temperature of
526 K (approx. 487 F), below the damage temperature ofthe cable. With a polycarbonate casing, only
three pairs ofcells (one subwlement, or a fiflhofthe rack) burns, with the fire lasting 9 minutes and a
section ofthe conduit reaching a maximum temperature of 465 K (approx. 378 F), well below the

temperature ifthe casing were polystyrene.

It is concluded that in the worst case, only the battery rack ignited by an external flame is damaged by the

fire and there is no damage to cables in conduit due to a battery fire.

4.3.2.1.10 HVACPlenum, SBGTS and Associated HVACEquipment Room (Fire Zone 0-30A)

This fire zone contains the two Control Structure chillers with 15 gallons of lube oil each. The chillers sit
in separate bays. The room is 30.5 m. x 18.1 m. (100 ft, x 59.5 ft.), with a ceiling height of5.18 m.

(17 R.) (Figure 4.12). For modeling, an unconfined spill of lube oil is assumed, with dimensions of
7.78 m. x 4.73 m. (25.5 ft. x 15.5 ft.) and with a thickness of0.00075 m. (0.0025 ft.), consisting of25 kg.
of lube oil. The spill is limited by the dimensions ofthe chiller bay, separated from the rest ofthe zone by a

steel curb placed expressly for this purpose as a result ofthe Appendix R analysis, and by a drain in the

floor ofthe bay. Halfthis amount is assumed to be ignited (pilot fire) by an external flame. Two cable

trays, each 20 ft. long, 2 A. wide and 6 in. deep, at a height of 10 ft. above the floor are included in the

model as target objects (modeled as cable, ignoring the metal ladder). No door opening was included since

the two doors leading to stairwells are card-controlled and normally. closed. Forced Ventilation air at a rate

of 1 cu. m./sec. (approx. 2115 cfin) was assumed.
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COMPBRN IIIe normally simulates fire propagation in 60 sec. intervals. However, due to the fact that the
fuel is a widespread thin Glm and the mass burning rate ofthe fire, proportional to the surface area, is high,
a one second interval was specified. The fire burns out in Gfleen seconds and the tray closer to the fire
plume reaches a maximum temperature of398 K (approx. 257 F), well below the cable damage

temperature.

Based on COMPBRN analysis, no cable in the fire zone willbe damaged by a Gre that can occur in 0-30A
and the FZ can be screened out from further consideration.

4.3.2.2 Reactor Building Zones

The Gre propagation disposition ofunit 1 reactor building Gre zones is presented in Table 4.26. Detailed

study ofthe sources and targets in these zones shows that no zone is risk significant. That is, core level

defense-in4epth and sufficient decay heat removal capability exist given a Gre in any source in any zone.

This result comes about because the sources are either non-propagating by nature (e.g. electrical equipment
cabinets), they are too small and too far away from the targets (i.e. large zones), and/or because steps are

taken (e.g. administrative housekeeping procedures) to limitthe amount and ignition &equency oftransient
sources. Even large exposed sources like PC storage racks do not cause sufficient room heating to disable

cable. This result is consistent with other Gre PRAs (e.g. NUREG 1150, NSAC 181) which show fire risk
is not dominated by "equipment" rooms such as those in the reactor building, but by switchgear, cable

spreading, and control rooms.

This negligible reactor building fire zone risk is shown with credit only for Appendix R SSD equipment

plus HPCI and CRD, and without credit for fire protective wrap or installed fire detection and suppression.
That is, ifGre occurs in a source in the reactor building and is not discovered, it willburn out without
affecting the ability to safely shut down. In fact, for the zones studied here and not screened previously in
the fire hazards analysis (Reference 4-18) no credit is taken for fire barriers. Reactor building fire sources

in the zones studied here are insufficient to affect equipment or cable within each zone and thus are

incapable ofaffecting equipment in other zones, even with no barriers present. Note though that for three

ofthe reactor building elevations studied, (683', 719', and 749') no barrier physically exists between the

zones. (The screening done as part ofthe hazards analysis does rely on fire zone bamers.)

The primary reasons that reactor building fire zones are found to be insignificant contributors to core

damage risk are that combustible loadings are small relative to the size ofthe zones, and that safety

equipment and cable are divisionally separated. In zones which contain "significant" sources such as PC

storage racks (zone 1-3B-N) or oil from chillers (zone 1-5A-S), zone construction limits target damage.

For the examples cited, cable is located away from the source or in conduit (>30 foot ceiling), and floor
drains limitthe amount ofpotential oil ac'cumulation. In zones with lower ceilings (1-2B, about 11 feet),
combustible loads are non-propagating (MCC) or small enough so that cable is not damaged (two rolls of
plastic). No source in the reactor building zones studied here is located sufficiently close to cable to cause

cable damage. Thus cable fire propagation, particularly between multiple division trays, is not a
significant problem at SSES. Such cable fires dominate other risk studies. However, such damage is

typically found in small rooms with high concentrations ofcables from different divisions. The most

significant fire in the reactor building is one in an MCC which disables multiple pieces ofequipment via
common cause loss ofAC power. Even here, the divisionalization ofsafety functions, and the non-

propagating nature ofthe fire, allow defense-in4epth to remain intact.
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4.3.2.3 Control Structure Zones

The control structure contains those zones typically found to be fire risk significant: cable spreading, relay,
and control rooms. This significance results because these zones contain multiple divisions ofsafety grade

equipment and cable, and the zones are small (compared to the reactor building zones). However, even in
the control structure, the plant design and limited nature ofthe combustible load reduce risk to
insignificance in all but a few zones, Note that cable spreading rooms have already been screened out on a

zone basis because of insignificant combustibles (qualified cable only, Reference 4-18).
*

Table 4.27 provides the details ofthe disposition ofcontrol structure fire zones. The table is laid out
similarly to Table 4.26 for the reactor building. The followingparagraphs sumnuirize the control structure

results.

Other than the relay rooms and control room, the control structure fire zones reinaining after fire hazards

analysis screening are associated with DC power and control structure HVAC. There are four zones on the

771'levation associated with DC power. Two ofthese zones are the div. I and II250 V battery rooms.

The other two contain the div. I and II250 V and 125 V DC chargers and load centers, and 125 V
distribution panels. The 783'nd 806'levations each contain equipment for both divisions of CSHVAC.

The significance ofthe 250 V DC battery rooms is not the batteries themselves but the 125 V DC conduit
which runs along the ceiling above the batteries. Loss ofa 250 V DC battery fails only one high pressure

injection source, either HPCI or RCIC. Loss ofone channel of 125 V DC fails multiple SSD systems.

COMPBRN IHe calculations show that a fire in one ofthese battery rooms willnot fail the 125 V DC
conduit. Defense-in<epth remains and the rooms are thus considered not risk significant. The battery
rooms are individual fire areas with 3 hour fire rated boundaries. Because the batteries are immediately

adjacent to the charger rooms, and because the batteries are distributed sources capable of involving nearby

components, credit for the 3 hour fire barrier wall is assumed.

The two other fire zones associated with DC power are 0-28B-I and 0-28B-II. Each zone contains a single

division of 125 V and 250 V DC chargers and load centers. Zone 0-28B-II contains both divisions of
125 V distribution panels. (The division 11 125 VDC distribution panels are separated from the rest ofthe

zone by 1 hr rated fire barrier enclosures.) Because only cabinets are located in these zones, only the

cabinet of fire origin is assumed to be failed (based on COMPBRN IIIe calculations). As the above

discussion regarding the 250 V DC batteries suggests, loss of250 V chargers and load centers leaves DID
intact. However, loss ofa single channel of 125 V DC power (spec. channel A or B) results in loss ofCIG

(may result in inboard MSIVclosure), loss ofARI, HPCI or RCIC, one division ofADS and ESW, as well

as a CRD, CS, and RHRSW pump (by loss ofbreaker control), and 2 RHR pumps (breaker control and

cooling). The loss ofa 125 V DC bus (A or B) with the independent failure ofthe second yields the largest

calculated core damage frequency from transient initiators in the IPE (Reference 4-8). The loss ofa

channel may be caused by fire in the charger which also shorts the battery, or fire in the load center or
distribution panel.

Strictly speaking, the loss of 125 V DC power satisfies core level DID. However, because the loss ofthe

second bus results in complete loss of high pressure vessel makeup (except a single CRD pump) and

depressurization capability, and results in loss ofcontainment decay heat removal capability (via loss of
ESW and RHR pump cooling), the loss ofa 125 VDC bus is judged to be risk significant. This

significance is in spite ofthe limitation offire damage to individual cabinets. Because the damage zi

restricted to single cabinets, however, the importance offire barriers between 0-28B-I and II is limited to

ensuring no cross-zone damage from suppression efFects.
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The two control structure elevations above the battery and charger zones contain equipment for the control
structure HVAC (zones 0-29B and 0-30A). Because the fire sources are either contained (MCCs or fans in
ducts) or small (pumps) the impact on the zone is generally limited to loss ofthe source: The only
combustible capable ofaffecting multiple trains ofHVAC is the 15 gallons of lube oil per CS chiller. Each
chiller sits in a separate bay. COMPBRN IIIe calculations show that a spill ofthis oil &om one chiller will
not disable the other chiller or destroy cable (in conduit) near the leaking chiller. Credit for this lack of
damage is due to a curb installed as part ofthe Appendix R modifications which prevents the oil &om
spilling beyond the afFected chiller bay. EBect on plant operation is limited to loss of 1 train ofCSHVAC.
However, in either zone, even with total loss ofcontrol structure HVAC,plant operation may be affected

only after a relatively long period oftime (about 24 hours, Reference 4-19). Thus, given that fire in 0-29B

or 0-30A is limited to a single component/train ofCSHVAC, the long term impact even ifboth trains are

lost, and the possibility ofproviding supplemental cooling to other control structure zones (LOOP or loss

ofEDG not assumed), a fire in these zones is judged not risk significant.

The analysis ofrelay room and control room fires is summarized here. The relay room contains the Power

Generation Control Complex (PGCC) consisting ofthe termination cabinets and pre-packaged wiring used

for the control and operation ofthe SSES. These cabinets and their associated wiring are pre-assembled by
GE and are "plugged in" during plant construction. The cable between these cabinets lies under a false

floor in each room which has its own fire detection and suppression system (Halon). Testing by GE
(NEDO 10466A) confirms that when installed as designed, under-floor PGCC fires self extinguish.
Although not part ofthe PGCC, the control room floor is constructed similarly. Because these under-floor
areas are generally inaccessible and contain only cable, they are considered cable chases with insignificant

e chance offire occurrence and are not considered further.

The cabinets themselves are considered potential sources offire because they contain energized electrical
components such as power supplies, relays, switches, CRTs, etc. Cabinet fires have occurred at nuclear

power stations (e.g. SSES control and computer rooms, Nine MilePoint-1 control room). SNL tests show

that, under the proper conditions, cabinet fires can destroy all wiring within a cabinet. Because these

cabinets perform vital I&Cfunctions for safety equipment, they are studied in detail. As discussed above

in the section describing propagation analysis assumptions, several assumptions are made about cabinet

fires. First, fire in a cabinet is assumed to stay within the cabinet or, given a fullpartition within the

cabinet, on the side ofthe partition in which the fire starts. Justification for this assumption is provided in
the methodology section above. Second, complete loss ofall equipment within the cabinet or cabinet

section oforigin is assumed. This assumption is very conservative and employed only to simplify the

analysis. Third, no automatic evacuation ofthe control room is assumed. Despite SNL testing which
shows dense smoke developing during cabinet fires, actual cabinet fire experience within the industry shows

fires are limited to ignition ofthe component failed, typically printed circuit boards or instrument power

supplies. Even during the Browns Ferry fire, approximately 1 hour passed before obfuscation ofthe fire
location became a concern. Further, the SSES control rooms are provided with manually actuated smoke

removal capability (Section 9.5.1 ofFSAR). Given that the control room is continually occupied by people
who are trained in fire detection and suppression, the actual nuclear industry experience with cabinet fires,
and the non-propagation offires between cabinets, continued occupation ofthe control room is virtually
assured. Thus, only in the event that fire within a cabinet disables control ofsufficient shutdown

equipment from the main control room willthe main control room be evacuated (so that control may be

regained at the remote SD panel). Detailed discussion ofthe control room-remote SD panel interaction is

deferred to review ofthe FRSS issues below.
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Analysis of relay and control room cabinet fires includes determination ofwhich equipment is lost, and
which may be inadvertently actuated via hot shorts, in each cabinet. Details for each cabinet are found in
Table 4.27. The results ofthis analysis show that defense-indepth is satisfied for any cabinet fire, subject
to the assumptions above.

The most risk significant cabinets in the relay rooms are 1C617 (URR) and 1C618 (LRR). In each case

fire causes loss ofone division ofRHR and either HPCI (1C617) or RCIC (1C618). DID remains
available via RCIC (or HPCI), and two divisions ofADS and CS.

The most risk significant cabinets in the control room are the reactor core cooling systems benchboard

(1C601) and the plant operating benchboard (OC653). The 1C601 cabinet controls the ECCS functions
and is divided into divisionalized sections. Fire in the middle section ofthe panel may cause isolation ofthe

div I MSIVs and loss ofRCIC, ADS and all non-ADS SRVs, and div. I RHR and CS. However, HPCI
and CRD remain available for HPM. Division IIRHR and CS are available &om the control room. ADS
is available from the relay rooms. Thus, defense-in4epth exists. The plant operating benchboard (OC653)
controls circuit breakers for all three power sources (2 off-site, 1 EDG) for all ESS buses for both units.
A fire in this cabinet can result in SBO. However, the probability ofSBO given a fire in this cabinet is

extremely remote because at least 4 hot shorts must occur to cause loss ofall three power sources on all 4

ESS buses. Automatic start and load ofthe emergency diesel generators is not affected; to lose the EDG on
a bus the diesel trip circuit must hot short. Even ifSBO does occur, because the EDGs themselves are not
disabled, power may be restored in short order by taking control ofthe diesels at local control panels. Even
ifpower is not restored, DID exists here as in other causes ofSBO, that is, HPCI, RCIC, and the diesel

driven fire suppression water system remain for injection to the reactor vessel (Reference Table 4.27).
Because ofthe significance of SBO however, cabinet OC653 is not screened out.

One observation worth noting regarding cabinets in the control and relay rooms at SSES is that there is no

evidence that cabinet fire ignition willoccur, either from transients or electrically, as described by SNL
tests (References 4.27, 4.29). Walkdowns ofthese cabinets and discussions with control room operators
indicate no acetone or other flammable materials are used to clean cables. Only occasional vacuum
cleaning ofcables is reported. During the walkdowns, operators showed extreme sensitivity to walkdown
personnel opening cabinet doors or introducing anything (fingers, pens, etc.) into cabinets which might
affect instrument/control response. The supposition that combustible containers offlammable liquid would
be left carelessly unattended inside a control panel (i.e. the SNL transient fuel package) is not supported by
operating experience. Further, the SNL test configuration is designed to maximize fire impact. Individual
conductors are well separated to ensure good air/fuel mix and are located immediately above the flame
source; cabinet doors are left open to provide unlimited oxygen and allow rapid smoke obfuscation ofthe

enclosure; etc. Further, all "at power" control cabinet fires recorded in the EPRI Fire Events Data Base

(Reference 4-16), and all control cabinet fires at SSES (Reference 4-18), result from electrical faults (e.g.
circuit board components, power supplies, relays, etc.) and not transient combustibles in the panels. Even

with electrical fire sources, no recorded control cabinet fire propagated beyond a few ofthe components in
the cabinet. SNL testing indicates that while electrically induced fires in IEEE-383 control cabinet cable

are possible, they are difficultto initiate. In practice the construction and electrical protection ofcabinet

circuitry is not conducive to fire propagation. And SNL testing does confirm that, regardless ofthe

initiation source, fire propagation beyond the cabinet oforigin is very unlikely. Thus, the assumption ofan

all consuming cabinet fire is very conservative.
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~ ~ ~4.3.2.4 Cross Zone Fires

4.3.2.4.1 Cross Zone Fire Methodology

At the outset ofthe fire hazards screening methodology described above it was stated that fires are assumed
to remain in the fire zone oforigin. This assumption is consistent with the construction and original design
basis ofthe plant. Actual combustible loading of individual fire zones also confirms this assumption. It is
noted, however, that certain walls credited as fire boundaries are not considered such for the Appendix R
analysis, even though actual construction ofthe boundary (e.g., walls, doors, penetration seals, etc.) may be
the same as one so credited. In the interest ofcompleteness, in this section ofthe IPEEE fire PRA the
assumption offires remaining in their zone oforigin is relaxed, and the possibility ofcross-zone fire spread
is examined.

Several other assumptions about multiple zone fires are made in addition to the base assumption ofthe
possibility ofcross-zone fire spread itself. First, the zone oforigination must contain a source sufficient to
affect equipment or cable in an adjoining zone, assuming the zone boundary is failed. This assumption is
consistent with the "best estimate" focus ofthe PRA. Second, boundaries which delineate "fire areas" for
Appendix R analysis purposes are assumed to have their fire ratings intact. The second assumption is in
concert with the FIVE methodology and the emphasis on fire safety required by the Appendix R regulation.
Third, unless a significant quantity ofcombustibles exists in the adjacent zone into which the original fire
spreads, fire spread is assumed to be limited to this adjacent zone. This assumption is also in keeping with
the realistic approach ofthe PRA.

The consequence ofthe first assumption is that the only candidates for cross-zone fires are those zones
containing sources capable offire propagation. At SSES, because cable is rated to IEEE-383 type testing
and because ofcontrol oftransients, only lube oil and battery cases are sufficient to affect equipment
beyond the source fire. The ability of lube oil to spread far beyond the spill source creates a propagation
hazard by the nature ofthe combustible material. Failure ofzone boundaries leaves battery cases
immediately adjacent to the 125 V DC battery chargers. The significance of loss of 125 V DC has already
been discussed above.

As presented in the fire propagation analysis, however, most sources ofoil and grease in the reactor
building and control structure are insufficient for damage beyond the spill source, let alone beyond a zone
boundary, and are not considered sufficient to cause cross-zone fires. Only "large" concentrations ofoil are
possible cross-zone initiators. The locations of large amounts ofoil at SSES are also the locations of large
mechanical equipment: pumps, turbines, and diesel generators. Thus, the locations considered candidates
for cross-zone fires are:

Turbine building

645'levation ofthe reactor buildings (large ECCS pumps)

Emergency diesel generator zones

ESSW pump houset Circulating water pump house
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The second assumption is used to disqualify most ofthese zones as sources of risk significant multi-room
fires. The turbine building is separated from the reactor buildings and control structure by 3 hour rated
Appendix R fire walls and loss ofthe turbine building does not disable any ECCS equipment. The
circulating water pump house is remote from the other plant buildings and contains no safety related
equipment (but does contain two ofthe three fire pumps). The two divisions ofESW located in the ESSW
pump house are separated into fire areas by three hour fire walls capable ofcontaining a fire in one area.

The same is true for the EDG zones (Reference 4-3). Only the lowest level of the reactor buildings
contains large quantities of lube oil in safety related equipment in zones not separated by Appendix R fire
area boundaries. Because the individual battery rooms are also Appendix R fire areas bounded by 3 hour
rated walls, ceilings, and floors, only the lube oil sources on the 645'levation ofthe reactor building
remain as possible cross-zone fire initiators.

The lowest level ofthe reactor building contains the CS, HPCI, RCIC and RHR pumps. Each CS pump
contains 13 gallons ofoil, each RHR pump 76 gallons ofoil, and the HPCI pump/turbine about 155

gallons ofoil (Reference 4-6). The division I and II CS and RHR pumps are separated by 3 hour rated fire
walls. As a result ofthis separation and the assumed non-propagation across the 3 hour boundary, zones
1-1A (div. I CS), 1-1F (div. IRHR) and the adjacent zones in the same area are assumed to be possible
cross- zone fires. Because ofthe minimal combustibles in these adjacent zones, fire spread is confined to
them (assumption 3). Thus, cross zone fires are limited to zones 1-1A, 1-1F, 1-1G (oil sump room), 1-2A
(misc. MCCs), 1-2C (RR bay), 1-3B-S (no safety equipment), and 1-3C-S (valve gallery) in fire area
R-1A. For equipment in fire area R-1B, again because ofminimal combustibles in adjacent zones, cross-
zone spread is limited to zones 1-1B (div. 11 CS), 1-1C (HPCI pump), 1-1D (RCIC pump), 1-lE (div. II
RHR), 1-2B (HPCI, RCIC valves, 1 MCC, cable in conduit for ESW control), 1-3C (valve gallery), and
1-3B-N (HPCI MCCs).

The impact of individual zone fires has already been addressed in preceding report sections. To determine
the likelihood and impact ofcross-zone fires the following approach is used:

1. Assume the failure ofall safety equipment/cable in zones possibly affected by cross-zone fire.

2. Ifdefense-inIepth is retained given this wholesale equipment loss, cross-zone fire impact is

acceptable, and cross-zone fire is not considered further for the affected zones.

3. Ifdefense-in-depth is not achieved, perform fire propagation analysis to find the actual possibility
ofcross-zone fire. This analysis may consist ofcomparing fire barri'ers in fire rated walls to those

in un-rated walls. Ifthe barriers are the same, no fire spread is assumed. Ifthe barriers are not the
same, COMPBRN IIIe calculations are performed to determine impact on adjacent zones. Ifno
impact is seen and defense-in4epth is achieved, cross zone fire is again not considered further.

4. Consistent with the analysis of individual fire zones, the initial look at cross-zone fire propagation
does not take credit for fire wrapping (e.g. Thermo-Lag) or detection/suppression. Ifthe fire
propagation analysis in step 3 shows cross-zone fire results in loss ofDID, the propagation
analysis is repeated first with credit for fire wrap, then with credit for detection and suppression.
IfDID exists with credit for either/both, cross zone fires are judged risk acceptable. Ifcredit for
either fire wrap or detection/suppression is taken, however, the failure rate of these fire protection
measures is estimated and a frequency ofcore damage is calculated for the cross-zone fire
scenario.
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5. If fire propagation study with credit for fire wrap and detection/suppression shows DID is still not
achieved, the cross-zone fire is considered a risk significant vulnerability.

4.3.2.4.2 Cross Zone Fire Results

Study ofTables 4.16 and 4.18 shows that for the fire zones in area R-1A with cross-zone fire potential
(listed previously), loss ofall equipment in all zones leaves at least CRD, both divisions ofADS, and

division IIofCS and RHR available. Defense-indepth is retained assuming complete cross-zone Gre

damage in the seven zones. Thus, cross-zone fire damage is considered acceptable and not risk significant
in area R-1A. Cross-zone fire in area R-1A is not considered further.

Study ofTables 4.16 and 4.18 for zones in area R-1B with cross-zone Gre potential shows that in all zones

except 1-2B and 1-3B-N defense-indepth remains via CRD, both divisions ofADS, and division IofCS

and RHR. Because ofthe way the reactor building rooms are positioned, fire zones 1-1B, 1-1C, l-lD, and
1-1E are adjacent (via wall or ceiling/floor) to fire zone 1-2B. Zone 1-1C contains the HPCI pump and its
155 gallon lube oil sump. Fire zone 1-1E (division IIRHR pumps) is also adjacent to Gre zone 1-3B-N

(ceiling/floor). Zone 1-2B contains cable for both divisions ofESW and loss ofthis cable leaves only ESW

pump D (1/2 ofdivision Il)operable. ESW pump D can cool RHR pumps B and C. Because Appendix R
analysis takes no credit for RHR pump C, only RHR pump B cabling has been identified here and only
RHR pump B can be assumed to function. Because RHR pump B is in division IIand cross zone fire fails
division IIRHR in other zones, cross zone fire in area R-1B fails all RHR. Equipment fiulure in zone
1-3B-N includes cable for division H ADS, and loss ofthis cable causes loss ofDID for the cross-zone

fires in area R-1B.

Because, given complete loss ofall equipment/cable, defense-inIepth is not achieved for cross-zone fires in
area R-1B, the boundaries ofthe zones are examined to determine ifthey may be considered credible fire
stops. Review ofthe construction ofthe walls ofthese boundaries shows they are concrete greater than 2

feet thick similar to that used in the construction ofAppendix R fire area walls. Penetrations ofthese walls
are ofthe same type (Bisco) and generally have the same three hour fire rating as those installed in the

Appendix R boundaries. Those having less than a three hour rating are sufficient to contain a fire
involving the actual combustible loading within a zone. The doors between all zones on the 645'levation
are flood doors certified by Factory Mutual as 1.5 hour rated; the same as those between Appendix R fire
zones. The pressure rated doors from zones 1-1C and 1-1D to the 670'levation (1-2B) are the same as

those rated as 1.5 hour doors by Factory Mutual (Reference 4-3). The flood doors are all normally closed

with mechanical dogs and the pressure rated doors on 670'levation are all normally locked closed. No
failures ofthese doors have ever been recorded at SSES. No failures ofthe Appendix R penetrations on

these elevations have been recorded. SSES procedures for modifications work require restoration ofall
penetrations (even those not required by Appendix R analysis) to original specifications. Because: the

construction ofthe zone boundaries is identical to that used in the Appendix R fire area boundaries or
found to be sufficient to cope with actual fire duration; no failures ofthese boundaries have been

experienced; the minimum fire duration ofany component in the boundary is 1.5 hours (door); and because

the niaximum fire duration ofany zone is 22 minutes (HPCI, Reference 4-6); then it is expected that fire
originating in any zone in area R-1B willremain in the zone and no cross-zone fire willoccur. Cross-zone

fire in area R-1B does not appear to be risk significant.

Analysis ofthe those zones with cross-zone fire potential shows that cross-zone fires are not expected to
occur and, given cross zone gree, equipment sufficient to safety shutdown SSES willsurvive. With iimitcd

xceptions, DID is satisfied even ifall~nsuming cross-zone fires are postulated. Further discussion of
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fire barrier effectiveness is found in Section 4.8.2.1 ofthis report which deals with the FRSS issue. Cross-

zone fire is not considered further.

4.3.3 Summary ofFire Propagation Results

The fire PRA phenomenological studies (fire hazards-Reference 4-18 and this propagation analysis) show

that core level equipment defense-indepth (DID) is satisfied in all zones in the unit 1 reactor building and

control structure. The PP&L DID criteria for the core is that, given an initiating event, core damage shall

not occur without multiple failures ofredundant or diverse equipment, and, given two equipment failures,

no additional fission product boundary loss beyond core damage willoccur without additional independent

equipment loss. Procedural and interFace criteria are also satisfied. Allequipment use is addressed in the

EOPs and fire damage is insufficient to cause loss ofI&Csufficient to prevent effective monitoring and

control. The core level DID criteria is only a restatement ofthe single failure criteria, i.e. no single failure

results in CD. The fire PRA confirms that there are no design basis vulnerabilities to fire.

The forgoing is not to say that all fires have inconsequential impact on SSD equipment. Despite

satisfaction ofDID, certain fires can result in loss ofmultiple SSD equipment. Because ofthe large room

areas involved and the limited combustible loading, equipment loss due to reactor building fires is expected

to be minimal. While the loss ofcable in the reactor building fire zones has the potential to fail multi-

divisional SSD equipment, the actual ignition sources, generally small pumps, valves, and limited long-term

transients, are insufficient to cause extensive cable damage. Based on these analyses and plant walkdowns,

the results for the unit 1 reactor building are considered applicable to the unit 2 reactor building as well.

This minimal risk contribution &om the reactor buildings is consistent with other fire PRAs. Also

consistent with other fire studies is the result that the most significant zones are those which are smaller and

contain large numbers of iiistruinent and control cabinets. The most risk significant zones are the battery

charger rooms (0-28B-I and lI)because of the loss of 1 division of 125 V DC. Loss ofone division of
125 VDC with the independent loss ofthe other results in the largest calculated &equency ofcore damage

for transient initiators in the IPE. For cabinet fires, those which cause loss of 1 train ofhigh pressure and

low pressure vessel injection, or those which cause loss ofAC power are the most risk significant. Despite

the multiple SSD equipment failures which may result from some cabinet fires, separation criteria appear

adequate (separate divisional relay rooms, fullypartitioned control room cabinets) to guarantee DID. The

most significant fire locations, in terms ofSSD equipment loss, and the reasons for their significance, are

listed in Table 4.28.

These propagation results are based on credit for. Appendix R equipment, HPCI, and CRD; actual

combustible loadings; and PP &Lhousekeeping and combustible control procedures. No credit is taken for

equipment or systems not listed above, fire protective wrap, or installed fire detection and suppression.

While these results are in part consequences ofthe assumptions made for this analysis, all assumptions

made are firmlybased on actual fire experience, tests, other studies, calculations, and/or the actual plant

construction ofSSES. Essentially the sources available for ignition at SSES are too small and equipment

available for safe SD too widely separated to jeopardize core cooling and decay heat removal.
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4.4 Evaluation of Component Fragilities and Failure Modes

In this fire PRA, loss ofcomponent function from direct fire impact is limited to overheating. Although
smoke, soot, caustic gases etc. are also products ofcombustion, their effect is uncertain enough to render
worthless any conclusions based on assumed impact. Evidence from actual fires and SNL testing
(Reference 4-29) shows that smoke, soot, etc. do not cause failure ofequipment, at least in the short term.
It is expected that after a fire the zones affected willbe inspected and equipment suffering from soot
deposition willbe cleaned or replaced. The effect ofwater spray on safety related equipment is addressed
in the discussion ofFRSS issues. Again, the separation ofequipment by room or cabinet limits the impact
ofcombustion products.

As discussed previously, cable loss offunction is assumed at 700 F. For ISAAC equipment in cabinets, loss

is assumed at 325'F. This temperature is established by SNL testing ofrelays and is consistent with
failure temperatures used in other risk assessments (i.e., Reference 4-17). Again, no detailed in~binet fire
propagation analysis is performed. Fire within a cabinet, MCC, etc is assumed to Nilall equipment within
the cabinet. Ignition offire sources is handled on a case specific basis with ignition data derived &om
various industry sources. Specifics are found in the detailed propagation (e.g. COMPBRN IIIe)
calculations. Non-fire induced failure, that is, independent and dependent equipment failures, are
considered in the plant systems analysis through equipment failure rates and equipment dependency
matrices.
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4.5 Fire Detection and Suppression

Fire detection and suppression at SSES are comprised ofboth automatic and manual systems using heat,

flame, and combustion products for detection, and water, CO2, and Halon for suppression. Complete

descriptions ofthese systems are found in Section 9.5.1 ofthe FSAR, and Section 4 ofthe FPRR
(Reference 4-3). Failure data is collected in Reference 4-33. Although not credited in the PRA, the

following discussions about detection and suppression are provided for information.

4.5.1 Fire Detection

4.5.1.1 SSES Fire Detection System

SSES fire detection is comprised ofautomatic systems and, failing these, roving and continuous

(stationary) fire watches. The automatic systems are comprised ofthe Simplex system and others. The

Simplex system has two functions: to provide ionization and photoelectric detection in all monitored

zones; and to relay alarms ofthe Simplex detection, water systems, CO2 systems, Halon systems, and

valve position to the control room. CO2, Halon, and some preaction/deluge systems have their own heat

detection systems for actuation, and some preaction systems use the Simplex detection system for
actuation. Alldetection systems provide alarm signals to the control room. Indicating lights and printouts

enable operators to identify the location ofthe fire. The Simplex system performs numerous self-

diagnostics and also alarms on loss ofdetector/detector string function, loss ofnormal power (Simplex is

backed by a 24 hour battery independent ofthe station batteries), and various losses ofSimplex oversight

functions. The system is comprised oftwo redundant 100% panels. Loss of 1 alarms in the control room.

Swap to the other is performed manually. Various surveillances (T.S. 3/4.3.7.9) are regularly performed on

both the Simplex system and individual fire detectors. Further details ofthe system are found in PP&L
procedure "Fire/Smoke Detection and Alarm System" (Reference 4-37). Allzones ofsafety significance or

with combustible materials in them in both the control structure and the reactor buildings are monitored by
automatic detection. Locations of individual detectors are found on the fire protection features drawings

(C-1700 series).

Fire detection system operation is governed by the Technical Specifications (T.S. 3/4.3.7.9). Ifinsufficient

detectors are available for monitoring fire zone(s), fire watches are required to be posted. These watches

may be roving, covering several fire zones, or continuous, i.e. posted at a fixed location. Fire watches are

required when hot work (grinding or welding) or cable pulling operations are performed. Watches are also

established when fire barriers are breached, e.g. for maintenance or modifications work. For purposes of
the fire PRA, these fire watches are considered equivalent to the installed automatic detection systems.

4.5.1.2 Loss ofFire Detection at SSES

Loss offire detection is not loss ofthe Simplex system alone. Although the Simplex system detects loss of
function oftransponders, detector strings, detector electrical continuity, system power, etc., it is incapable

ofdetecting failure ofsensing capability of individual detection devices. The Technical Specifications

(3/4.3.7.9) mandate that individual detectors be surveilled at 6 month intervals. Loss ofautomatic

detection is thus loss ofSimplex or loss ofsensing capability of individual detectors in a zone. Because of
the equivalency offire detection represented by Simplex and fire watches, both must be lost for the

detection function to be failed. That is, it is assumed for this analysis that fire watches are at least as

reliable as the automatic Simplex system for the detection offires. Given that all fires at SSES have been

detected by humans, this reliability is demonstrated. The NRC staff recognizes the importance ofhuman

action in preventing fire damage. An NRC reexamination of fire protection (Reference 4-39) observes that
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human action is the "first line ofdefense" for fire, and that "firewatches may be more valuable... than
previously recognized."

The Simplex system function has been lost at various times, mostly due to severe weather (lightning). At
such times, Simplex alarms alert operators to the loss and fire watches are established. Technical
Specifications require establishment ofrequired fire watches within 1 hour of loss ofthe Simplex system.

No losses ofSimplex have gone undetected. Thus, for the purposes ofthis analysis, loss ofdetection is

governed by failure to set or perform required fire watches within the times allowed, or by loss ofsensing

capability of individual detectors.

Search ofSSES SOORs reveals the occasions ofSimplex loss, failures of individual detector surveillances,

and the frequency offailure to set fire watches. This data is summarized in Table 4.29. The data in Table
4.29 for each SOOR is presented on 2 pages. Page 1 presents the date, operating mode, and failure
description. Page 1.A presents mitigating actions taken and the location ofthe failure. The criteria used in
defining importance ofdetector/fire watch failure are that the loss must occur during power operation, and

the zones affected must be in the control structure or reactor buildings. Because no loss ofSimplex has

gone undetected, these losses are not presented. The data shows that in two cases, fire detector

surveillances found failed detectors not seen by Simplex and which required posting offire watches (i.e.
detector loss reduced sensing capability below the minimum considered acceptable.) On 9/16/83, 1

detector was found affecting one fire zone (SOOR 1-83-281). On 6/10/87 three detectors were found
which affected three fire zones. Because surveillances are performed every 6 months, we assume that the

detectors failed halfway through the surveillance interval and thus are failed three months each. Five
SOORs document times that fire watches were not performed in the time required:

Date OR No Affecff

6/19/88
10/25/88
1/13/90
1/14/90
7/1/92

2-88-251
2-88-288
1-90-006
1-90-008
1-92-253

26 fire zones for 1 hour
52 fire zones for 48 hours

4 fire zones for 6 hours
139 fire zones for 32 hours

1 fire zone for 5 hours

The total probability ofdetection failure is taken as the combination ofthe loss ofdetectors unseen until
surveillances are performed, or failure to set fire watches as required:

Prob. loss ofdetection (per zone)= (Prob. loss ofsensing) + (Prob. failure to,set fire watch)

Prob. loss ofsensing= No. ofzone-hours without sensing/Total zone-hours operational

Prob. failure offire watches= No. zone-hours without watch when req'd/ Total zone hours op.

The number ofzone-hours affected by loss ofsensing is 4 zones for three months or 8760 zone-hours. The

number ofzone hours affected by failure to set fire watches is the sum ofthe products ofthe zones and

hours in the table above, or 6999 zone-hours. Total zone-hours operational is taken to be 15.1 reactor-

years for 191 fire zones (77 control structure, 62 unit 1 reactor building, 52 unit 2 reactor building-
Reference 4-3) or 2.53 E7 zone-hours. Thus, the point estimate offailure ofdetection in the control

'uctureand reactor buildings zones is:
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Prob. loss ofdetection = (8760 + 6999)/2.53 E7
= 6.23'/demand (i.e. per fire in a zone)

4.5.2 Fire Suppression

As described in the screening and hazards analyses sections above, because ofthe nature ofplant design
and operation no credit is taken for fire suppression in showing adequate defense-in4epth against fires.
The fire screening and propagation analyses show that fires originating in any zone will,undetected and

unsuppressed, burn out without destroying equipment sufficient to violate DID. In reality, given the
occurrence offire, the automatic Simplex system or fire watches willalert plant personnel to the fire and

automatic or manual fire suppression willoccur. Because only cabinet fires are shown to be risk
significant (battery charger rooms, relay rooms, or control room, Table 4.28) and because fire within a
cabinet is shown to be limited to the cabinet, only cabinet suppression systems have direct impact on plant
fire risk. Data for other suppression systems is provided for information. "EfFects of inadvertent activation
are described in Section 4.8.

4.5.2.1 Automatic Suppression

Three types ofautomatic suppression are available: water, carbon dioxide, and halon. At SSES wet pipe,
dry pipe, deluge, and pre-action water systems are used. In the reactor building, deluge systems are

employed in locations where large oil fires are possible, that is, on the 645'levation above the HPCI and

RCIC oil sumps. Deluge systems mitigate the consequences ofthe potentially largest fires and the ones

most likely to spread beyond the zone oforigination. Because ofthe presence ofelectrical equipment

(MCCs) above the 645'levation, pre-action water systems are generally used. No sprinkler systems are

used where actuation may fail large electric motors for ECCS pumps (CS or RHR). Deluge and pre-action

systems are also employed in selected locations in the control structure, e.g. above the control structure
chillers and the cable spreading rooms, respectively. Location details are provided in FSAR section 9.5.1.

The water used for fire suppression is supplied &om the clarified water storage tank or the cooling tower
basins. Two diesel driven fire pumps (OP511 and OP592) and a motor driven fire pump supply a buried

ring header offwhich the various supply lines for both automatic suppression and manual hose stations are

tapped. OP592 takes suction from its own 500,000 gallon water supply, tank OT594. (Manual valve

alignment is required to supply ring header.) Ajockey pump is used to maintain header pressure against

any leakage. (Additional details are found in Appendix A ofReference 4-8). Because sprinkler nozzle

operation is virtually 100% reliable, and because all valves other than active water delivery valves are

manual and normally open, water system reliability is limited by pre-action or deluge valve operation, or by
fire pump reliability. Search ofSOORs reveals only a single pre-action valve failure recorded for SSES

(XV-22255, SOOR 2-90-151) for the 719'levation ofthe unit 2 reactor building. No deluge valve
failures have occurred at SSES. Because ofthe lack ofsufficient failure data for these valves, and because

these valves are essentially solenoid piloted check valves, the failure rate is estimated based on generic

industry failure data for solenoid valves (0.001 per demand) and failure ofcheck valves to open

(1.1 EA/demand) (Appendix C ofReference 4-8). Total deluge and pre-action valve failure to open on

demand is thus about 0.0011. Data gathered for the IPE for fire pump operability shows that &equency of
failure ofall fire pumps (loss ofmotor driven pump assumed) is 4.0 E-4/demand (Reference 4-8). This

pump failure rate also assumes a 6.7% common mode couple for the two diesel pumps. Because failure of
automatic fire suppression water in a zone can be caused by either failure ofthe fire pumps or by failure of
the delivery valve, the failure rate ofsuppression is the sum ofthe individual failure rates or 1.5 E-3 per
demand. Automatic suppression loss is dominated by valve failure.
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Carbon dioxide and Halon systems are used for automatic suppression offires in cable chases and

electrical cabinets. No automatic suppression is provided in the battery charger rooms. Thus, only the fire
suppression systems used in the relay rooms and control room are examined.

The underfloor area ofthe relay rooms and the cabinets containing safety related equipment (i.e. PGCC)
are protected by separate Halon 1301 systems. Heat detectors in the cabinets and under the floor trigger
automatic actuation ofthe appropriate Halon 1301 system. The Halon systems are designed to suppress

fires within specific PGCC cabinets and under-floor cable sections. To suppress fire outside ofcabinets or
involving substantial sections ofthe relay rooms, total CO2 flooding is provided. Flooding is automatic on

heat detection within the relay room involved, after predischarge alarms are sounded. FSAR section 9.5.1

provides additional details.

The carbon dioxide and Halon systems in the relay rooms are governed by Technical Specifications

(3/4.7.6). Data &om SOORs shows that, except for a design deficiency discovered and corrected early in
plant life (SOOR 1-84-023, 1/17/84) no losses ofCO2 have occurred during power operation. Four

separate incidents ofpartial or full loss ofHalon to a zone during power operation are recorded: SOOR
2-85-98 (partial loss unit 2 lower relay room); SOOR 2-86-060 (partial loss unit 2 lower relay room, failed

by and corrected during surveillance); SOOR 1-92-353 (total loss to unit 1 and 2 upper and lower relay
rooms for 20 minutes- tripped power breaker); and SOOR 1-92-378 (partial loss unit 1 upper relay room).
Fire watches are stationed when loss ofHalon system operability is detected. (Again, the establishment of
fire watches is assumed to return suppression capability to that which would exist with automatic actuation

fullyoperable.) No loss ofHalon occurred without plant stafF knowledge and setting ofrequired fire
watches.

The carbon dioxide systems are required to be functional during all modes ofoperation. Carbon dioxide

delivery to a zone requires successful operation ofthe CO2 tank, master pilot and selector valves (1 each),

local pilot and hazard selector valves (1 each), fire protection dampers in room HVACductwork (2), and

the associated sensors and electronics. Because ofthe passive nature oftank operation, failure is

dominated by active components, i.e. valves, dampers, and I&C. Because ofthe lack ofSSES failure data,

generic data from the IPE is used (Appendix C ofReference 4-8). The pilot valves are all solenoid

operated (failure prob. 0.001/demand), the selector valves are all fluid operated (failure prob.
2.2 E-3/demand), and the fire protection dampers are essentially solenoid operated valves. The failure of
detection is taken to be the same as determined above, 6.2 E-4/demand. Combination ofthese failure rates

yields the estimated failure probability ofCO2 delivery to a zone:

Prob. CO2 = (0.001 + 0.0022) + (0.001 + 0.0022) + 2*(0.001) + 6.2 E4
Loss

= 9.0 E-3/demand.

This fiulure rate is also applicable to the under-floor area ofthe control room. Common cause failure of
the CO2 delivery system is the failure ofthe master pilot or master selector valve, 0.0032/demand.

The Halon delivery system consists ofthe Halon tank, a solenoid valve, and associated instrumentation.

Failure probability ofa Halon system is calculated as above and is the failure rate ofthe valve or the

instrumentation. Failure ofHalon delivery is estimated to be about 1.6 E-3/demand.
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4.5.2.2 Manual Suppression

Manual suppression is provided by the fire brigade, hot work fire watches, and others who may discover
fires at SSES. Generally, while fires are most likely to be caused by human action (e.g. grinding, welding,

improper disposal ofcigarettes), the presence ofhumans is also the reason such fires are quickly
suppressed. (Note that all trash can fires were suppressed by passers-by who discovered the smoldering

trash.) For the purposes ofthis report section, only the equipment available for manual suppression is

discussed. The training ofthe fire brigade is presented in the FRSS issues section below.

Hand held and wheeled fire extinguishers are located throughout the station for use in suppressing incipient

and small fires (Reference 4-3). The type ofextinguisher in each location reflects the type ofcombustible

material in the area. For example, BC type extinguishers are generally located throughout the reactor

building because oil, or electrical fires may occur. Extinguisher location is consistent withNFPA and

OSHA regulations and recommendations (Reference 4-3 and FSAR 9.5. 1).

Hose stations are distributed throughout the plant for use by the fire brigade in fighting larger fires. Hose

stations are situated so that there is no inaccessible area ofthe reactor building or control structure

(Reference 4-3). Because the only active (non-manual) components in the fire suppression water delivery

system used in hose stations are the fire pumps, failure offire suppression due to mechanical failure is

taken as the failure rate ofthe pumps, 4.0 E-4/demand.

4.5.3 Summary ofDetection and Suppression

Review offire detection and suppression systems in place at SSES shows that the probability ofnot having

these systems when required is quite small. Failure ofdetection is estimated to be approximately 6.0 E-4

per demand. This failure estimate is probably high considering the success ofhuman detection offire at

SSES. Detection ofcontrol room fires is expected to be 100% because ofcontinuous amming ofthe

control room by fire-brigade trained personnel. Failure ofautomatic water suppression systems is

estiinated to be about 1.5 E-3/zone-fire. Failure of both automatic and manual water suppression is

dominated by the common cause Failure ofthe fire pumps at approximately 4.0 E4 per demand. Failure of
carbon dioxide and Halon systems is estimated to be 9.0 E-3/demand and 1.6 E-3/demand, respectively.

Although fire suppression is possible only after detection, detection/suppression loss'is dominated by
failure ofsuppression at about 1.5 E-3/demand to 9.0 E-3/demand, depending on the suppression system.

The above calculated automatic suppression system failure rates are approximately 0.5 to 1.5 decade less

than reported elsewhere for industrial and commercial, facilities (Reference 4-21). The following
explanations are offered as possibilities for these di6erences, although no work has been done to verify
them. First, the above failure analysis assumes that detectors are situated so that fires willin fact be

detected. Ifdetectors are located so that local fires may grow without detection then failure ofthe

suppression system is assured. Partial support for this position is given in a foot note to the above

Reference which indicates that all automatic deluge and preaction system failures were corrected by manual

actuation ofthese systems. Second, much ofthe data appears to come from non-nuclear industry sources

such as high-rise buildings, etc. Higher failure rates may be a function ofthe attention paid to these

systems. That is, detection and suppression systems in nuclear facilities are included in Technical

Specifications which require regular surveillances. Thus, nuclear power plant installations in particular

may have failure rates closer to those calculated here than to those experienced in general for all industries.

Although no credit for detection or suppression systems is required to show adequate defense-in4epth for ~
the core, there is no call for neglect or removal ofthe detection and suppression systems in SSES. The
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urpose of SSES is the safe, economic, generation ofelectricity. While core defense is independent of
detection/suppression, the ability to generate electricity is not. That is, detection and suppression systems

allow timely knowledge and mitigation offires which, left to themselves, might impair the station's ability
to produce electricity. While obvious examples include the turbine and generator, not so obvious is the

potential for extended Technical Specification required shutdown ifsignificant ECCS equipment is lost.

Thus, fire detection/suppression are important for generation and capital asset preservation. Further, these

systems provide defense-in4epth against the loss ofequipment which can be used for vessel and

containment protection.
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4.6 Analysis ofPlant Systems, Sequences, and Plant Response

The fire hazards and propagation analyses described previously are used to determine safety significant fire
zones and direct fire damage. The plant systems analysis is used to study the impact ofthis direct damage
on the ability ofthe plant to reach a point ofsafe shutdown and the frequency ofcore damage.

4.6.1 Plant Systems Analysis

The plant systems analysis portion ofthe fire PRA is taken directly from the IPE for internal events

(Reference 4-8). The term "plant systems analysis" as used here is the modeling ofthe physical equipment
in SSES, its interconnections, and the core and containment response during a severe accident. This
modeling becomes an exercise in defining "front line systems" which satisfy the requirements ofreactivity
control, reactor vessel inventory and pressure control, and core and containment decay heat removal.
"Support systems" which provide power (AC, DC, pneumatic, or steam), component cooling, room cooling,
and I&Cfor the front line systems and other support systems are defined, and the interconnections between

all these systems are determined. Phenomenological calculations to determine BWR severe accident

processes and timing are performed to verify the efficacy and timing ofequipment and to provide feedback
on appropriate operator responses. Allofthis modeling takes the form ofevent trees, fault trees,

dependency matrices, and equipment/system failure data. This data is used as input to the PP&L written
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Code (PRAC) described in Appendix B ofthe IPE. PRAC calculations
determine plant damage state frequency.

Allofthe modeling done for the IPE for internal events is still applicable for the fire PRA. That is, this fire
PRA assumes SSES is as configured in the IPE ofDecember, 1991. Review ofP &IDs and controlled
Appendix R safe shutdown equipment lists used during the performance ofthe PRA, and work to develop
the safe shutdown equipment list for the SMA, shows this assumption to be good. The plant as configured
in December 1992 when the fire PRA began in earnest is the same as that modeled in the IPE. This
similarity applies also to the system failure data used. PP &Lmakes quarterly assessments ofsafety system
performance in compliance with INPO guidelines. Trends ofthis data from 1991 through 1992 show

safety system performance about the same as that modeled in the IPE. Treatment ofHRA and common
cause fiiilureis also identical to the treatment in the IPE.

The IPE studied the plant response to four types ofchallenges: transients, LOCAs, ATWS, and internal
flooding (Volume 4, Appendix F ofthe IPE, Reference 4-8). As explained in the general discussion of
assumptions used in the fire hazards analysis (Section 4.0.2.1 ofthis report), fire induced LOCAs and

ATWS are judged sufficiently unlikely so as not to be considered. Discussion of internal flooding related

to fire is deferred to the review ofFRSS issues below. Thus, the plant systems analysis used for the fire
PRA is strictly limited to the modeling offire induced transients.

Three basic types oftransients are possible: non-isolation, in which the FW system and main condenser

remain available for vessel injection and decay heat removal, respectively; isolation, in which closure ofthe

MSIVs results in loss ofFW and the main condenser; and LOOP which causes, in addition to MSIV
closure, loss ofbalance ofplant systems. MSIVclosure causes vessel pressure to increase. SRVs open to
relieve this pressure with the consequential deposition ofdecay heat in the suppression pool and

containment heatup. Unmitigated, decay heat induced pressurization willcause containment failure in
approximately 30 hours. The mission time ofthe analysis modeling is the 72 hours from the on-set ofthe

fire. The isolation and LOOP models consider the possibility ofstuck open SRV (results in HPCI failure).
Complete descriptions ofthe transient initiator event trees, fault trees, dependency matrices, and front line

system applicability are provided in Appendix F. 1 ofthe IPE. Descriptions ofthe plant systems, both front
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Iline and support systems, are found in Appendix A ofthe IPE. Failure data for these systems is provided in
Appendix C ofthe IPE. Descriptions ofBWR severe accident phenomenology are provided in IPE
Appendix E.

To those not familiar with the IPE it may not be obvious how fire damage impact can be investigated with
models developed for study ofLOOP (or other transient initiators). First, LOOP results in loss ofall
equipment not powered from emergency diesel generators or steam &om the reactor itself (HPCI and
RCIC). This loss leaves only ECCS equipment and CRD. This equipment is exactly that selected for use
in the fire PRA. The use ofLOOP ensures that only ECCS equipment is modeled in PRA fault trees.
Second, while it was initiallyanticipated that IPE partition event trees would need revision to include the
effects offire detection and suppression, the lack ofcredit given these systems in the fire PRA renders
modification ofpartition trees unneeded. Third, and perhaps most important, is the IPE methodology itself.

PRA modeling, that is the calculation ofplant damage state &equencies, at PP&L is a "support state"
method. With this method, the logic and frequency portions ofthe PRA are split. The logic model is
solved first by imposing an initial set ofequipment failures on the plant (impact vector) and then assuming
various subsequent independent equipment failures. Equipment failure combinations having similar plant
impact are grouped into "support states". With support states determined, frequency ofeach failure
combination is calculated and summed to yield a &equency ofplant damage. PRAC is used to perform this
calculational sequence. Once the plant equipment required for mitigation ofcore and containment damage
is identified, the equipment dependencies determined, and equipment failure rates calculated, the plant
model is complete. Plant response to, and plant damage states resulting &om, various challenges are
determined in a straight forward manner by imposition ofthe impact vector, part ofthe PRAC input.
Different challenges are studied by changing the impact vector. The fire hazard and propagation analyses
determine the fire impact vectors. Thus, with the plant modeled for LOOP, and the fire hazard and
propagation analyses complete, fire impact is studied by imposing the direct fire damage on the LOOP
model via the impact vector. The same is true with other transient initiators. Ifpropagation analysis shows
that a given fire willnot result in LOOP but willrequire a manual shutdown (a non-isolation transient), the
fire damage is cast in the form ofan impact vector and imposed on the non-isolation model.

4.6.2 Dominant Accident Sequences from Fire

The most risk-significant fire locations, in terms of loss ofECCS and CRD equipment, are determined via
the fire hazards'nd propagation analyses. These locations and the equipment lost are summarized in
Table 4.28. Ithas already been detetmined from these analyses that the PPAL defense-in4epth criteria are
satisfied given this equipment loss. This result means that the conditional (that is, given the fire) core
damage frequency is less than IEA (see discussion ofdefense-in4epth screen in fire hazard analysis
above). Regardless, core damage frequencies are calculated for completeness.

Note in Table 4.28 that all fires occur in electrical cabinets ofvarious kinds: DC power transformers, load
centers, and distribution panels; control room I&Cpanels; and relay room cabinets. From the propagation
analysis it is determined that cabinet fire impact is limited to the cabinet oforigin. No suppression is
modeled and complete equipment loss/most risk significant hot shorting is assumed. Because equipment
loss is limited to individual cabinets, and cabinet contents are relatively easy to determine, no assumption of
LOOP is made. That is, the transient response expected (non-isolation, isolation, or LOOP) is the transient
model used.tTo calculate frequency ofvarious plant damage states, the impact vectors defined by the equipment losses

shown in Table 4.28 are used as input to PRAC. While it is true that only Appendix R, HPCI, and CRD
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are considered for ~scrcenin, the other systems such as condensatc, FW, etc .are not removed from the IPE
models (Note: containment vent ~i removed from IPE system modeling). The initiating events for which
PRAC calculations are made are all cabinet fires. Because the impact ofsuch fires is limited to the cabinet
oforigin, and cabinet contents are relatively easy to determine, these other systems are considered available
unless failed by the fire (or independently during the 72 hour "mission time"). The sections below describe

the significant results for the plant damage state calculations. Details are found in the calculation
documentation (Reference 3.38).

4.6.2.1 DC Power

The impact ofthe loss of 125 V DC power &om fire is identical to loss from any other source. The loss of
power to either oftwo distribution panels (D614 or D624) with the independent loss ofpower to the other

represents a significant challenge to SSES. The coincidental loss ofthese two panels causes a plant
response similar to that of long term SBO and results in the largest calculated core damage &equency for
transient initiators in the IPE.

The distribution panels are supplied by load centers fed by either transformers or station batteries. The

equipment for both divisions ofthis power is located in two fire zones on the 771'levation ofthe control
structure, 0-28B-I and 0-28B-II, separated by a three hour fire barrier. Walkdown ofthese zones reveals

that fire in the battery rooms willnot short the transformers because ofphysical separation ofbattery
cables. Fire in the transformer is assumed to short the battery supply to the load center, however. Only
channel "B" power equipment resides in 0-28B-I: charger 1D623 and load center 1D622. Both channel
"A"and "B"components are located in 0-28B-II: charger 1D613, load center 1D612, and distribution panel

1D614 for channel "A";and distribution panel 1D624 for channel "B". Alldistribution panels are

physically separated and enclosed in individual cabinets. 1D624 and 1D644 are enclosed in 1 hour rated

cabinets.

Because there is no difference in plant response to loss ofDC power caused by fire vs. loss by other means,

frequency ofcore damage and containment failure are calculated by the ratio ofthe frequency ofpower loss

due to fire and frequency from independent failure shown in the IPE. To calculate the frequency of fire in

these zones due solely to "A"and "B" 125 VDC cabinets, the fire frequencies determined in the fire
hazards analysis are decomposed into the individual fire source frequency contributors.

For zone 0-28B-I, table 4.20 shows the individual contribution from the four cabinets and 8 battery

chargers in the zone. Fire may also be caused by welding or grinding. Conservatively it is assumed that

transients may cause fires in these cabinets. The frequency of loss ofeither 1D623 or 1D622 is:

(0-28B-I Loss
125 V DC) = (Loss ofpanel 1D622) or (loss ofcharger 1D623) or (loss ofeither due to weld/trans.)

4 Cabinets 8 Chargers

Frequency Cabinet Fire Frequency Charger Fire (Frequency Weld/Transient Fire) d'2

12 Sources in Zone

8.82E-4 2.53E-3 (4.78E-4)2
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= 6.1 EA/reactor year

= 7.7 E4/cycle

Above, loss due to welding/grinding or transients is 3.56 E-4/reactor year plus 1.22 E-4/reactor year,

respectively.

The loss of 125 V DC power channel "A"or "B" in zone 0-28B-11 is calculated similarly. Zone 0-28B-II
contains 21 cabinets, 3 of interest for loss of 125 V DC: load center 1D612 and distribution panels 1D614

and 1D624. The zone contains 6 chargers, 1 of interest (1D613). Zone fire frequency due to
welding/grinding or transients is assumed to be the same as 0-28B-I.

(0-28B-II Loss
125 VDC) = (Loss of lof3 cabinets) or (loss ofcharger 1D613) or (loss any 1 of4 due to weld/trans.)

(Frequency Cabinet Fire) «3f ( Frequency Charger Fire I ((Frequency Weld/Transient Fire) *4

21 Cabinets J [ 6 Chargers J $ 27 Sources in Zone

(4.'63E-3) «3 1.88E-3 (4.78E-4) «4«
+ +

21 6 27

= 1.05 E-3/reactor year

= 1.31 E-3/cycle

Total loss ofone channel of 125 VDC is the sum ofthe above two frequencies:

Loss DC bus = (7.7 E-4+ 1.31 E-3)/cycle = 2.1 E-3/cycle

The loss ofpower to one ofthese two DC distribution panels given in the IPE is 2.6 E-2/cycle. The

frequency ofcore damage or COPF due to fire loss ofthese panels is the frequency shown in the IPE
multiplied by the ratio of2.1 E-3/2.6 E-2 (about 8%). Using the data in Reference 4-8 the calculated

&equency ofcore damage due to fire induced loss ofa DC distribution panel is 1.3 E-9/cycle. COPF

without core damage is calculated to be 6.2 E-12/cycle. Core damage with vessel failure is calculated as

6.4 E-12/cycle. Other plant damage states have negligibly small frequencies (Table 4.30).

4.6.2.2 Control Room Cabinets

Since the specific Initiating Events (IEs) which would occur due to a fire in a cabinet in the Main
Control Room (MCR) or the Upper or Lower Relay Room (URR or LRR respectively) are not
included in the IPE, PRAC runs are used to determine the plant damage state (PDS) frequency for
these IEs instead ofratioing IPE results as is done for the battery charger room fire zones in the

previous section.
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4.6.2.2.1 Methodology

The basic PRAC methodology uses Support States and Functional Fault Trees, with system and

component dependencies explicitlyaccounted for in the support state development. PRAC includes

evaluation ofvessel and containment integrity in addition to core damage (Level 1 PRA with
enhancements), and even though only core damage &equency evaluation is required for the IPEEE,
the same code that was used for the internal events IPE is used for risk calculations in the IPEEE.
The use ofthe same code and basic input decks (system dependencies, event trees etc.) is

appropriate because a fire imposes no unique accident progression on SSES. Fire is simply a
different "impact vector". Use ofthe same basic plant model enables meaningful comparisons of
results between the IPE and the IPEEE. The following types of input data are used by PRAC:

1. Initiating Events (IEs), frequency and impact on support and front-line systems.

2. Support system unavailabilities, Allowed Outage Times (AOTs) and dependencies on other

support systenls.

3. Front-line systems, their inherent unavailabilities and dependencies on support systems.

4. Success criteria as defined by event tree top event (ETTE) or functional fault trees (FFTs).

5. Timing data associated with equipment recovery used when computing the probability of
plant damage.

The specific input decks used &om the IPE were for cases with Unit 2 electrical equipment
available; since fire is not postulated in both units simultaneously, these failures were removed

&om the initiating event impact vectors for the IPEEE.

The output from PRAC includes a matrix ofresolved support system dependencies, a list of
support states with component failure strings in each support state, &ont-line function failure

probabilities in each support state (initial, without recovery), and plant damage state frequencies by
support state and event tree event sequence. The organization ofthe output is designed so that

compliance with PP&L's Defense in Depth (DID)criteria can be efficiently verified and insights

gained into important sources ofplant risk. Reference 4-8 provides detailed information on the

algorithms and the computational sequence, which willnot be repeated here.

4.6.2.2.2 Development ofPRAC Input Files

Initiating Events (IEs)

The risk-significant cabinets and benchboards in the MCR for which plant damage frequency

calculations are necessary are:

1. Middle Section ofCore Cooling Benchboard (1C601/2C601) consisting ofInserts 17, 18, 19

and halfofInsert 20.
2. Right Section of 1C601/2C601 consisting ofthe other halfofInsert 20 and Inserts 21

and 22.
3. NSSS Temperature Recording and Leak Detection Vertical Board (1C614/2C614).
4. Plant Operating Benchboard (OC653).
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In developing the input data files for these cabinets (generic term used in this calculation for
Benchboards, Vertical Boards and any other panels), it is assumed that a transient with scram
(automatic or manual) willoccur whenever there is a fire. This is consistent with prior treatment
offire and ATWS. Two cases are run for each cabinet other than OC653, one in which an
independent Loss ofOffsite Power (LOOP) occurs together with the fire and one in which a LOOP
does not occur.

Plant models in the form of input "decks" or data files &om the Internal Events IPE (Ref. 4-8) are

used for the IPEEE to reduce the computational burden and so that conclusions can be drawn
regarding the risk-significance offire initiating events relative to the baseline risk from equipment
and system failures in the absence ofexternal events. Credit is given for manual actions such as

opening valves and actuating depressurization ifthey are called for by Emergency Operating
Procedures (EOPs) or ifsufficient time and information regarding accident progression are
available to the operator. Since simultaneous Gres in both units need not be postulated, credit is

also given for the use ofavailable ac and dc power sources from the other unit (i.e., Unit 2 because

the analyses are for Unit 1, validated for Unit 2 by identity ofdesign, except where differences
exist). No credit for containment venting is taken.

A fire in either the middle or right section (between Gre barriers) of 1C601/2C601 (Core Cooling
Benchboard) can cause an Isolation transient due to spurious closing ofeither inboard or outboard
MSIVs; therefore the IPE input deck for Isolation transients is used for these two cabinets for the
cases without LOOP. Fire occurrence frequencies per cabinet for the three rooms ofconcern are
taken from Ref. 4-18 and the frequency ofLOOP (7.1 E-02) &om Ref. 4-8. Except in the case of
OC653 (Plant Operating Benchboard), there is no mechanism for a Gre in the MCR or either relay
room to cause a LOOP, so the IE for the fire with LOOP cases is the simultaneous independent
occurrence offire and a LOOP; the coincident &equency is calculated as:

Frequency offire w/LOOP = Freq. offire/cycle ~ &eq. ofLOOP/cycle ~ 72/10957,

10957 being the number ofhours per 15-month cycle and 72 being the "mission time" or the
interval after the IE during which hot shutdown needs to be achieved.

Freq. ofLOOP during the
mission time following a Gre = 7.1 E-02 ~ 72/10957 = 4.7 E44/fire

Per Ref. 4-18, the &equency offire in a cabinet in the MCR is 3.33 E-04 per cycle; the frequency
of fire with independent LOOP is:

Freq. ofGre w/LOOP in MCR cabinet = 3.33 E44 ~ 4.7 E-04 = 1.6 E-07/cycle

In the middle section of 1C601/2C601, a hot short caused by fire can result in spurious actuation
ofADS and consequent failure ofHPCI. The probability ofa hot short per conductor in a cable,

given the occurrence ofa fire involving the cable is 0.07 (Ref. 447, NUREG/CR-2258). The IE
frequency for this fire location becomes 2.3 E-05 without a LOOP and 1.1 E-08 with LOOP.

The Safe Shutdown (SSD) functions, components and systems that fail due to the IE are input to
PRAC as row vectors ofSupport and Front-line systems, referred to as "Impact Vectors". No
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recovery from these failures is allowed during the mission time, except in the case ofoffsite power,
and for'OC653, DGs and ESW system.

4.6.2.2.2.1 Middle Section of IC601/2C601

This section ofC601, consisting ofInserts 17, 18, 19 and halfofInsert 20, contains controls for all
SRVs and Division I of MSIVs, RHR and Core Spray (CS) systems and for the RCIC system.

An Isolation transient could occur due to an open circuit in the circuits for inboard MSIVs, but
automatic isolation remains available ifa hot short occurs. Damage to the ADS circuits and

components willnot disable manual opening ofthe ADS SRVs from the relay room, but could
cause spurious opening ofone ADS valve due to a hot short. An Isolation transient and a LOOP
case were run for this cabinet, both with HPCI failed in addition to the above systems. Thus,
failure ofHPCI and RCIC are assumed as part ofthe IE (HPM for core defense is success of
HPCI, RCIC or 2 CRD pumps).

4.6.2.2.2,2 Right Section of 1C601/2C601

This section ofC601 consists ofhalfof insert 20, and inserts 21 and 22 and contains controls for
HPCI and DivisionIofMSIVs, RHR and CS systems. Isolation and LOOP cases were run for
this cabinet also, as explained in the previous section. Because SRV control is not affected, loss of
RCIC by inadvertent ADS is not assumed.

4.6.2.2.2.3 NSSS Temperature Recording and Leak Detection Vertical Board 1C614/2C614

A spurious leak detection signal due to fire damage to circuits in this cabinet could cause

unavailability ofHPCI and RCIC. Non-Isolation and LOOP cases were run with the loss ofHPCI
and RCIC in the impact vector.

4.6.2.2.2.4 Plant Operating Benchboard OC653

This cabinet contains all MCR controls for the supply breakers to the medium voltage emergency

buses, &om both offsite sources as well as from the Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs). It also

contains the controls for ESW pumps and valves. Multiplehot shorts due to a Gre in this cabinet,

such as in the trip circuits ofthe two offsite supply breakers and either in the trip circuits offour
EDGs or close circuits of two ESW valves can cause a Station Blackout (SBO). Two input decks

&om the IPE, SBODG and SBOESW were used to analyze the impact ofa fire in this cabinet. It
should be noted that for the SBODG case, while an SBO can be caused due to a fire in this cabinet,

it does not involve the loss ofthe offsite power grid or the EDGs due to major equipment problems

in those systems but is entirely due to the spurious tripping ofclosed circuit breakers or the

spurious closing ofnormally open motor-operated valves. Allthe medium voltage circuit breakers

involved have the capability at the switchgear ofisolating the MCR control circuits and control

fuses, and ofbeing closed. Due to this reason, the SBODG case was run with both a standard

recovery schedule (more than 3 hours for 90% probability ofrecovering offsite power) and an

accelerated recovery schedule (99.95% probability in 1 hour). The SBOESW case is different in

that physical damage to the EDGs is likelyto occur ifthe DGs start on LOOP and ESW is not

available for cooling within 8 minutes.

Therefore, only one SBOESW case was run, with quick recovery ofESW but no recovery of
EDGs.
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The PRAC runs for fire IEs in MCR cabinets are described in detail in Ref. 4-38 and a summary
ofthe results presented in Table 4-30 ofthis report. Ref. 4-38 also describes how the results
demonstrate conformance with PPAL's DID criteria for frequency, equipment, procedures and

interface requirements. The &equencies ofoccurrence ofvarious PDSs are summarized here.

4.6.2.2.3.1 Mddle Section of 1C601/2C601

The total plant damage &equency due to a fire in this cabinet without coincident LOOP is 3.3 E-10

(including fire occurrence &equency of3.3 E-04/cycle and one hot short 0.07 per conductor),
dominated by the No Core Damage (CD), Containment Overpressure Failure (COPF) damage state

and less than 1% contribution &om the Core Damage, Vessel and Containment Intact damage state

(1.1 E-12).

For the fire with LOOP case, the total plant damage frequency is 8.2 E-13, dominated by the Core

Damage, Vessel and Containment Intact damage state (8.1 E-13) but with five other damage states

contributing a very small amount: Core Damage, Vessel Intact, Containment Overpressure Failure
(3.2 E-15); Core Damage, Vessel Failure (VF), Containment Intact (7.9 E-17); Core Damage,
Vessel Failure, Containment Overtemperature Failure (COTF) (1.5 E-18); Core Damage, Vessel

Failure, Containment Overpressure Failure (2.5 E-17) and No Core Damage, Containment
Overpressure Failure (1.0 E-14).

~ ~ ~

~

4.6.2.2.3.2 Right Section of 1C601/2C601

The total plant damage &equency due to a fire in this cabinet without a coincident LOOP is
4.3 E<9, dominated by the No Core Damage, Containment Overpressure Failure PDS and less

than 1% contribution from the Core Damage, Vessel and Containment Intact PDS (1.0 E-12).

For the case with independent LOOP, the total plant damage frequency is 3.4 E-12, dominated by
the Core Damage, Vessel and Containment Intact PDS (3.3 E-12), but with four other damage

states contributing a very small amount: Core Damage, Vessel Intact, Containment Overpressure
Failure (2.3 E-15); Core Damage, Vessel Failure, Containment Intact (1.2 E-20); Core Damage,
Vessel Failure, Containment Overpressure Failure (6.1 E-22); and No Core Damage, Containment

Overpressure Failure (8.4 E-14).

4.6.2.2.3.3 NSSS Temperature Recording and Leak Detection Vertical Board 1C614/2C614

The total plant damage frequency due to a fire in this cabinet without coincident LOOP is
4.4 E-12, dominated by the Core Damage, Vessel and Containment Intact damage state and less

than 1% contribution &om the No Core Damage, Containment Overpressure Failure damage state

(2.1 E-14).

For the fire with independent LOOP case, the total plant damage frequency is 1.6 E-13, also

dominated by the Core Damage, Vessel and Containment Intact damage state but with four other

damage states contributing a very small amount: Core Damage, Vessel Intact, Containment

Overpressure Failure (4.0 E-I6); Core Damage, Vessel Failure, Containment Intact (I.3 E-IS);
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Core Damage, Vessel Failure, Containment Overpressure Failure (5.8 E-18) and No Core

Damage, Containment Overpressure Failure (8.4 E-15).

4.6.2.2.3.4 Plant Operating Benchboard OC653

Since the initiating event for all the cases for a fire in this cabinet involve an SBO caused by a

combination ofLOOP and fiulure ofEDGs due to hot shorts in control circuits for ofIsite source

breakers and either DG breakers or ESW valves, these cases willbe referred to either as SBODG

or SBOESW with a qualifier denoting the diferent power recovery schedules.

For the SBODG case with standard recovery, the total plant damage &equency is 1.3 E-14, almost

entirely in the Core Damage, Vessel and Containment Intact PDS (1.3 E-14), with five other PDSs

contributing negligible amounts: Core Damage, Vessel Intact, Containment Overpressure Failure

(4.7 E-18); Core Damage, Vessel Failure, Containment Intact (4.3 E-20); Core Damage, Vessel

Failure, Containment Overtemperature Failure (1.1 E-20); Core Damage, Vessel Failure,

Containment Overpressure Failure (9.4 E-23) and No Core Damage, Containment Overpressure

Failure (1.0 E-16).

The total plant damage &equency for the SBODG with accelerated recovery case is 6.6 E-19, in

six PDSs: Core Damage, Vessel and Containment Intact (2.9 E-19); Core Damage, Vessel Intact,

Containment Overpressure Failure (5.6 E-21); Core Damage, Vessel Failure, Containment Intact

(1.3 E-22); Core Damage, Vessel Failure, Containment Overtemperature Failure (1.4 E-25); Core

Damage, 'Vessel Failure, Containment Overpressure Failure (3.6 E-26) and No Core Damage,

Containment Overpressure Failure (3.7 E-19).

Finally, for the SBOESW with no DG recovery case, the total plant damage frequency is 3.9 E-1 1,

dominated by the No Core Damage, Containment Overpressure Failure (3.7 E-11) PDS, with small

contributions from three other PDSs: Core Damage, Vessel Intact, Containment Overpressure

Failure (2.3 E-12); Core Damage, Vessel Failure, Containment Overtemperature Failure

(9.6 E-18) and Core Damage, Vessel Failure, Containment Overpressure Failure (2.5 E-17).

4.6.2.3 Relay Room Cabinets

4.6.2.3.1 Methodology

The methodology for quantification ofrisk due to fires involving Relay Room cabinets is identical

to that described in the previous section for MCR cabinets.

4.6.2.3.2 Development ofPRAC Input Files

Appendix B to Ref. 4-34 identified 1C617/2C617, Division I RHR Relay Vertical Board in the

LRR and 1C618/2C618, Division IIRHR Relay Vertical Board in the URR as fire locations of
risk significance in the Relay Rooms.
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.6.2.3.2.1 Division I RHR Relay Vertical Board~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

In addition to relays for Div. I ofRHR, this cabinet (in the Upper Relay Room) also contains
Div. I logic ofHPCI which, though not divisionalized, is considered a Div. H system. Div. H logic
ofHPCI is on the HPCI Relay Vertical Board 1C620/2C620 in the Lower Relay Room. The
impact vector for this cabinet, therefore, includes the loss ofHPCI in addition to all support and
front-line systems and components required for Div. I ofRHR.

4.6.2.3.2.2 Division IIRHR Relay Vertical Board

This cabinet (in the Lower Relay Room) is similar to C617 in that in addition to Div. II logic of
RHR, it contains Div. II logic for RCIC, also a non&visionalized system but considered as Div. I.
The redundant (Div. I) logic ofRCIC is on 1C621/2C621, in the Upper Relay Room. The impact
vector for this cabinet includes the failure ofthe RCIC system in addition to the loss ofsupport and
front-line systems and components required for Div. IIRHR.

4.6.2.3.3 Analysis ofResults

The PRAC runs for fire IEs in Relay Room cabinets are described in detail in Ref. 4-38 and a
summary ofthe results presented in Table 4-30 ofthis report. Ref. 4-38 also describes how the
results demonstrate conformance with P P &L's DID criteria for &equency, equipment, procedures
and interface requirements. The &equencies ofoccurrence ofvarious PDSs are sumniarized here.

e 4.6.2.3.3.1 Division I RHR Relay Vertical Board 1C617/2C617

The total plant damage &equency due to a fire in this cabinet without coincident LOOP is
8.5 E-12, all in the No Core Damage, Containment Overpressure Failure PDS.

For the fire with independent LOOP case, the total plant damage frequency is 2.8 E-14, dominated
by the No Core Damage, Containment Overpressure Failure damage state (2.6 E-14), with four
other damage states contributing a small amount: Core Damage, Vessel and Containment Intact
(2.3 E-15); Core Damage, Vessel Intact, Containment Overpressure Failure (7.3 E-18); Core
Damage, Vessel Failure, Containment Intact (2.8 E-21) and Core Damage, Vessel Failure,
Containment Overpressure Failure (2.9 E-27).

4.6.2.3.3.2 Division IIRHR Relay Vertical Board 1C618/2C618

The total plant damage &equency due to a fire in this cabinet without coincident LOOP is
1.2 E-1 1, all in the No Core Damage, Containment Overpressure Failure PDS. It should be noted
that this frequency is higher than that for the corresponding Div. I cabinet; one factor causing this
cQFerence is the higher frequency ofthe fire IE (6.79 E-05 vs. 6.52 E-05 in C617), the other factor
is the difference in the SSES-specific repair times (out-of-service hours for maintenance) between
the Div. I and Div. 11 RHRSW heat exchangers (Div. I, whose failure is part ofthe event sequence
for the Div.Icabinet has a repair time of48 hours, while the Div. IIheat exchanger, in the event
sequence for the Div. I cabinet, has a repair time of20.8 hours).

For the fire with independent LOOP case, the total plant damage frequency is 1.9 E-14, dominated

by the No Core Damage, Containment Overpressure Failure (17 E-1 4) PDS, with four other PDSs
contributing a small amount: Core Damage, Vessel and Containment intact (1.6 E-15); Core
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Damage, Vessel Intact, Containment Overpressure Failure (3.8 E-18); Core Damage, Vessel

Failure, Containment Intact (2.8 E-23) and Core Damage, Vessel Failure, Containment

Overpressure Failure (1.4 E-24).

These values are judged to be low enough to satisfy the frequency criterion, with the &equency of
damage states involving the breach ofmore than one barrier, insignificant.

4.6.3 Summary ofPlant Response

This report section summarizes the results ofthe plant damage state &equency calculations. Based on the

results offire PRA screening and Appendix R analyses, only plant transients are expected from fire (i.e. no

ATWS or LOCA). From the fire PRA screening and detailed fire propagation calculations, all fire zones at

SSES may be screened out as not risk significant because sufficient equipment exists, given the fire and

independent equipment loss, to shutdown and cool the core and remove decay heat &om the containment.

Regardless, plant damage state frequency calculations are performed for those zones judged most risk
significant: relay rooms, control room, and battery charger rooms. These rooms are small and contain

cables &om both divisions ofSSD equipment. These zones, plus the cable spreading rooms, form the

"nerve center" ofthe plant and are those typically found in PRAs to be risk significant.

The fires in these zones all occur in electrical cabinets and are assumed confined to the cabinet oforigin.
The &equency ofcore damage for the battery charger rooms is (found by multiplying the IPE results by the

ratio ofinitiating event frequencies for, fire and the random failure rate from the IPE for internal events)

about 1E-9/cycle. Frequency ofCOPF without core damage is about 6 E-12/cycle. The PRAC calculation

output is summarized in table 4.30. Total calculated core damage frequency is negligible at about

1 E-11/cycle. Frequency ofCOPF without core damage is about 5 E-9/cycle. Total calculated core

damage &equency &om the IPE is approximately 1 E-7/cycle and COPF is 4.5 E-8. Thus, calculated core

damage &equency due to fire in the most risk significant zones is roughly 1% ofthat calculated in the IPE.

COPF without core damage due to fire is about 10% ofthat calculated in the IPE. To estimate the core

damage contribution &om fires in other fire zones, the fire frequencies ofthe fire zones in the reactor

building containing large lube oil sources (1-1A through 1-1F) are multiplied by the failure rates ofthe

DID equipment remaiiiing in each ofthese zones given a fire. This total estimated core damage frequency

is about 8.9 E-10/cycle. This estimate is conservative because it assumes that all fires, even in non-safety

electrical cabinets, cause fiiilureofthe equipment assumed failed in the zone for screening purposes. Only
large lube oil sources are considered because damage in other zones is limited to the source, generally a

portion ofone, channel ofAC power. Based on the detailed fire propagation calculations performed for this

fire PRA, it is expected that detailed study ofthe sources in the zones without lube oil sources would result

in little, ifany, damage to SSD equipment. Because ofthe conservatism ofthis approach, the estimated

total calculated core damage frequency due to fire is about 1% that calculated in the IPE for internal

events, that is IE-9/cycle. Even this estimate is conservative because of lack ofcredit given to detection

and suppression and the assumption ofall-consuming cabinet fire.
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t4.7 Analysis of Containment Performance

Although a "level 1" fire PRA is performed with a focus on core damage &equency, because ofthe key role

played by the containment in preventing the spread ofradioactive material to the environment, it is

appropriate to review containment performance. Appendix 2 ofthe Generic Letter 88-20 Supplement 4

IPEEE information request provides guidance for the review ofcontainment performance for fire initiating
events. Appendix 2 indicates licensees are expected to evaluate the insights gained as part ofthe

Containment Performance Improvement Program (CPIP). These insights deal with using existing, non-

safety grade equipment to enhance containment DHR. Because containment performance is studied in the

IPE (Reference 4-8), the emphasis here is on modes offailure unique to fire.

Each SSES reactor vessel is surrounded by a GE Mark IIcontainment. This containment design consists

ofa drywell which houses the reactor vessel and recirculation pumps, and a wetwell containing a

suppression pool ofwater which serves as a heat sink for quenching ofvessel steam directly from SRVs or
from the drywell in the unlikely event ofa LOCA. Water for ECCS injection to the reactor vessel,

especially for low pressure systems, is drawn from the suppression pool. A concrete diaphragm slab

separates the drywell from the wetwell. The containment is inerted with nitrogen during power operation.

Complete descriptions ofthe containment are found in Appendix Aofthe IPE, as well as the FSAR.

Physically, the containment building is comprised ofa steel-reinforced concrete structure lined with a

continuous membrane ofwelded steel plate. The containment function is performed by the steel plate; the

building providing strength. The containment building is penetrated to allow the passage ofpipe and cable

required for power operation and accident prevention/mitigation. A "drywellhead" bolted to the top ofthe

drywell provides access for refueling. Four hatches (two to the drywell, two to the wetwell) provide access

for maintenance/inspection. Another hatch is used for removal ofCRDs for maintenance. The

containment is normally inaccessible during power operation. "Containment" is provided by the

containment structure, the hatches/diywell head and their seals, the penetration seals, and the piping and

associated isolation valves. To evaluate the possible fire impacts, the structures/components which

comprise the containment are reviewed and the fire effect on each is considered. Damage is expected only

&om heat. Because the containment is inerted during power operation, only fires external to the

containment building are considered.

Fire impact on the containment structure itself is expected to be minimal. The containment building

external walls are 6 feet thick. Even the largest unmitigated fire (HPCI room, fire zone 1-1C) is expected

to last less than 1 hour and affect only the outer most concrete. The deluge system installed in this zone

willprobably actuate as designed and limitany fire to inconsequence. The containment hatches and

drywell head seals do not rely on gas pressure, electricity, or other active means for function. Seals are

formed by bolting and mechanical deformation of"0" rings. The penetrations are welded to the drywell
liner inside the containment. The hatches (683'levation, zones 1-3A and 1-3B-N for wetwell;

719'levation

zones 1-4A-N, 1-4A-W, and 1-4A-S for drywell) and drywell head (779'levation, zone 0-8A)

are located in zones with low combustible loading away &om mechanical equipment. "0" ring seal failure

is expected above 700F. The drywell hatches and drywell head are surrounded by concrete missile

shielding blocks during power operation. Because ofthe sealing mechanisms used and low combustible

loading nearby, no fire damage is expected to the hatches or drywell head. The piping/cable penetrations

are made ofsteel and cast in place in the containment walls. They are welded to the containment liner.

Piping passing through is welded to the penetration. Fire is not expected to fail piping or welds. Thetlargest fires can occur only in the lowest levels ofthe reactor building, adjacent to the portion ofthe

wetwell containing the suppression pool. The suppression pool water mass serves as a heat sink for any

heat transferred to the penetrations in these zones. Electrical penetration seals are provided pre-assembled
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by the manufacturer (Westinghouse). Cable assemblies are inserted into penetration sleeves and either

welded or bolted to the containment liner. Because ofthe thickness ofthe containment, seals inside the

containment are not expected to be damaged by external fires. Review ofelectrical penetration locations

shows that only three (Ps 300, 301, and 330B) enter the wetwell at greater than 17 feet above the

suppression pool level. These penetrations are located in the 683'levation ofthe reactor building.
Because the largest oil sources are located on the 645'levation ofthe building, no impact on these

penetrations from fire is expected. Allother electrical penetrations enter the drywell at higher elevations in

the reactor building. Because COMPBRN IIIe calculations show fire sources on these floors have no

damaging effect on cable nearby, Mure ofpenetrations is also not expected. As with the hatches, the

containment penetrations/penetration seals are passive, i.e. they do not rely on pneumatic pressure or

electricity for function. Isolation ofpiping passing through the containment walls is accomplished either by
series isolation valves or, for piping systems originating and terminating in the containment, by single

valves. Series isolation valves are located with one valve inside and one outside the containment. While
fire attack ofthe external valve is possible, the physical separation and inert nature ofthe containment

atmosphere leaves the internal valve intact. Appendix R analysis (Reference 4-3) and IPEEE fire
propagation analysis confirm that electrical faulting, including hot shorting, willnot result in loss ofboth

isolation valves. In the case ofa single valve, the piping itself forms a containment boundary and fire

induced pipe failure is judged incredible. Thus, because fire is not expected to result in loss ofthe

containment components, overall containment function is not expected to fail.

Because fire is not expected to result in containment failure modes difFerent than those identified in the IPE

for internal events (Reference 4-8), only those modes identified in the IPE are considered: Containment

Over Pressure Failure (COPF) and Containment Over Temperature Failure. COPF results when stress due

to containment internal pressure is greater than the ultimate strength ofthe structure. This pressure is

about 150 psig. COTF is postulated after vessel failure with no overlying water pool on the drywell floor
and is caused by corium attack ofthe drywell liner. Both modes are considered in the event trees used in
the plant systems/plant damage state &equency analysis. Although a level 1 PRA, frequency of
containment failure due to these modes is calculated in the IPEEE for completeness. While venting ofthe

containment is incorporated in the IPE plant damage state frequency analysis, no venting is considered in

this IPEEE study because ofcurrent uncertainty about venting procedure and capability. (However, see

discussion ofUSI A-45 below.)
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4.8 Treatment ofFire Risk Scoping Study Issues

The request for information contained in NRC's Generic Letter No. 88-20, Supplement 4 (Ref. 4-1)

requires licensees to address the issues raised by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in the Fire Risk

Scoping Study (NUREG/CR-5088, Ref. 4-35), while performing the fire portion ofthe IPEEE. Also,
according to NUREG-1407, "Procedural and Submittal Guidance for the Individual Plant Exanuiiation of
External Events (IPEEE) for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities" (Ref. 4-37), issues identified in the Fire Risk

Scoping Study (FRSS) are the primary reasons for including internal fires in the scope ofthe IPEEE. This

report section addresses these FRSS issues as well as those delineated in GI-57 "Effects ofFire Protection

System Actuation on Safety Related Equipment".

4.8.1 Generic FRSS Issues

In addition to the six specific issues listed in the next section, the FRSS identifies the followinggeneric

issues, based on reviews offour fire PRAs, due ro which ~in em i fires are included in the IPEEE:

1. Fires represent a "dominant risk contributor."

2. Fire initiating frequencies were underestinuited in these PRAs.

3. The PRAs assume higher fire suppression probabilities than were determined in the FRSS.

4. Thermal damage thresholds assumed for cable may be too high.

5. Not all the PRAs took into account the impact ofAppendix R modifications to the plant.

6. The six specific "FRSS Issues," iftaken into account, could raise the fire-induced core damage

&equency.

4.8.1.1 Disposition ofGeneric FRSS Issues

1. Fires as Dominant Risk Contributors:

The fire portion ofthe SSES IPEEE is a quantitative, Level 1 PRA., in accordance with the PRA
Procedures Guide, NUREG/CR-2300 (Ref. 4-2). The methodology, assumptions and data used to
determine the plant fire zones with the potential to cause core damage ifa fire occurred the~e are

described in detail in PP &LCalculation EC-RISK-1018 (Ref. 4-18). The calculation ofthe fire
event initiating frequency for risk-significant fire zones is also included in Ref. 4-18. Calculation
EC-RISK-1021(Ref. 4-34) documents analyses to determine the components, systems or functions

that willfail as a result offire in each ofthe risk-significant fire zones. Calculation EC-RISK-1022

(Ref. 4-38) describes the input data to and results from PP &L's Probabilistic Risk Assessment Code

(PRAC) used for the quantitative evaluation ofplant risk due to fire initiating events. In addition to
quantification ofplant risk due to internal fires, Ref. 4-38 also provides descriptions ofthe accident

sequences and support states identified as dominant risk contributors as well as an analysis of
compliance with PP&L criteria for Defense In Depth (DID). The process and analyses briefly
described above provide a high degree ofconfidence that the contribution of internal fires to SSES

risk willbe identified and quantified.
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Estimates ofFire Initiating Frequencies

Subsequent to the publication ofthe FRSS (Jan. 1989), EPRI published NSAC/178L, Fire Events

Database for U.S. Nuclear Power Plants (FEDB), in June 1992. This database (Ref. 4-10) is a

compendium offire events in commercial nuclear power plants between Feb. 1965 and Dec. 1988,

covering 753 fire events during more than 1260 Reactor-years ofoperation for both PWR and BWR
units after issuance ofa low power operating license, making it the most comprehensive database of
fire events currently available. Fire experience data at SSES from the construction period up to the

present time has been meticulously documented. The SSES fire history data, on comparison with the

EPRI FEDB, is determined to fall within the 90% confidence bounds ofthe FEDB data, on the basis

ofhypothesis testing, with the exception oftransient fires due to cigarettes. On the basis ofthe

homogeneity or poolability thus established, fire initiating frequencies &om the much larger FEDB

are used in this fire PRA. SSES-specific data is used for transient fires due to cigarettes. The use of
a comprehensive and current database, specifically validated for applicability to SSES, resolves the

concern regarding the accuracy and realism ofthe fire initiating frequencies.

Estimates ofFire Suppression Probability:

The fire propagation analysis for the SSES IPEEE, documented in Ref. 4-34 takes no credit for
installed fire detection and suppression systems. Credit is taken only for the effectiveness offire
watches in preventing or suppressing (with 100% reliability) transient fires (e.g., trash can fires)

during "hot work" such as welding. The concern regarding non-conservative estimates of
suppression probability or suppression time are, therefore, not applicable to the SSES IPEEE.

Cable Thermal Damage Thresholds:

The criterion used for determining whether cable would be damaged is a surface temperature of
700 F or higher; however, in using COMPBRN IIIe, a conclusion that a cable is not damaged in a

fire scenario is not made unless the cable surface temperature is significantly below the damage

criterion temperature, e.g., 500 F. Similarly, when the damage criterion is a critical value ofthe heat

flux impinging on the cable, a significant, margin is assured. In either case, conclusions about the

occurrence ofcable damage are not based on an exact criterion and suf6cient margin is included to

obviate the concern regarding the uncertainty in cable damage criteria.

5. Impact ofAppendix R Modifications:

The IPEEE analyses for SSES are based on the plant configuration in mid-1993, using controlled

copies ofplant drawings and other design documents, thus ensuring that all modifications completed

by that time frame are taken into account.

4.8.2 Specific FRSS Issues

The six specific issues considered to have been unaddressed in the reviewed PRAs are:

Control Systems Interactions.

2. Seismic/Fire Interactions.

3. Manual Fire Fighting Effectiveness (including Smoke Control.)
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4. Total Environment Equipment Survival (including Spurious Operation ofSuppression Systems.)

5. Adequacy ofFire Barriers.

6. Adequacy ofAnalytical Tools for Fire.

The following are briefdescriptions ofSNL/NRC concerns regarding the above issues:

1. Control Systems Interactions:

a) Combinations offire-induced failures and random failures could occur that would not be found

by deterministic analyses such as Appendix R reviews.

b) Independence ofremote shutdown control systems.

c) Level of indication and control provided on remote shutdown panel.

2. SeismidFire Interactions:

a) Fires initiated by earthquakes, e.g., by pulling cables loose.

b) Spills offlammable liquids.
I

c) Release and ignition offlammable gases.

d) Impacts on safety systems offires caused in nearby non-seismic, non-safety systems, e.g.,

suppression activity, smoke generation, fire spread and high temperatures.

e) Seismic-induced unavailability ofsuppression systems.

3. Manual Fire Fighting Effectiveness:

a) Variations in responsiveness offire fighting teams.

b) Practices with respect to staf6ng, equipping and training offire brigades.

c) Scenarios with critical damage times too short for even a well-prepared fire response team to
prevent damage.

4. Total Environment Equipment Survival:

a) Effects ofspurious actuation offire suppression systems.

b) Dainaging effects ofsmoke, low level heat and water sprays.
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5. Adequacy ofFire Barriers:

a) Fire barrier reliability (an order ofmagnitude increase in core damage frequency possible if
reliability is 90% instead of99%.)

6. Adequacy ofAnalytical Tools for Fire:

a) Errors in, and nonphysical behavior of, models in COMPBRN III,the version in use at the time
the FRSS was performed.

4.8.2.1 Disposition ofSpecific FRSS Issues

1. Control Systems Interactions:

a) The probabilistic risk assessment model used in the IPEEE is the same as the model developed

for the IPE (Internal Events), and uses a "support state" methodology, in which dependencies

such as those due to power supply or instrument air are explicitly included in dependency

matrices. The fire-induced failures are input to the model as an "impact vector" for that
initiating event, or list ofsupport and front-line systems which willfail with a probability of
1.0 as a result ofa fire at the postulated location. The code then generates combinations of
independent and initiating event~used failures with the probability ofthe random failures
based on the data on support and front-line systems included in the basic plant model. This
calculation process provides assurance that combinations ofrandom failures and failures
caused by the fire initiating event are considered in the risk quantification, producing a reahstic

set ofaccident sequences and their frequency ofoccurrence.

b) Remote shutdown control systems at SSES have been demonstrated to be independent of
normal control room controls, and documented in Ref. 4-41. Independence is achieved by the

use ofa different set of fuses on transfer to the Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP) as well as

switch contacts on both sides ofcontrol circuits common to the Main Control Room Panel and

the RSP.

c) The SSES FPRR (Reference 4-3) demonstrates that sufficient control and indication are

provided on the RSP to achieve and maintain cold shutdown after a fire in the Control Room.

The followingadditional activities reinforce confidence that risk-significant control systems

interactions have not been overlooked in the performance ofthe IPEEE.

In addition to systems and components required to operate to achieve Safe Shutdown (SSD), those

components (valves) whose failure could cause flowdiversion from the reactor vessel were also

included in the SSD component list. Control systems interactions that could result in the spurious

opening oftwo valves in series were checked and found to be not significant.

While reviewing fire zones for risk significance and to determine the equipment that would fail due to
a fire in a room or compartment, it is assumed that any cables routed through the room, for
components not in the room, willalso be damaged unless COMPBRN HIe or FIVE calculations

show no cable damage with a margin for uncertainty in cable damage thresholds. For all such cables

but especially for cross&vision cables, i.e., Div. IIcables in Div. I equipment rooms and vice versa,
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schematic diagrains are reviewed to ascertain the impact on affected equipment due to fire~used
short- or openwircuits ofcables in such fire zones.

In establishing the impact vectors for a fire in a Control Room or Relay Room cabinet, all
components in the cabinet are considered. As an example, it was found that a'ire in an auxiliary
relay cabinet for one division ofRHR would also cause failure ofone ofthe high pressure injection

systems (HPCI or RCIC) because while HPCI and RCIC are not divisionalized systems, their control

logic is divisionalized'and one ofthe divisions of logic for each system is located in one ofthe RHR
relay cabinets. HPCI is considered a Div. II system, but Div. I relays forHPCI are located in the

RHR Div. I relay cabinet. Similarly, Div. 11 relays for RCIC are located in the Div. 11 RHR relay

cabinet (Div. I relays for RCIC are in the RCIC relay panel C621 in the Upper Relay Room and Div.
11 relays for HPCI are in the HPCI relay panel C620 in the Lower Relay Room). The impact vector

for each RHR relay cabinet includes failure ofthe affected high pressure system in addition to the

division ofRHR.

Based on the above, it is concluded that control systems interactions, both the obvious and subtle, are

taken into account in the SSES Fire IPEEE.

2. SeismidFire Interactions:

a) EPRI NP4989, "Survey ofEarthquake-Induced Fires in Electric Power and Industrial
Facilities" (Ref. 4-42) reviewed data on 18 recent earthquakes and the consequences at 108

power and industrial facilities. It appears that "The incidents offire identified were all
localized events within the facilities in which they occurred and did not appear to result in
significant damage." One ofthe findings ofthe survey is that fires at power and industrial
facilities occur due to the toppling ofenergized electrical equipment. Allsafety-related

electrical equipment and their anchorage at SSES is seismically qualified. The seismic

anchorage ofswitchgear cabinets was verified during extensive SMA walkdowns.

b) The only flammable liquids in significant quantities in risk-significant buildings ofSSES

(Reactor Buildings, Control Structure, Diesel Generator Buildings and Engineered Safeguards

Service Water (ESSW) Pumphouse) are diesel fuel and lubricating oil. Emergency diesel fuel

tanks, both in-ground storage and above-ground day tanks, as well as connecting fuel lines

between them, are seismically qualified and supported. The seismic support ofthese tanks was

also verified during SMAwalkdowns. Diesel fuel is stored also in a room in the circulating
water pumphouse, for the diesel~ven fire pump. During the walkdown for seismic-fire

interactions it was concluded that the tank's anchorage willnot survive an SSE or DBE,
making a seismically induced fire in this room possible. However, no equipment for SSD is

located in this room. Small storage lockers for combustibles are present in several fire zones;

they could topple during a seismic event. The combustible content in these metal lockers is

small, typically less than a quart ofsolvent. The lockers do not pose a significant risk.

There is a large lube oil sump in one fire zone ofeach reactor building, but the tank is below

ground at the lowest elevation ofthe building and a solid steel cover is provided over the sump.

Large ECCS pumps, especially the turbine~ven HPCI and RCIC pumps have large

quantities of lube oil but a complete spill ofthe oil from the HPCI pump was studied using
COMPBRN IIIe, and fire damage is found to be confined to the room. COMPBRN IIIe was

also used to model fires due to spillage of lube oil from the control structure chillers and it was

confirmed that there would be no damage beyond the chiller room,
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c) The major mechanism ofseismically-induced fires is the rupture ofgas pipelines. There are no

gas pipelines on site or within buildings at SSES. The only flammable gas stored in risk-
significant buildings at SSES is hydrogen in bottles in two fire zones ofeach reactor building

for the calibration ofthe hydrogen analyzers. Itwas verified during walkdowns including one

specifically to evaluate the potential for seismic-Gre interactions that the bottles are seismically

supported to the floor and in Unit 1, enclosed by a metal cage. Even though a gross breach of
integrity is unlikely due to this, COMPBRN IIIe runs for one ofthe fire zones, assuming the

total release ofthe two 100% hydrogen bottles (the other two in each fire zone contain 30%

hydrogen, with the remainder being nitrogen), show no damage to any cables in the vicinity.
The same conclusion, that hydrogen in bottles does not constitute a strong enough fire source

to be ofconcern, is also documented in Ref. 443 (NUIT/CR-5759). While this NUREG
addresses flammable gas storage at PWR plants, the finding that the effects ofa hydrogen fire

involving commercial storage containers are local unless the room is small, has general

applicability. The areas at SSES containing bottles ofhydrogen are very large.

d) Awalkdown was conducted to determine ifnonsafety, non-seismic equipment in the vicinityof
safety-related equipment has the potential to catch Gre during a seismic event, resulting in

damage to the safety-related equipment. The results ofthe walkdown are documented in an

attachment to Ref. 440. Cabinets containing prot'ective clothing (PCs) could fall during an

earthquake but would neither impact SSD components nor ignite without an external flame

source. No situations were found where non-seismic equipment could cause damage to SSD

equipment either by toppling or causing a fire.

e) Itwas shown in Appendices to Ref. 4-34 that fires in risk-significant zones at SSES willnot

spread beyond the zone or cabinet ofGre origin and that the impact vectors for these fires were

determined without taking credit for detection or suppression offires. Itwas also

demonstrated that seismically-induced Gres in risk-significant zones are unlikely at SSES.

However, the major components ofthe water, CO2 and Halon systems were inspected during

the seismidfire interaction walkdown (Attachment 2 to Ref. 4-40 is a report on this

,
walkdown). Suppression systems, especially the water and CO2 systems, are likely to fail.

However, since fires in risk-significant zones ofthe plant are unlikely because ofsource

minimization and seismic design; and no credit is assumed for the availability ofsuppression

systems in the risk calculation, the potential failure ofthe water and CO2 suppression systems

is acceptable for the IPEEE.

It is concluded &om the foregoing that seismidfire interactions at SSES are not risk-

significant.

3. Manual Fire Fighting Effectiveness:

a) The fire sources in risk-significant fire zones at SSES are weak enough and the rooms large

enough that no credit is required to'be taken for automatic or manual fire suppression to assure

safe shutdown (Ref. 4-18). COMPBRN IIIe and FIVE evaluations show that a fire involving

lube oil, cotton pc's or hydrogen willburn out without damaging safe shutdown cables. Ifthe

fire is in a cabinet, the components ofthe cabinet willbe destroyed before the Gre can be

suppressed but by the time the postulated fuel burns out, the walls ofthe cabinet do not reach a

temperature that could endanger wiring or components in adjoining cabinets separated by the

existing steel barriers.
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A review offire event history at SSES also indicates that all fires were quickly suppressed by
plant personnel, in most cases with the use ofportable extinguishers, without significant
damage even to the component involved in the fire.

b) Ref. 4-3 demonstrates that SSES practices with respect to staffing, equipping and training of
fire brigades comply with the requirements ofBTP 9.5-1, Appendix A. Attachment 1 to Ref.

440 contains a description ofmanual fire fighting attributes in the format ofAttachment 10.5

ofNUMARC's FIVE methodology. SSES maintains a large (- 200 members) fire brigade and

provides training in excess ofApp. R requirements to all members. SSES also makes available

training to the members of3 offsite (public) fire departments which would respond to a fire
emergency at the station.

c) This concern has no impact on the fire PRA because no credit is taken for manual fire fighting
to assure safe shutdown. It is conservatively assumed that all equipment and cables in a fire
zone willbe lost due to any potential fire in the fire zone or sources are shown to be non-

propagating, i.e., full impact ofsource is assumed.

4. Total Environment Equipment Survival:

a) Ref. 444 documented a review ofthe e6ects ofsuppression actuation on Category I
components (defined as components required for safe shutdown for a fire in the fire zone in
which the component is located) and concluded that after completion ofDCP 88-30160 and

revision ofFire Brigade Training Procedures and Fire Preplans, fire suppression activities will
not cause damage to redundant safe shutdown components. DCP 88-30160 and all other

Appendix R Modifications are now completed (Ref. 4-3) as are the required revisions to the

Procedures and Preplans. Ifsuppression systems are actuated as required, i.e., because a fire
has occurred, the damage due to suppression system operation is bounded by the damaging

efFects ofthe fire in most cases.. A situation at the 783'levation ofthe control structure where

spray from a fire hose may splash a div. I MCC and a div. H HVACcontrol panel was

observed; a modification was installed with the erection ofa 10'eat shield. During the
seismic-fire interaction walkdown, itwas also confirmed that the tops ofall electrical

switchgear and control cabinets are sealed and doors gasketed. While the construction is not

that required for outdoor use, it is expected to drastically reduce the potential for water

damage. Also, no mercury relays are used in suppression system actuation circuits.

Per Attachment 2 to Ref. 4-40, spurious actuation ofsuppression systems is likely in a seismic

event; however, the sprinkler heads discharge a spray pattern which is not a straight stream. A
situation was identified in the cable spreading rooms that could cause the unavailability ofboth
trains ofreactor vessel instnimentation; inverters for 120 V instrumentation power supplies to
1(2)Y115 and 1(2)Y125 can be shorted out simultaneously due to spurious preaction valve
actuation and sprinkler head failure in the cable spreading rooms due to a seismic event. The

provision ofdrip shields over the rear ofthe inverter chassis is being evaluated as part ofthe

engineering discrepancy program. Itwas also observed that the drains on the cable spreading

room floors are closed. Amodification to provide the capability to open the drains remotely is

planned (DCP 92-9063). The potential for flooding the room below the lower cable spreading

room was evaluated; during the walkdown, it was observed that even though the floor, unlike

that ofthe upper cable spreading room, does not have rated water seals, the penetrations are of
the same design. Combined with the fact that the relay cabinets in the lower relay room (below
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the cable spreading room) are sealed at the top, flooding from water on the floor ofthe cable
spreading room is judged not risk-significant.

b) The immediate effects ofsmoke and low level heat are bounded by fire damage since they
cannot cause worse effects than the failure (short/open circuits) assumed to occur when a
component or cable is involved in a fire, and the effects are local. Ref. 4-29, a suminary of
SNL's fire safety research, found that switches and relays covered with moderate to heavy
smoke particulates in cabinet fire tests did not experience loss offunction. In any case, after
any fire, all components in the involved fire zone as well as adjoining rooms willbe inspected,

cleaned and ifdamage is suspected, they willbe replaced promptly. The effect ofwater sprays

is addressed as described in the paragraph above.

5. Adequacy ofFire Barriers:

The likelihood ofcross-zone fire propagation through non-fire rated barriers is examined and the

results documented in an appendix to Ref. 4-34. Ofthe five plant areas with such cross-zone

propagation potential, only the lowest elevation ofthe Reactor buildings, which houses large ECCS

pumps which contain pressurized lubrication oil systems, can realistically have an impact on safe

shutdown after a fire. The involved fire areas for Unit 1 are R-1A and R-1B, and for Unit 2, R-2A
'ndR-2B. Appendix E to Ref. 4-34 documents the conclusion that ifa fire causes Gulure of

equipment in all fire zones in one ofthese fire areas not separated by rated fire barriers &om fire
zones with significant combustible loading, Defense in Depth (DID) for safe shutdown is available,

primarily due to divisional separation, and availability ofsystems such as CRD for which cables are

not routed through the lower levels ofthe Reactor Buildings. During a walkdown by IPEEE analysts

together with a penetration engineer (Attachment 3 to Ref. 440 is a report on the walkdown), non-

Appendix R barriers and penetrations for piping and raceways in walls and floors were inspected and

found to be identical in construction to fire-rated barriers and penetrations. Special attention was

focused on the barriers around the HPCI and RCIC pump rooms. The barriers are in good condition.

Doors separating the HPCI and RCIC rooms from fire zones 1-2B and 2-2B open into the pump
rooms so that pressurization due to fire tends to hold these doors closed. An analysis ofbarrier
failure rates at SSES (Ref. 4<5)) shows the failure probability ofdoors to be less than 1% and that

ofpenetrations to be between 1% and 2%. The FRSS indicates that a barrier failure rate ofthe order

of 1% does not constitute a vulnerability. Therefore, door and penetration failure at SSES does not

appear to be risk-significant.

6. Adequacy ofAnalytical Tools for Fire:

At the time the FRSS was being developed, the version ofthe fire propagation code in use was

COMPBRN III,ofwhich SNL seems to have had, not the final published version but an intermediate

one. In response to the comments in the FRSS, a modified version, COMPBRN IIIewas developed

by the authors (at UCLA)and published as EPRI NP-7282, "An Interactive Computer Code for Fire

Risk Analysis" in May 1991 (Ref. 4-22). The seven specific modeling deficiencies seem to have

been corrected in consultation with the SNL reviewers resulting in the same modifications as made

by SNL before using the code for requantification in the FRSS. Additionally, a large number oftrial
runs ofCOMPBRN IHe were made in the preliminary phase ofthe SSES IPEEE to find and avoid

where possible, the situations leading to non-physical behavior. When such behavior was observed,

the configuration or parameters causing the shortest damage time or the highest surface temperatures

at critical objects (ifcritical objects were not damaged in any trial run) were used for the final runs of
the code. Appendices to Ref. 4-34 document the bases for the input parameter selection (some
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parameters in the COMPBRN IIIe database were modified and parameters for types of fuels not
included in the code database were added to an SSES-specific database.). There is sufficient
conservatism in the parameter selection and the modeling to provide assurance that the results of
COMPBRN IHe when used to reach conclusions regarding the impact ofa fire in a fire zone are

realistic ifnot pessimistic.

4.8.3 Conclusion

The generic and specific FRSS issues and concerns are addressed adequately at SSES either through

original plant fire protection efforts or Appendix R compliance analyses. IPEEE analyses and walkdowns

have demonstrated that no vulnerabilities exist at SSES due to the FRSS "issues".
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4.9 USI A-45 and other Safety Issues

Section 5 ofthe G.L. 88-20 Supplement 4 information request provides a summary ofother external event

safety issues which may be resolved by information provided with the IPEEE report. Several ofthese

issues do not pertain either to BWR plants or to fire PRA. Those issues which are applicable to the SSES

fire PRA are: USI A-45 "Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements"; GI 57 "Effects ofFire
Protection System Actuation on Safety-Related Equipment"; and the six issues raised by NUREG/CR-

5088, the "Fire Risk Scoping Study" (FRSS). The FRSS issues and GI-57 are addressed in the preceding

report section. USI AQ5 is specifically subsumed into the IPEEE process and is addressed here.

Even with successful scram, heat continues to be generated by the reactor core due to fission product

decay. This heat load is significant; approximately 6% offullpower immediately after scram and

remaining above 1% several hours afterward. With SSES uprated fullpower at 3441 MWt, it is seen that

several MWmust be continuously removed &om the core. Ifthe containment is isolated &om the

condenser, containment pressurization willoccur from SRV blowdown to the suppression pool.

Unmitigated, containment heat up willresult in COPF in approximately 30 hours (transient initiators).

Thus, decay heat removal, both from the core and, ifisolated, from the containment, is considered an

essential part ofsuccessful event response. The objective of USI A-45 is the determination ofthe

adequacy ofdecay heat removal systems and whether cost-beneficial enhancements to decay heat removal

are possible.

USI APS is also addressed in the IPE for internal transient initiating events (Section 4.3.1 ofReference

4-8). The IPE presents a strategy for removal ofdecay heat which is capable ofsuccess despite increasing

plant damage. Most desirable is removal ofdecay heat from the core directly, without first depositing this

heat in the containment. The main condenser or the shutdown cooling mode ofRHR are used. Ifthe

condenser is isolated &om the containment or the reactor is above 98 psig these systems can not be used,

and heat is deposited to the suppression pool via SRV liAs. The suppression pool cooling mode (SPCM) of
RHR is used to move this heat &om the containment to the environment. If SPCM is failed, the IPE

considers use ofthe containment sprays to increase containment heat sink, allowing time for SPCM ~

equipment repair. IfSPCM continues unavailable, the drywell vent is used with drywell sprays to provide

a controlled violation ofcontainment, but only ifother methods ofDHR are failed and no core damage has

occurred. Finally, ifall other methods ofDHR are unsuccessful, reactor vessel water makeup sources

external to the reactor building (e.g. fire suppression water injection) are aligned to prepare for.containment

failure. Because containment failure willrelease approximately 1 billionBTUs ofsteam to tlie reactor

building, equipment in the building is expected to be lost. The support systems required are also reviewed

in the IPE. The IPE concludes that significant independence and diversity ofDHR systems exists, and no

upgrade is necessary.

For the fire PRA, because ofthe effort required in cable identification, only ECC systems are considered

for core damage mitigation (see fire hazards analysis above). Thus, only the SPCM ofRHR is specifically

verified as being available for DHR. In screening offire zones in the fire hazards analysis at least one

channel ofSPCM is required to be operable. However, because fire damage is localized, in fact confined

to the fire source itself in most cases, diversity ofDHR systems remains intact.

Only lube oil sources are capable ofdamaging large amounts ofequipment or cable. The only significant

lube oil sources are located in the reactor or turbine buildings. Fire sources in the control structure are

generally limited to electrical equipment cabinets. The only significant oil source in the control structure is

the control structure chillers, and COMPBRN IIIe analysis shows this source incapable ofdamaging cable.

Fire in the turbine building willfail the condenser as a source ofDHR. However, because no safety related
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equipment is located in the turbine building, both divisions ofSPCM remain available. COMPBRN IIIe
analysis shows that, other than those on the 645'levation, fire sources in the reactor building willnot
damage cable remote &om the source. Reactor building fires willat worst fail only 1 division ofSPCM.
Power supplies and cable associated with the condenser are located in the control structure and the turbine
building. Thus, fire in the reactor building leaves at least one division ofSPCM, as well as the condenser

available.

Review ofthe cabinet fires considered most risk significant (Table 4.28) shows that fire may fail one

division ofRHR/result in containment isolation by loss ofAC or DC power. However, this equipment loss

is only one ofelectrical switching. That is, the equipment required for SPCM operation remains physically
whole. For SPCM operation success, one RHRSW pump, one RHR pump, and the proper division of
ESW must function for RHR pump cooling. Once the pumps are started no speed or other adjustments are

necessary. Valves required to be positioned are all external to the containment. Because ofthe relatively

long time required for containment failure (about 30 hours), ample time exists for local actuation ofSPCM

equipment. For fires in the control or relay rooms, division I and IIESW and RHRSW pumps may be

started at the remote shutdown panels (division 11 in the unit 1 RSD panel, division I in the unit 2 RSD
panel)'. Because ofcommon discharge headers, both divisions ofESW and RHRSW supply both units.

Only a single division RHR pump may be started in each unit's RSD panel. However, all pumps may be

started via local control at the ESS switchgear. Thus, despite loss ofcontrol from the control room or via

relay room cabinets, SPCM may be established by local equipment operation. Guidance for such local

operation is provided in the FPRR (Reference 4-3).

The local starting ofECCS pumps relies on 125 V DC control power. For loss of 125 V DC power due to
fire/independent failure on unit 1 (e.g. 1D614 and 1D624) control power for ESW, RHRSW, and RHR
pumps is available &om unit 2 125 VDC distribution panels via transfer switch in the control room. For

loss ofthis power due to fire on unit 2, ESW and RHRSW pump breakers can be closed using unit 1 DC

power. However, unit 1 power can not be used to close unit 2 RHR pump breakers. Fire damage to one

unit 2 125 V DC supply (e.g. 2D614) and independent failure ofanother (e.g. 2D624) leaves two channels

of 125 V DC power intact (2D634 and 2D644 in this example). Power from these surviving sources can

be used to close breakers for the two corresponding unit 2 RHR pumps. Thus, even loss ofmultiple DC
control power sources leaves sufficient equipment available for containment DHR.

As described above, any fire plus an independent failure leaves sufficient equipment available for DHR,
either by RHR-SPCM or the condenser. Ifthis remaining source also fails, the alternate methods described

in the IPE are still available. That is, ifan RHR pump is operable drywell sprays can be used. The

manual venting ofthe containment remains. Ifall else fails, after fire suppression is complete, the diesel

powered fire suppression water system can be aligned for vessel injection. Thus, because redundant and

diverse methods exist for removing decay heat from the containment, DHR is judged sufficient.
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4.10 Summary and Conclusions for Fire PRA

'Itus fire PRA shows that SSES Gre risk is small, about 1% of the total core damage frequency calculated
in the IPE. More importantly, the PRA demonstrates that defense-indepth against core damage exists for
any fire. That is, no fire with a single independent equipment failure results in core damage. Containment
decay heat removal is also robust. From the fire PRA screening and detailed fire propagation calculations,
all fire zones at SSES may be screened out as not risk significant because sufHcient equipment exists, given
the fire and independent equipment loss, to shut down and cool the core and remove decay heat from the
containment. Regardless, plant damage state frequency calculations are performed for those zones judged
most risk significant: relay rooms, control room, and battery charger rooms. These rooms are small and
contain cables from both divisions ofSSD equipment. These zones, plus the cable spreading rooms, form
the "nerve center" 'ofthe plant and are those typically found in PRAs to be risk significant. However, no
PRA is required to justify keeping these zones &ee &om all unnecessary combustibles. The most risk
significant fires are those in individual control, relay, or battery charger room electrical equipment cabinets
which result in loss ofmultiple ECCS equipment. In some respects this result is conservative because

generally all equipment except ECCS and CRD are assumed to be unavailable, cabinet Gres are assumed to
be all consuming, and no credit is taken for installed fire detection/suppression or any type offire protective
wrapping (e.g., Thermo-Lag). It is estimated (using the guidelines ofNUREG CR-0654) that the
assumption ofall~nsuming cabinet fires is conservative by a factor of 100, and the lack ofcredit given to
detection/suppression is conservative (especially in the control room) by a factor of 10 to 100. Thus, the
SSES Gre risk is probably decades lower than the IPEEE calculations indicate.

In this study, very careful consideration is given to actual fire sources, their locations, and their impacts.
Detailed assessment ofGre sources is achieved by multiple plant walkdowns. No assumption of"worst
case" transient combustible loading in the "worst case" location is made unless such loading is typical.
Credit is taken for IEEE-383 rated cable. Adequate fire barriers (walls, fioors, doors, and penetration
seals) are confirmed by detailed review ofbarrier construction and placement. Fire impacts are determined

by use ofFIVE worksheets and COMPBRN IIIe calculations. Fire effects are verified by detailed review
ofaffected cable. Actual Gre experience ofthe nuclear industiy is used to provide "reality checks".

Other assumptions forming the basis ofthis study are that, first, although specific to unit 1, these results

also describe the fire risk &om power operation ofunit 2. Because results &om the unit 1 study show only
minimal risk from sources in the reactor buildings and only cabinet fires likely in the control structure, and

because walkdowns ofunits 1 and 2 show similar construction, fire sources, doors, and penetration seals in
both units, this assumption is justified. Specific unit 1/unit 2 differences are investigated in detailed plant
damage state frequency calculations. Second, equipment Kilure data and plant configuration are assumed

the same as described in the IPE completed in December, 1991 ~ Review ofthe safety system failure data
accumulated since that time, and analyses to investigate the impact ofuprated power operation show this
assumption valid. Third, excellent plant housekeeping is assumed. That is, transient combustibles are,
assumed to be only those Gxed by permit. Other than PC storage, transients are assumed to be confined in
metal boxes, cabinets, or in approved safety cans. Walkdowns throughout both units provide confidence in
this assumption.

While defense-in4epth is confirmed, some improvements in fire protection have been identified and are in
the process of implementation. Housekeeping improvements include the removal ofmagnetic tape storage
from the unit 1 upper cable spreading room. Enhancements ofexisting housekeeping procedures are being

pursued. Amodification is on-going to allow opening ofdrains in the cable spreading rooms for removal of
fire suppression water after pre-action system actuation. As of 1/1/95 smoking willno longer be allowed at

SSES.
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Investigation ofthe FRSS issues shows that SSES has concern only for seismic-fire interactions. That is,

total equipment environment survival is expected and the independence ofthe remote shutdown panel has

been shown. Barriers are in good condition and manual fire fighting capability is adequate. For seismic

fire interaction, significant loss ofthe water and CO2 fire suppression systems may occur in a severe

seismic event. However, because ofthe size, location, and separation offire sources, risk significant fires

followinga seismic event are not expected.

In terms ofbarriers, those considered most valuable confine sources of lube oil. Thus, the zone boundaries

around the HPCI and RHR pump rooms, the EDGs, the ESSW pump house, and those which separate the

turbine building from the reactor and control buildings are ofprimary importance. In fact, because fires

involving turbine-generators are large and almost routine (e.g. Salem, Vandellos, Perry, etc.), the barriers

separating the turbine building &om the rest ofthe plant, and the elimination ofall SSD equipment from the

turbine building may be the single greatest fire protection feature ofSSES.

The objectives ofthe SSES fire PRA are the determination ofand proposed solutions for fire risk

vulnerabilities, that is, the establishment ofdefense-in4epth for all fires. Fires in nuclear power stations

have occurred and willcontinue to occur because ofthe nature ofthe equipment in the stations (e.g. lube

oil, circuit cards) and the maintenance work required. At SSES approximately 27 "fire events" have

occurred at power operation. However, all ofthese fires were trivial in terms ofcore damage risk and

impact on the health and safety ofthe public. The insignificance ofthese fires is due to the vigilance

currently placed on ensuring fire safety. Our insurance against large fire losses results from the'design

(installed fire barriers, separated divisions ofsafety equipment) and operation/maintenance (housekeeping,tcombustible controls, firewatches) ofthe station. Because ofthe low fire risk found as a result ofthis

study, it appears that the current body offire safety rules and regulations is more than adequate for
ensuring SSES is "fire safe".
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Table 4.2 Revised Industry Fire Frequencies

Plant Location I iti n ource Number ofEvents,
reactor-

Reactor Building: Electrical Cabinets
Pumps

3.0E-2
1.0E-2

Switchgear Rooms:

Battery Rooms:

Electrical Cabinets

Batteries

12 1.5E-2

3.8E-3

Control Room: Electrical Cabinets
Kitchen

3.8E-3
1.3E-3

Relay/Cable Spreading
Rooms: Electrical Cabinets 3.8E-3

"Plant Wide": Fire Protection Panels

RPS MG Sets

Transformers

2.6E-3
2.6E-3
6.4E-3

Misc. H dro en

AirCom ressors

HVAC
Transients

Transients from
Welding/Cutting

Same as NSAC 178

24

1.3E-3
2.6E-3
7.7E-3
1.3E-3

3.1E-2
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Table 4.3
SSES Fire Event History

3/31/41

rnrNI
10/3tySI

Sfosmotun 4nd water damage Is tf46of

4$6c hose CA badihoo rupaÃed and splayed 06 whkh Ignited

kior ignhod traÃer hsuiaticn

aufic hose rupaxo sprayed o6 on onghe lynisng it

SAA on backhoe fupoÃod 4nd IQA'aod on manyold

nocde onmapp gas tank caugta Sro

toctfkal heater caused tfaSot Sro

49$ wore l9nhod by 4 cxanng INch

46 funniny. Ongho compaenont dosuoyod by Sre

Sre exfinguisher

Sfe Oxangfdshof

chomkal ngdfs'hor

tet Sfo bdyado. cor/dry chem ext.

«aingfdshor- Typo A

chomkal fire~
~f

ATIOI RRE ZONE

14F

II/3/42

ll/aN2
'llnlN2

rn5/43

10/12/83

ln484

2/I5/44

round wife shooed to leod%In a mcANCcntrnl oontor

at lump burst and a kftuene soaked Stter was Ignhod

cmoktofhg inmachhe shop

kSAQ xlchiAO fefOSer aborted AlitSAd cau9ia Sfo

tfactN exhaust l9nkod 4 bloofn and Sfo oxsAguhhof covet

~akef contaft hr contrfg stnlcsxo ctxSef was arcing

49$ CA 4 scaSold ~ oldotNQ 4nd smoklAQ

kiofSpafks IQAhed Qlound cover

I CNcaL U2 Proop ashcan In tecnical support contol caugtaSl«dgaroae

h 'P EDO aankcaso

krowavo moh down duo to cookhg 6$46

comhy horn trahor outside sacs lonos

rlSro «ainguishot

msn'4 Sfo oxdnyutshof

co2 Sro eaingubher

dc «ainguishors

r/hake Sfo «ainguishor

Immsagotly. smoke acdvatod pphkMIO/$

418

741

Other

2.1G

0 27A

04ID

1/21N5

CWicaL Ul SD

~akef h mao overheated and released a largo pug CI smoke

6re near chkrino and suMc add bu6ding

ash ca/I kxmd cmfddefhy IllcCvldaSCA watof PlNIP housoudgafoue

kfmy cable heats «hot hslA4tkfxodof detected

h 2CStIL URR. RPIS kfsL hSod capac'Acr

I Turbine

719 145 102

R 245476. FPA

145.113

145.125

II/SN5

11/XN5

ln4/48

I/24/46

I ~ supply brkt hr turbine bldg. hn lt/I01L dohck brkr

U A'pumpwassmoldny

h parking ht caught Sro

h'll'DGaankcaso

ko h'A'DO room oil accumlaatkn

uo 'A'ondonset water bcfc drop ht hhs solvent

~ bfigado «ahyuhhed 4 mhutos

Sro alarm/dry chemkal and co2 oxdngidshers

~ ado«a5mhx

I Turbine

I Turbine 678

041B

04 IA

145322FPA

148415

146428
'I46491 FPR



Table
SSES Fire Event History

ll/21/88

12/21/88

1/23/87

7/487

7/6/87

1$2tyb7

1fy2/yb7

10/26/87

lha/88

7/27/bb

I/22/89

10/2ty&9

1 la 3/89

11/22/89

Cr'sicaL Ul SO

h U2'A'TIPdrawer. Carol Room, oomput»r hgic canL hrso repl

e In contpvter roonl I/O pan»L gloved

ke In air h corn pu/»r nxxn and 2 PC boards on fire

shat~ lctcar firo

from%'wing bus MQ sot moax heater heats bearhg grease

arbago danpster h surplus yard hund homing

wisp from dust on reshsxs 4 consol rexn. TIP pan»f 18 Mrs Sl

cabh 4 truck ponal monkor cavght etlrofoam on Sro

RWCU pump hsu4fion. oilborn prov. maht

~scent Sght fvauro smoVing 4 homing
'

refuering bridge power cable caught Sro

~ In drywe/L welding shg ignhes I opropanol

heats panel door tC28/k causing paint to char

oilpacking lobcwof stixfol 5 rfrc.wahr purlip caught Sfe

e In panel 2CO7 pwr supply xhnf. Inhrnal sixxt

komrefvel bridge »«erg. brake. coil labed

arette buN contaher caught fim

shooed bus barb 2C278L arc and Nnoko

'rettebvttcontaJnercaughtfiro

kom hdhafing Nght panel

bag d deanhg rags caught Sre, combo shop

Sro at south ond ol 4ka in Riwsrhnds

2 buckets of oprsry mhnxo s»N heated

ko hom brkr1026t061. owsrioad reia 49»d

In Sght socket duo to short h socwky diesel generate had center

~ 4 sash banal hum grinding on 719'c. Hdg.

fran panel 2C692 (CRI sitar hse rept human »nor

fire 4 tho engine compartment duo to gas on man'dokl

~ring Lo h aperture canl printer

1211 exthguhhers

r disconnorsod.s»N extingirished

ddiy eh» mhal Sro exfinguhhor

machhe SD

dry chemhal Sro «ainyuhher

a4nn. Sro brigade responderL bkr 2525042 tripped

r/extinguished with water. corrkhr G 1 I7

Sro «cingubhor

Sre exthguisher

dexfingvfshed bnrsh Sro

e brigado responded. move buckets ovtsld4, s»N est

~xthgulshod

uhhed by bhwhg

ops&firbrigade responded

re/rxs/ed

~x/ingulsher

oavenQatorL machhe d~rglzod

I React

I Contain

I React

I Tabine

I Contain

I Roars

I React

Contstr

Con

719

818

719

719

818

678

678

719

42SS

0 245

W.l

0415

041C

248068

146.178

248 138

14745. WA564299

147.108

I4740th FPA

147402

24840k WAV80032. FRl
24b461

248.106

149 155

'149412

149409

14942U7%
249-152

149428
249.'170

Ih8/91

~ 4 A'ndennsato rrfer pump bearing. pump SO

h 5&Abldg pwr supply to hoN/705 48»d

~ In wa/I ovfet A RFPT loont 4ll outlet

brigade responded/thy chem and water hose

a4nn/s»N «thgulshod

~r/fireoxdngvisher

I Trxbine

Turbine

140 'Ie/LFPR

141423

1-91 449FRl
2-91%78.FPA
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Table 4.3
SSES Fire Event History

I/l6/02

ll/22/S2

Ihtk93

~ h cental structure trask cancklarene

~ In diywetk wekring Ignkes rags

yre burned 1/2 acrocigarotto

h second sort'ac/ihe. macfiino l«nmed

H2recnmbhor. contain. hjury. un. euent

trash can central access cnmdor, cigvoues

~ In rags duo to welding spark RWCU pump room

~ h rkywdkweldiing Igaltos tape

~ h fcrNat compressed gas stare

from motor ddren Sro pump packhg

from U2 control room CRT. PCO desk

~ Rc Sdg 749'near elevator.120 VACnudet

h air murmur samph pump mceur~ failed and burnerL 719'bc Sdg
fromMc/re water pump and brkr (IAI01 05)

' cf loaves were bumhg near cemetery

~ «thgufsher. heal Sro dopa@neat

put out /putting water In can

Sro department 5ro «rtingulsfior

I Tuibho

749

676

676

878

719

719

2~W

241485

1.01485PPR

2-01.100R%

1-01.226 R%
1.91433$ PR

1.0241 9

I 02452

R 1 02.117

1-02-1 2S

1-02-1 25

1.02461$ PR

1.9241 3

2.02.1 I)FRl
242.1 62



Table
Reactor Building

Composite
Unit 1

Fire Zone Total Ceb. Pumps Valves Transform FPP RPS MQ Battery Air Comp. Vent Sub. Bat. Chergers Other

1-1A

1-1B

1-1C

1-1D

1-1E

1-1F

1-1G

1-2A

1-2B

1-2C

1-2D

1-3A

1-3B-N

1-3B-S

1-3B-W

1-3C-N

1-3C-S

1-3C-W

1-4A-N

1-4A-S

1-4A-W

1-4B

1-4E

1-4G

1-SA-N

1-SA-S

1-SA-W

10

10

0

10

10

0

0

0

0,

0

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding snd Cutting 9 Power

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Welding snd Cutting 6 Power

Welding snd Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

1 hoist, Welding snd Cutting 9 Power

Welding snd Cutting 9 Power

1 hoist, Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

3 hoists, Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding snd Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

1 hoist, Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Misc. H2, Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Misc. H2, Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding snd Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding snd Cutting 6 Power
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Table 4.4
Reactor Building

Composite
Unit 1

1-5B

1-5C

1-5D

1-SE

1-6A

1-6E

1-6F

1-6I

1-7A

1-7B

0-6G

0.6H

0-8A

.0

0
0

0
0

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting IPower

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

1 crane, 1 hoist, Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Total 86 20 67



0 Table
Switchgear Rooms

Composite
Unit 1

Fire Zone Total Elec. Cab. Pumps FPP Air Comp. Vent. Sub. Trans. Bat. Char. Other

0-22A

0-24B

0-24C

0-28B-I

0-28B-II

0-29B

0-30A

1-4C

1-4D

1-5F

1-5G

1-6B

1-6C

1-6D

0-TB

I-33

I-220

I-301

21

0 0

12

19

25

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Welding and Cutting 9Power
Welding and Cutting 9Power
Welding and Cutting OPower

Welding and Cutting 9Power
Welding and Cutting 9Power
Welding and Cutting 9Power
Welding and Cutting 9Power
Welding and Cutting 9Power
Welding and Cutting OPower

Welding and Cutting 9Power
Welding and Cutting 9Power
Welding and Cutting 9Power
Welding and Cutting 9Power

Welding and Cutting 9Power, Misc. H2

Welding and Cutting 9Power, Misc. H2

Welding and Cutting 9Power, Misc. H2

Total 77 65 14

'There are no batteries, RPS MG sets,

or valves.
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Table 4.6
Batteries

Unit 1

Fire Zone

0-281

0-28J

0-28K

0:28L

0-28M

0-28N

1-SA-N

Other "

Battery Room Num. of Batteries (U1)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

Num. of Batteries (Common) Total Num. of Batteries Other
Welding and Cutting 5 Power

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Welding and Cutting 8 Power

Welding and Cutting 5 Power

Welding and Cutting 5 Power

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Counted under Reactor Building Zones

TOTAL 10

'here was one extra battery found

for other fire zones for Unit 2." Other is any fire zone that is not a

battery room or a fire zone of interest .

Fire Zone Batteries

0-281

0-28J

0-28K

0-28L

0-28M

0-28N

1-5A-N

OTHER

'D6501D660

1D610

1D630

1D620

1D640

1D243

1D135, 1D133, 2D140

OD510



Table 4.7
Control Room

Electrical Cabinets

Rre 2one Hect. Cabinets Counted Reason

0-26H OC650

OC653

OC856

OC657

OC658

OC859

OC669

OC671

OC673

OC681

OC683

OC693

OC695

OC696

OC697

OC698

1C600

1C601

10607
10810
1C614

1C644

1C645

1C650

1C851

1C652

1C654

1C656

1C688

1C681

10684
10690

1C692

1C693

1C694

1Z651

12652
2C800

2C601

2C807

2C610

2C614

2C644
2C845

20650

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Fire Protection Panel

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Removed

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Fire Protection Panel

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Fire Protection Panel
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Table 4.7
Control Room

Electrical Cabinets

2C651

2C652

2C654

2C656

2C668

2C874

2C681

2C684

2C690

2C692

2C693

2Z652
OC691

2C694

OC630

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yas

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Normally Powered Cabinet

Electrical Cabinets (U1) = 20
Electrical Cabinets (U2) = 20
Electrical Cabinets (C) 16
Total Cabinets = 36
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Table~
Cable Sprea Rooms

Composite
Unit 1

Fire Zone Total Elect. Cab. Fire Prot. Panels Other

0-24D

0-24E

0-25E

0-26K

0-27C

0-27E

28

33

32

0
0

0

0

Welding and Cutting 9 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Welding and Cutting 6 Power

Total 105

'There are no pumps, valves,

air compressors, ventilation subsystems,

batteries, battery chargers, MG sets,

or transformers.
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Table 4.9
Fire Protection Panels

Unit I

Fire Zone Fire Prot. Panel (U1) Fire Prot. Panel (Com) Total Fire Prot. Panels

1-28

1-3A

1%AN
0-218

0-22A

0-24F

0-25E

0-26C

0-26H

0-27C

0-28H

Other

3+ 1(U2)

14

. 0

28 42

Total 27+ 1(U2) 39

Fire Zone Fire Protection Panel

1-28

1-3A

1&AN
0-218
0-22A
0-24F

0.25E

0.260
0-26H

0-27C

0-28H

OC502C

1C230, 1C231, 1C218A, 1C2188, 1C218C

1C233

1C234

OC649

OC514

OCB607, OCB608, OC8610, OCB611

OC548, OC551

1CB627

OC8617, 1C8617, 1CBB15, OCB50, 1C650, 2C650

1CB602

1C8618

OC584, OC688, OC689, OC707, OC708, OC502A, OC502D, OC502E, OC322D, OCSSB,

OCSOSA, OC583, OCB508, OC501A, OC501E, OCBBOS, OCB600, OCB612, OCB608,

OC102, OC505, OC591A, OC5918, OC591C, OC592A, OC5928, OC979, OC978

1C685,1CBSB, 1C160A, 1C160D, 1C160E, 1C160H, 1C160J, 1C160K 1C161,

1C8633, 1C8630, 1C8639, 1CBB36, 1CBBOO
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Table 4.10
RPS MG Sets

Unit 1

Fire Zone RPS MG Sets Total

1-5A-S 1S237A -1G210A
1 S2378-1 G2108
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Table 4.11
Transformers

Unit 1

Rre Zone Transformers lU1) Transformers (Corn) Total Transformers

1-3A

1-3B.N

1-4A-N

1-4A-S

1-4C

1-4D

1-5A-S

1-5F

1-5G

1-6B

1-6C

1-6D

0-29B

Other 13 10 23

TOTAL 31 42

Rre Zone

1-3A

1-3B-N

1%A-N

1PAW
1%C

1PD
1-SA4
1-SF

1-5Q

1-6B

1-6C

1-6D

Transformers

1X216

1X226

1X246

1X236, 1X218, 1X291,

1X240

1X230

1X201A

1X220
1X210

1X250, 1X260

1X270, 1X280
1X810,'1X820

1X294

0-29B

Other

OX620

OX700, OX501, OX330, OX551, OX570

OX'l03, OX202, OX201, OX211, OX212

1X190, 1X180, 1X170, 1X160, 1X120

1X130, 1X140, 1X150, 1X110, 1X100

1X101, 1X102, 1X105
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Table . 2
Battery Chargers

Unit 1

FIre Zone Battery Chargers Num. of Battery Chargers IU1) Num. of Battery Chargers ICommon) Total Battery Chargers

0-28B-I

0-28B-II

1-SA-W

Other

1D623, 1D643, 1D663, 1D683, 1D684

OD673, OD683, OD685

1D653A, 1D653B

1D633, 1D613, 1D673, 1D674

1D240

1D137, 1D130

OD513, OD523

2D143A, 2D143B

0

0

TotAI 14 19

'here are two battery chargers

that go with the one extra battery

in other fire zones for Unit 2." Other is any fire zone that is not a

battery room or a fire zone of interest
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Table 4.13
Air Compressors

Unit 1 and Common

Fire Zone Air Com ressors lUnit 1l Alr Com ressors lCommonl Total Air Com ressors

0-8A

0-30A
1-4A-N

Other

Diesel Gen.

Total

Fire Zone Air Com ressors

0-8A

0-30A
14A-N
Other

Diesel Gen.

1K203

OK115A OK1158

1K205A, 1K2058

OK305, OK503A, OK5038,

1K107A 1K1078 1K10aA,
1K10aB 1K114A 1K1148
OK507A1 OK507A2 OK50781

OK50782 OK507C1 OK507C2

OK507D1 OK507D2
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Table 4.14
Ventilation Subsystems

Unit 1

F)re Zona Fans lU1) Fans lC) Heaters lu1) Heaters (C) Total Vent Subs terna

1-1A

1-18

1-1C

1-1D

1-1E

1-1F

1-28

1-2C

1-4C

1-4D

1-4A-N

1-4A-S

1-6A

1-6D

1-7A

1-78
0-22A
0-26E

0-266
0-298
0-30A

Other

0

29

14

41

19

21 119

25

12

19

210

Total 64 60 138 306
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Table 4.15 Building Screening Results

~B|didin Fire Area creenin Criteria

Unit 1 Primary Containment R-1C Low Combustibles: N2 Inerted
Atmosphere

Unit 2 Primary Containment R-2C Low Combustibles: N2 Inerted

Atmosphere

Unit 1 Reactor Building

Unit 2 Reactor Building

Control Structure

Diesel Generator Buildings

Various Not Screened Out

Various

Various

Not Screened Out

Not Screened Out

D-1 through
D-5

Defense-in-Depth and Impact: Loss
of 1 EDG part ofdesign basis; leaves
HPCI, RCIC, 2 divisions ofADS,
and 1 division ofLPCI and CS intact
plus BOP (no LOOP assumed).

ESSW Pumphouse E-1, E-2 Defense-in-Depth and Impact: Loss
ofone fire area leaves similar
equipment available as loss of 1

EDG.

Turbine Building Defense-in-Depth: Loss of the
turbine building leaves all ECCS
equipment functional.

Radwaste Building W-1 Defense-in-Depth: Loss of the
radwaste building leaves all ECCS
equipment functional.

Outside Areas A-1 Defense-in-Depth: Loss of the S&A
buildings, circulating water pump
house, warehouses, etc leaves all the
ECCS intact.
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Table F 16 - Unit 1 Reacto lding Screening Results

Fire Zone/
Fire Area

1-IA/R-1A

1-1F/R-IA

1-1G/R-1A

1-2A/R-1A

1-2C/R-1A

1-3A/R-1A

1-38-5/R-1A

1"38-M/R-IA, R-18

1-3C-S/R-1A

1-3C-M/R-1A, R-18

1-4A-5/R-1A

1-4A-M/R-1A R-18

1-4E/R-1A

1-SA-5/R-1A

1-5A-M/R-1A, R-18

1-5E/R-1A

1-5H/R-1A

1-68/R-1A R-18

1"6C/R-1A, R-18

1-6D/R-1A, R-18

No Impact
or No

Significant
Combustibles

No Combustibles
other than

Cables in Tray
or Valves

Basis for Screening Out

O.I.O. Available
No SSO Comp's or

Cables for Required
Path or HPCI or CRD

D.I.D. Available
Review of Cable

Hits 5 Schematics
see note)

Not
Screened

Out

Adjacent Fire
Zones in Same Fire Area

1-1G. 1-1F

1-1G, 1-IA

1-1A, 1-1F

1-2C 1-1F

1-2A, 1-1F, 1-3A, 1-38-5, 1-3C-S,
1-4A-S, 1-4A-M, 1-4E, 1-5A-S;
1-5A-M

1-2C 1-3C-S

1-2C, 1-3C-S, 1-38-M

1-38-5 1-38-N 1-3C-M

1-3C-M, 1-38-M, 1-2C, 1-3A

1-3C-S 1-3C-N I-38-M

1-4A-M, 1-4E, 1"2C

1-4A-S, 1-4A-N, 1-2C 1-4E

1-4A-M, 1-2C

1-2C, 1-5A-M

1-5A-S, 1-5A-N, 1-5E, 1-SH. 1-2C

1-5A-S 1"5A-M

1-SA-M

1-6A, 1-6C, 1-6D, 0-BA

1-68, 1-60

1-68, 1-6C, 1-6D, 1-6F, 0-BA

Notes

33
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Table 4.16 - Unit 1 Reactor Building Screening Results
(Continued)

Fire Zone/
Fire Area

1-6E/R-IA

1-6F/R-IA, R-18

1-7A/R-1A, R-18

1-78/R-1A, R-18

0-GG/R-IA, R-18

0-6H/R-IA R-18

0-BA/R-1'-18

1-18/R-18

1-1C/R-18

1-10/R-18

1-1E/R-18

1-1I/R-18

1-1J/R-18

1-28/R-18

1-2D/R-18

1-38-N/R-18

1-3C-N/R-18

1-4A-N/R-18

1-48/R-18

1-4G/R-18

No Impact
or No

Significant
Combustibles

No Combustibles
other than

Cables in Tray
or Valves

Basis for Screening Out

D.I.D. Available
No SSO Comp's or

Cables for Required
Path or HPCI or CRD

0. I.D. Available
Review of Cable

Hits 6 Schematics
(see note)

Not
Screened

Out

Adjacent Fire
Zones in Same Fire Area

1-6D, 1-2C, 1-6F, 0-6H

1-6A, 1-60, 1-6E, 0-6G, 0-6H,
0-BA

1-68, 1-6F, 1-78, 0-BA

1-7A

0-6H, 1-6F, 1-6A. 0-BA

1-6F, 0-6G

Several

1-1C 1-1I

1-18, 1-1D, 1-28

1-1C 1-1E

I"10

1-18

1-1D, 1-1E

1-1C, 1-1D, 1-20, 1-1I, 1-1E,
1-1J

1-28 1-1I

1-3C-K, 1-38-M

1-3C-M 1-38-M, 1-38-N

1-4A-'M, 1-48, 1-4C

1-4A-N, 1-46

1-48

Notes

10

12

13

15



Table 4.16 - Unit 1 Reacto~ding Screening Results
(Cont~)

Fire lone/
Fire Area

1-SA-N/R-18

1-5C/R-18

1-SD R-18

1-6A/R-18

1-61/R-18

1-1H/R-1C
1-4F/R-1C

1-58/R-10

1-4C/R-1E

1-40/R-1F

1-5F/R-IG

1-5G/R-1H

No Impact
or No

Significant
Combustibles

No Ccmbustibles
other than

Cables in Tray
or Valves

Basis for Screening Out

D.I.O. Available
No SSD Comp's or

Cables for Required
Path or HPCI or CRD

D.I.D. Available
Review of Cable

Hits 6 Schematics
(see note)

Not
Screened

Out

Adjacent Fire
Zones in Same Fire Area

I-SA-M, 1-5C, 1-SD

1-5A-N. 1-5D

1-5C, 1-SA-N

1-68, 1-6F. 1-61, 0-6G, 0-BA

1-6A

Notes

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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Table 4.17 - Control Structure Screening Results

Fire Zone/
Fire Area

0-218/CS-1

0-29A/CS-1

0-228/CS-2

0-29C/CS-2

0-21A/CS-3

Ho Impact
or Ho

Significant
Combustibles

Basis for Screening Out

Ho Combustibles D. I.O. Available
other than Ho SSO Comp's or

Cables in Tray Cables for Required
or Valves Path or HPCI or CRD

D.I.D. Available
Review of Cable

Hits 8 Schematics
(see note

Hot
Screened

Out

0-29A

0-21B

0-29C

0-228

Adjacent Fire
Zones in Same Fire Area Hotes

0-22A/CS-3

0-22C/CS-3

0-23 CS-3

0-24A/CS-3

0-24B CS-3

0-24C/CS-3

0-24F/CS-3

0-24I/CS-4

0-24K/CS-4

0-285/CS-4

0-29B/CS-4

0-29D/CS-4

0-30A/CS-4

0-308/CS-4

0-246/CS-5

0-24J/CS-6

0-22C 0-23

0-22A

0-22A

0-248

0-24A 0-24C 0-24F

0-248

0-24B

0-298

0-298

0-298

0-24I 0-24K, 0-285

0-308

0-30A

25

26



Table 4.17 - Control St~re Screening Results
.(Con~d)

Fire Zone/
Fire Area

0-258/CS-6

0-268/CS-6

0-27F/CS-6

0-28P/CS-6

0-26S/CS-6

0-24L/CS-7

0-24H/CS-7

0-25C/CS-7

0-25D/CS-7

0-26C/CS-7

0-26D/CS-7

0-26T/CS-7

0-26V/CS-7

0-27G/CS-'7

0-27H/CS-7

0-28Q/CS-7

0-28R/CS-7

0-24E/CS-B

0-26A/CS-9

0-26E/CS-9

0-26F/CS-9

Ho Impact
or Ho

Significant
Combustibles

Ho Combustibles
other than

Cables in Tray
or Valves

Basis for Screening Out

O.I.D. Available
Ho SSO Comp s or

Cables for Required
Path or HPCI or CRD

O.I.D. Available
Review of Cable

Hits 8 Schematics
(see note)

Hot
Screened

Out

Adjacent Fire
Zones in Same Fire Area

0-24H

0-24L

0-25D

0-25C

0-26D

0-26C

0-26V

0-26T

0-27H

0-27G

0-28R

0-28Q

0-26H

0-26H, 0-26F

0-26E, 0-26G, 0-26H, 0-26H

Notes

27



Table 4.17 - Control Structure Screening Results
(Continued)

Fire Zone/
Fire Area

0-26G/CS-9

0-26H/CS-9

0-261/CS-9

0-26J/CS-9

0-26K/CS-9

0-26L/CS-9

0-26H/CS-9

0-26N/CS-9

0-26P/CS-9

0-26R/CS-9

0-27C/CS-10

0-27D/CS-IO

0-28A-I/CS-11

0-28C/CS-12

0-28E/CS-13

0-28G/CS-14

0-28H/CS-15

0-28J/CS-16

0-288-I/CS-17

0-28H/CS-18

0-28N/CS-19

No Impact
or No

Significant
Combustibles

No Combustibles
other than

Cables in Tray
or Valves

Basis for Screening Out

O. I.D. Available
No SSO Comp's or

Cables for Required
Path or HPCI or CRO

D. I.D. Available
Review of Cable

Hits 8 Schematics
(see note)

Not
Screened

Out

Ad)acent Fire
Zones in Same Fire Area

0-26F, 0«26H, 0-26H

0-26A, 0-26E, 0-26G, 0-26K,
0-26I, 0-26N 0-26P, 0-26J

0-26H, 0-26J

0-26H, 0-261 0-26R

0-26H, 0-26L, 0-26R

0-26H 0-26K, 0-26H 0-26N

0-26L, 0-26F. 0-26G

0-26H 0"26L 0-26P

0-26H, 0-26N

0-26J 0-26K

0-27D

0-27C

Notes

31

32

28



Table 4.17 - Control St~re Screening Results
(Cont~)

Fire Zone/
Fire Area

0-28A-II/CS-20

0-28T/CS-21

0-280/CS-22

0-28F/CS-23

0-288-11 CS-24

0-281/CS-25

0-28K/CS-26

0-28L/CS-27

0-240/CS-28

0-25A/CS-29

0-25E/CS-30

0-27A/CS-31

0-278/CS-32

0-27E/CS-33

Ho Impact
or No

Significant
Combustibles

No Combustibles
other than

Cables in Tray
or Valves

Basis for Screening Dut

D.I.O. Available
Ho SSO Comp's or

Cables for Required
Path or HPCI or CRD

D.I.O. Available
Review of Cable

Hits 8 Schematics
(see note)

Hot
Screened

Ou!

Adjacent Fire
Zones in Same Fire Area Notes

29

30

30
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Table 4.18 — Notes to Screening Results

Cable for ADS is for permissive on RHR pump discharge pressure;
permissive from CS pumps remains available. Cables for ESW Pumps B&D
are for indication on remote shutdown panel; normally isolated on both
sides by Sel. SW. contacts. HPCI cables are for steam line vacuum
breaker valve; HPCI will operate successfully without the barometric
condenser (IPE Vol. 2, P.A-72).

D.I.D. by (HPCI or CRD) and (ADS„with CSg, & LPCI~~)

See Note 1 for ADS and HPCI cables. The cable for ESF buses and pumps
is for a load shed initiation signal from Unit 2; its failure has no
impact on SSD of Unit l.

D.I.D. by (HPCI or CRD) and (ADS~g„with CSg, & LPCI~~)

RHR pseudo-component cable is for interlock between same letter pumps on
Ul & U2 — starts Ul pump and stops U2 pump. The instrumentation cables
affect 4 of 12 TC's for SPH. The CRDS cables affect one of two
redundant solenoids on SDV drain and vent valves.

O.I.D. by (CRD) and (ADS~g„with CS~~ & LPCI~~)

D.I.D. by (CRD) and (ADSrari with CSrarr)

RHR pseudo-component cable is for interlock between same letter pumps on
Ul and U2. ADS cable could spuriously close SV-12654A; Div. II CIG line
with SV-12654B remains available.

D.I.O. by (HPCI or CRDe) and (ADSrr with CSratr & LPC rr)

Cable for CSS could provide spurious Div. I high drywell pressure signal
or make one or both Div. iI signals unavailable; spurious signal will
cause actuation of Div. I CS, failure of signal leaves manual initiation
available. The RHR pseudo-component cable is for interlock between Ul &
U2 same letter pumps. One ADS cable has no effect since another device
is in series. The other ADS cable can disable AOS,.

D.I.D. by (HPCI or RCIC or CRD) and (ADS~~ with CSgg,g & LPCI~ggg)

Required SSD path is 1 and there are no SSD comp's. or cables for path 1

that will be affected. However, since HPCI cables in the FZ can make
the system unavailable due to fire-induced failure, path 2 & 3 cables
for RCIC, RHR, ESWS and RHRSW were checked. LPCI and DHR Div. II will
be unaffected; one cable for RCIC (in a conduit by itself) could cause
the opening of a 4" bypass line valve off a 6" RCIC line. Even though
more than 50X RCIC flow would still be available, no credit is taken for
RCIC..

D.I.D. by (CRD) and (ADS,g„with CS~ & LPCI~g„)
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Table 4. 18 — Notes to Screening Results
(Continued)

Required SSD path is I, which remains fully available with a fire in
this FZ. However, since it is the HPCI pump room, HPCI will be lost and
cables for RCIC, CS~~ and RHR~~ were checked. These systems would all be
affected. There are no cables for ADS in the FZ and ADS,~„ remain
available.

D.I.D. by (CRO) and (ADSgggg with CSg 5 LPCIg)

This FZ is the RCIC pump room. In addition to RCIC, HPCI also can be
lost due to a fire in this FZ. Cables for SSD path 3 (required path is
I) were checked and it was determined that RHR,> would also be lost.
Either all of CS» or a half (pump D) will remain available depending on
whether a LOOP occurs concurrently with a fire in this FZ. No ADS
comp's or cables are present and ADS,g„ remain available.

D.I.D. by (CRO) and (ADSgggg with CSg 5 LPCIg)

(There are no cables in tray in this FZ, which reduces both available
combustibles and the probability of damage to cables).

RHR pseudo-component cable that impacts RHR could cause F009 and F022
to spuriously open. RHR remains available because the lines can be
isolated or remain isolated by another valve in series. Cable for CSS

and RHRSW is actually aux. load shed initiation signal to ESF buses from
Unit 2 and has no impact on SSO. No ADS comp's or cables are in this
FZ.

D.I.D. by (CRD) and (ADSgggg with CS~ggg 8E LPCIg)

The cable for ADS, on a hot short, could cause 6 SRV's to open; no
failure of the cable prevents them from opening. The cables for RHR

pseudo-component do not prevent RHR I from functioning. Cables for ESW

I could fail the AKC pumps and disable RHR Pump A; they are in wrapped
conduits, one for CR and one for RSP control. No credit for wrapping is
taken. ESW Pumps BED cable in conduit is also in the fire zone. Loss
of this cable disables ESW pump B and RSP indication for pump O.
Because of loss of 3 ESW pumps and potential for inadvertent ADS, the
zone is not screened.

This fire zone is the remote shutdown panel room. All Div. I & II
control cables in the room are isolated from the normal control circuits
by selector switches in the control room. Therefore, ADS~ ~~ RHR~g„and
CSig ~ i are unaffected by a fire i n thi s FZ, because the control room i s
in a different fire ~are . Also the cables for HPCI running through this
FZ are power cables for F007; this valve is normally open and any fire-
induced cable failure will only prevent the valve from closing.

D.I.O. by (HPCI) and (ADS~g„with CS~g„8 LPCI~g„)
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13.

14.

15.

16.

Table 4. 18 - Notes to Screening Results
(Continued)

The only combustible other than cables in tray in this FZ is grease in
eight valve operators. The grease is in reservoirs at each valve with
no piping and large leaks are unlikely, and will be noticed if it
happens. EPRI fire DB does list pump fires due to lube oil leaks, but
no valve fires. If a fire occurs in spite of these factors:

D. I.D. by (CRD) and (ADS~g» with CS~ & LPCIg)

RHR, cable is for interlock between Unit 1 and Unit 2 pumps. Cable for
IA232 affects only off-site supply, EDGs are not affected. Cables for
SRVs do not affect ADS.

D.I.D. by (CRD) and (ADS„» with CS, 8 LPCI,)

The cable for RHR pseudo-component is for an ESW transfer scheme, voided
now. The ADS cable, on hot short or open circuit, makes the CIG valve
fail open; ADS~g, remain available. HSIV's, with solenoids in FZ are
normally open, Pail closed.

D.I.D. by (CRD) and (ADS,~» with CS~ & LPCI~)

Cables for ADS, will cause 12654 or 12643 to open on hot short or open
circuit. Cables for ADS will disable auto-initiation but manual
actuation remains availalhe.

D.I.D. by (CRD) and (ADS,«, with CS, 8 LPCI,)

17. Cable for HPCI is for indication only. Non-safeguard cables do not
impact SSD.

D.I.D. by (HPCI) and (ADSgg» with CSg & LPCIg)

18.

19.

20.

Cables for RHR pseudo-components are for an ESW transfer scheme that has
been deleted. The primary containment pressure switches and associated
cables, for ADS permissive on high drywell pressure can prevent auto-
initiation of ADS» but ADS» can be actuated manually. CS HVAC is
affected but the one damper which does not fail in the position required
for SSD can be manually opened and is listed in E-690 as an operator
action for App. R fires.

D.I.D. by (HPCI) and (ADS,~» with CSg & LPCIg)

The inerted nitrogen atmosphere inside primary containment will prevent
combustion at power operation.

Non-safeguard cables for HPCI & RCIC are for position indication only.
Other non-safeguard cables, for electrical distribution system, are used
only during diesel testing and not required for SSD. Cables for pseudo-
components in RHR» and RCIC cannot fail these functions without another
cable failure outside the FZ or, manual actuation remains available.
Cables for ADS, shared with RCIC have the same effect on ADS» . RHR»
drywell spray valve is unlikely to open spuriously since the valve and
its power cable are in the FZ.

D.I.D. by (HPCI or RCIC) and (ADS~g» with LPCI~g»)
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Table 4. 18 — Notes to Screening Results
(Continued)

21. No cables or components for HPCI or ADS are involved.

D.I.D. by (HPCI) and (ADSgg„with CS~ & LPCI~)

22. No HPCI, RCIC or ADS components or cables involved. Cable for RHR

pseudo-component (RHR~~) does not impact SSD. Failure of cable for CS

HVAC makes all dampers to go to the position required for SSD. Loss of
ESW, causes loss of RHR Pump D (1/2 RHR~~).

D.I.D. by (HPCI or RCIC) and (ADSgggg with CSgg & 1/2 RHRgg)

23. No HPCI, RCIC or ADS components or cables involved. Cable for RHR

pseudo-component (RHR ) is for auto-start of Pump B." Cable for AOS

opens one valve from IIG bottles and closes a redundant valve, upon its
failure.

D.I.D. by (HPCI or RCIC) and (ADSgggg with CSg & LPCI~)

24. No HPCI or ADS components or cables involved. Cable for RHR pseudo-
component does not affect operability of RHRgg Cable for CS HVAC does
not cause spurious operation of affected damper. The cable for RCIC, on
a hot short, will open RCIC suction valve from suppression chamber, open
circuit leaves manual opening available (manual override provided).

D.I.D. by (HPCI or RCIC) and (ADSrarr with CSri & LPCIri)

25. The only cables other than for CRD HCU's in this fire zone are
instrumentation cables for Div. II. No core cooling or decay heat
removal functions are affected. There are no SSD comp's in FZ. Scram
function remains available (SEA-EE-016).

D.I.D. by (HPCI or RCIC) and (AOS,g„with CS~g„& LPCI~g„)

26. Cable for B diesel generator is for auto-start backup circuit, auto &
manual start remain available. Cables for ESW pumps B & 0 are for auto-
start; manual start remains available. No components or cables for
HPCI, RCIC or ADS are involved.

D.I.D. by (HPCI or RCIC) and (ADSrair with CSrarr & LPCIrarr)

27. The cables for Unit 1 RHR pseudo-component do not affect the path (1)
required for SSD. Unit 2 AOS cables do not disable the ADS function for
either division; manual actuation remains available.

D.I.D. for Unit 1 by (HPCI or RCIC) and (ADS, with CSg & LPCIg)
D.I.D. for Unit 2 by (CRD) and (ADSgg„with Bg & LPCIg)
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28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

Table 4. 18 — Notes to Screening Results
(Continued)

Cables for RHR pseudo-components do not affect system availability.
There are no components or cables for RCIC or ADS,~» in the FZ.

D.I.D. for Unit 2 by (RCIC) and (ADS» with CS~ 5, LPCI~)
(CS and LPCI„ are available to hal P capacity; EDG D could be
Inst

The only combustibles other than cables in tray are three cabinets with
a total combustible loading of about 1.14 million Btu. Of these, the
smallest (50,000 Btu) contains switching devices (120V AC circuit
breakers). The cabinets are metal enclosed, and the largest. cabinet
(1 million Btu) is separated from the other two. There is no source in
the FZ for a pilot fire. For reference, the total Btu loading in the
three cabinets is equivalent to 26 kg or less than 8 gals. of lube oil.
A COMPBRN simulation shows cabinet walls will not be hotter than 220'Cif a large heptane pool were inside the cabinet and was ignited.
Therefore, propagation to cable tray is not expected, and fire damage is
limited to the cabinet of origin.

The only combustibles other than cables in tray are five cabinets with a
total combustible loading of about 1.3 million Btu. Of these, the
smallest (50,000 Btu) contains switching devices (120V AC circuit
breakers). The cabinets are metal enclosed, and the largest cabinet
(1 million Btu) is separated from the others. There is no source in the
FZ for a pilot fire.
There are no cables or components for HPCI or CS, in FZ. The cable for
RHR„ pseudo-component can cause HSSS isolation open circuit) or
prevent manual isolation of one channel (hot short). In either case,
isolation for RHR permissive remains available.

D.I.D. by (HPCI) and (ADS~g» with CS» 8I LPCI»)

Cables for Unit 2 ADS are for auto-initiation; manual control is not
affected. Cables for SRY's are for manual control of Div. I valves;
automatic operation remains available.

D.I.D. for Unit 2 by (CRD) and (ADS~g» with CS» 8 LPCI»)

Cables for RHR in the fire zone include three cables from
thermocouples For steam leak detection and RHR isolation. A hot short
or open circuit of these cables will, however, indidate low temperature
and prevent isolation of RHR«. The other cables for RHR» will not
disable RHR» by their failure.

D.I.D. by (CRD) and (ADSra» with CS„8 LPCI»)

tbl137i e erj: 1 aw
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Table ~
Reactor 85lding

Composite
Fire Frequencies

Unit 1

Fire Zone Total Cabinets Pumps Transform FPP RPS MG Battery Chg. Battery Alr Comp. Vent Sub. Other Total Fire Frequency

1-1A

1-1B

1-1C

1-1D

1-1E

1-1F

1-1G

1-2A

1-2B

1-2C

1-2D

1-3A

1-3B-N

1-3B-S

1-3B-W

1-3C-N

1-3C-S

1-3C-W

1-4A-N

1-4A-S

1-4A-W

1-4B

1-4E

1-4G

9.52K)4
3.57K)4 9.52E<4

4.76E-04

4.76K)4
9.52E<4
9.52E-04

7.14E-04

2.14E-03

3.57K)4
O.OOE+00

3.57E-04

2.86E-03 9.52K)4
3.57E-03

2.50E-03

2.86K)3
3.93E-03

0

1.73E+4
1.73E-04

1.73E<4
6.92E+4

5.53&)5

2.77E-04

5.53M)5

5.53E-05

7.51') 5 3.56E-04

7.51E<5 3.56E-04

7.51E<5 3.56E-04

7.51EQS 3.56E-04

7.51M)5 3.56E&4
7.51E<5 3.56E-04

3.56E-04

3.56E-04

3.56E<4
3.56E-04

3.76E<5 3.56E-04

1.50K)4 3.56E<4
3.56E-04

3.56E<4
3.56E<4
3.56E-04

3.56E<4
3.56E-04

3.56E-04

3.56E-04

3.25E<4 1.50E<4 3.56E<4
7.51E-OS 7.89E-04

7.89E<4
3.56M)4
3.56E-04

1.38E<3

1.74M)3
9.07E-04

9.07&)4
1.38E<3
1.38E<3
1.13K)3
3.56E<4
3.56E-04

2.50E<3
1.03E<3

5.06E<4
7.13M)4
4.39E<3
4.10M)3
3.56E-04

3.56E<4
3.56K)4
3.56E-04

3.56E&4
3.50E<3
4.47E-03

4.72M)3
3.56E<4
3.56E<4

1-SA-N

1-5A-S

1-SA-W

2.14E-03 0
3.57E-03 2.38E-03 1.73M)4 2.60E-03

3.13E-04

3.80E<4

0

3.56M)4
3.56E<4
3.56E&4

2.88E<3
9.08E-03

6.69E-04
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Table 4.19
Reactor Building

Composite
Fire Frequencies

Unit 1

1-5B

1-50

1-5D

1-5E

1-6A

1-6E

1-6F

1-6l

1-7A

1-7B

0-6G

0-6H

0-SA

1.43E&3

1.07E-03

2.86E-03

9.52E<4

4.76 5<4

0

1.63E<4

7.51') 5

7.51E-05

7.51-5

3.56E-04

3.56E-04

3.56E<4

3.56E%4

3.56E-04

3.56E-04

3.56E-04

3.56E-04

3.56E-04

3.56E<4
3.56E<4
3.56E-04

3.56K)4

3.56E-04

3.56E-04

1.31&)3
3.56E-04

2.34E<3
3.56E-04

3.56E-04

3.56E<4
1.50&)3
3.56E<4
3.56E<4
3.56E<4
3.38E-03

Total 3.07E-02 9.52E-03 1.38K)3 4.43E<4 2.60E<3 3.1 3E4 3.80E<4 1.63E<4 1.01E<3 1.55E-02 6.20E+2

'ot including Transients



Table
Switchgea~ooms

Composite
Fire Frequencies

Unit I

Fire Zone Cabinets pumps Air Comp. Vent. Sub. Trans. Bat. Char. Other Total Fire Frequency

0-22A

0-24B

0-24C

0-288-I

0-28 8-II

0-29B

0-30A

1-4C

1-4D

1-SF

1-5G

1-6B

1-6C

1-6D

0-TB Rooms:

I-33

1-220

I-301

4.23E-04

2.11E+4
4.23E<4
8.82E-04

4.63E-03

1.90E<3
8.45E-04

6.34E<4
6.34&)4
6.34E-04

8.45E-04

8.45E+4
4.23E-04

1.48E-03

2.11E<4
6.34E<4
8.45E-04

4.76M)4

5.53E-OS 2.63E-04

4.51E-04

3.25E<4 7.14E+4
3.76E<5
3.76E-05

9.39E<4

0.

1.73&)4

1.73')4
1.73E<4

1.73E<4

1.73M)4
3.46E%4

3.46K)4
3.46K)4

3.56E<4
3.56E<4
3.56E-04

2.50M)3 3.56E<4
1.88E-03 3.56E%4

3.56E<4
3.56E<4
3.56E-04

3.56E<4
3.56E<4
3.56E<4
3.56M)4
3.56E&4
3.56E<4

7.89E<4
7.89M)4
7.89E-04

1.10E<3
5.67E<4
7.79E<4
3.74E-03

6.87E-03

2.88E<3
2.72M)3
1.20M)3
1.20E%3

1.16E<3
1.37E-03

1.55E%3

1.12E&3
3.12E-03

1.00E<3
1.42M)3
1.63E-03

Total 1.65E<2 4.76EA4 5.53E&5 3.25E<4 2.44E<3 1.90E<3 4.38E-03 7.35E+3 3.34E<2

'ot including Transients
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Table 4.21
Batteries

Composite
Fire Frequencies

Unit 1

Fire Zone Batte Room Num. of Batter. iu1) Num. of Batter. iCom) Total Num. of Batteries Fraction of Batt. Rre Fre .lBatt) Other Total Hre Fre . ~~~

0-28I

0-28J

0-28K

0-28L

0-28M

0-28N

1-5A-N

Other

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

0

1/10

1/10

1/10

1/10

1/10

1/10

1/10

3/10

3.80E-04

1.14E-03

0

3.80E-04 3.56E-04

3.80E&4 3.56E<4
3.80E<4 3.56E<4
3.80E-04 3.56E-04

3.80E-04 3.56E<4
3.80E<4 3.56E<4

7.36E-04

7.36E-04

7.36E-04

7.36E-04

7.36E<4
7.36E&4

3.80E-04

1.14E-03

TOTAL 10

'here was one extra battery

found for other fire zones for
Unit 2." Other is any fire zone that is

not a battery room or a fire

zone of interest.

U1 + (1/2) Common ~ 10

Frequency (per op.

react. year) ~ 3.80E3

"'ot includin

transients



Table 2
Control Room

Composite
Fire Frequencies

Fire Zone Electrical Cabinets Fire Protection Panels Total Fire Fre uenciee e

0-26H 3.80E-03 2.77E<4 4.08E%3

'Not lncludin Transients
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Table 4.23
Cable Spreading Rooms

Composite
Fire Frequencies

Unit 1

Rre Zone Total Elect. Cabinets Fire Protection Panels Other Total Rre Frequency

0-24D

0-24E

0-25E

0-26K

0-27C

0-27E

1.04E+3

1.23E<3

7.45E-05

2.61E&4
1.12E-O4

1.19E-03

1.11E-04

5.53E<5

3.56E<4
3.56K)4
3.56E-04

3.56E+4
3.56E-04

1AOH)3
1.59E<3
5.42E-04

2.61E-04

5.23E<4
1.55E-03

Total 3.91E-03 1.66E-04 1.78K)3 5.86E-03

'Not including Transients
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Table 4.24 Fire Frequencies in Unscreened Fire Zones

tn
~inclndin T~ransienrs

TransientFire T talFireFre uencies

Frere ncieg PRA IE
Fires/Zone-Year

0-24D
0-26H
0-27E

0-28B-I
0-28B-II

0-28I
0-28J
0-29B
0-30A

1-2B
1-3A

1-3B-N
1-3B-W
1<A-N
1-4A-S
1-4A-W
1-5A-S
1-5A-W

1.40E-3
4.08E-3
1.55E-3
3.74E-3
6.87E-3

7.36'.36'.88E-3

2.72E-3

1.03E-3
4.39E-3
4.10E-3
3.56E-4
3.50E-3
4.47E-3
4.72E-3
9.08E-3

6.69'.22EA

5.52E-3
1.22E-4
1.22EA
1.22EA

1.22'.22'.22'.22'.22'.22'.22'.22'.22'.22'.22'.22'.22'.52E-3

9.60E-3
1.67E-3
3.86E-3
6.99E-3

8.'58'.58'.00E-3

2.84E-3

1.15E-3
4.51E-3
4.22E-3
4.78EA
3.62E-3
4.59E-3
4.84E-3
9.20E-3
7.91EA
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Table 4.25 IPEEE Fire PRA Fire Hazard Summary

Fire Zone ross Fire Im act
PRA Fire Frequency

Fires/Zone-Year

Control Structure:
0-24D
0-26H
0-27E

0-28B-I
0-28B-II

0-28I

0-28J

0-29B
0-30A

Lower Rela Room- Div 11 IAC
Control Room- Normal Control
U rRela Room-Div. I IRC
Div. II 125 8h 250 VDC Char ers

Div I Chargers and Div. I 4 II 125
VDC buses *ID614 4 1D624

Div I 250 VDC battery (shorts
char er; cable for 1D614.
DivII250 VDC battery (shorts
charger); Cable for ESW Div I, RHR I
8h IIcontrol in conduit .

Div. I 4 IICSHVAC
Div. I 8h IICSHVAC

1.52E-3
9.60E-3
1.67E-3
3.86E-3
6.99E-3

8.58E-4

8.58'.00E-3

2.84E-3

Unit 1 Reactor Bld
1-2B
1-3A

1-3B-N
1-3B-W
IAA-N

IAA-S

IAA-W
1-5A-S

1-5A-W

'Div. I and IIESW cable in conduit
HV48693A 8h B: ESW valves for
CSHVAC
HPCI. RCIC CIG for ADS
Channel B C AC Div 1 ESW cable

North HCUs; HPCI; LPCI I 4 II;
CRD um B
South HCUs; HCPI; ADS; ESW Div
II
EDGs B C D'CIC; CRD skid
Div I 85 IIvessel inst; HPCI; RPS
buses A RB
Div I CIG, EDGs B,C,D

1.15E-3
4.51E-3

4.22E-3

4.78'.62E-3

4.59E-3

4.84E-3
9.20E-3

7.91E-4
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Table 4.26- Disposition ofReactor Building Fire Zones

Zone 1-2B

Fire Sources:

1 cabinet
5 Fire Protection Panels
1 ventilation subsystem
Welding and Cutting at power
Msc. Transients: Trash Barrel, 2 rolls plastic.

Reason not screened: Potential loss of3 of4 ESW pumps; inadvertent ADS (all cable)

Disposition of sources:

Cabinets: 1B247- partial loss ofESS 480 VACpower channel D

FPP: 1C230, 1C231, 1C218A,B,C - no safety impact

Ventilation: 1V223- Remote SD panel room fan; normally not operating. Fan motor is 0.5 hp, i.e.

negligible fire source.

Transients: Administrative control eliminates potential propagation from trash barrel. COMPBRN IIIe
modeling offire in plastic rolls shows that cable in conduit willnot be damaged ifthe rolls are

ignited.

Impact summary:

The loss of 1B247 results in loss ofpower to div. IIECCS pump room coolers and several div. II
ECCS valves. The ECCS pumps and valves are normally not operating and no immediate

impact on plant operation occurs (no transient or LOCA). M'ected valves include normally open
RHRSW div IIheat exchanger valves, normally open RHR pump D suction valve, and normally
closed div. IIsuppression pool return valve. Failure of this power leaves DIDvia HPCI, RCIC,
both divisions ofADS, and div. I LPCI and CS. No plant isolation occurs and decay heat

removal is available from div. I RHR in suppression pool cooling mode, as well as the main
condenser. Time ofcontainment heat up to failure (about 30 hours) is suQicient to allow operator
action (manual opening of 1F024B valve return to the suppression pool) to restore div. II
suppression pool cooling. Thus, loss of 1B247 is considered not risk significant.

Only cabinets and transients are potentially risk significant fire sources in 1-2B. Cabinet fires do

not propagate and do not cause loss ofdefense-in4epth. COMPBRN IIIe calculations show no

damage to conduit iftransients are ignited. The reason for not screening out this fire zone in the
fire hazard analysis is seen to be invalid,'i.e. no loss ofESW and no inadvertent ADS willoccur.

The zone is for all intents and purposes a valve gallery with minimal combustible load. This
zone is judged not risk significant and is not considered further.
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Table 4.26- Disposition ofReactor Building Fire Zones

Zone I-3A

Fire Sources:

8 cabinets
2 pumps (IP210AkB)
1 Fire Protection Panel
1 transformer
Welding and Cutting at power
Misc. Transients: Trash Barrel

Reason not screened: Potential loss ofboth ESW valves for CSHVAC (HV<8693AAB)

Disposition of sources:

Cabinets: 1B216- partial loss ofESS 480 VACpower channel A
1B262- non-safety grade, no impact
1C007- CRD and RPV temperature recorders, no safety impact
1C030- SRM/IRMpre-amp panel, no safety impact
1C031- SMvMRvfpre-amp panel, no safety impact
1C203- non-safety, no impact
1C215A- containment hydrogen recombiner, norm. not op, no source
1Y216- partial loss ofESS 120 VACpower channel A

Pumps: IP210ARB- small pumps (30 hp), no source, partial loss RBCCW only

1C233- no safety impact

Transformer: IX216- partial loss ofESS 120 VACpower channel A

Transients: Only potential propagation source is trash barrel; administrative control eliminates.

Impact sununary:

Partial loss ofESS AC power channel A. This power is required for CIG compressor operation.

Loss of 1Y216 results in loss ofCIG (but not ADS), and diywell cooling. Isolation transient may
result in closure ofMSIVs but defense-in4epth remains intact.

Partial loss ofRBCCW. Loss ofboth channels ofRBCCW willresult in an isolation transient
because offailure ofCIG compressors on loss ofcooling and closure of inboard MSIVs. Impact
of loss ofRBCCW analyzed in IPE. Fire frequency of about 6E-3/cycle in this zone is much less

than frequency of isolation transients analyzed in IPE (about 0.35/cycle). No impact on risk
profile.

P

No impact on the ESW valves for CSHVAC is expected and thus the original reason for not
screening this zone is invalidated. Defense-in-Depth is expected for loss ofequipment in this
zone by use ofHPCI, RCIC, both divisions ofADS, and division IIRHR and CS. Zone 1-3A is

judged to be not risk significant.
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Table 4.26- Disposition ofReactor Building Fire Zones

Zone 1-3B-N

Fire Sources:

10 cabinets
1 transformer
Welding and Cutting at power
Misc. Transients: Racks ofPCs, plastic on rolls

Reason not screened: Potential loss ofHPCI, RCIC (cable), and CIG for ADS (cable)

Disposition of sources:

Cabinets: 1B226- partial loss ofESS 480 VACpower channel B
1B252- non-safety, no impact
1C032- SRM/HN pre-amps; not required for safety
1C033- SRM/IRMpre-ainps; not required for safety
1C212B- not required for safety
1C215B- containment hydrogen recombiner, norm. not op, no source
1C222- indication/interlocks for multiple channels ofRHR, CS, ESW, RHRSW. Equipment

normally not operating; no immediate impact on plant operation. Manual actuation
available ifrequired.

1D264- 250 VDC power for HPCI valves
1D274- 250 VDC power for HPCI valves
1Y226- partial loss ofESS 120 VACpower channel B; trips Aand B IAcompressors.

Transformer- 1X226- partial loss ofESS 120 VACpower channel B.

Transients- Per COMPBRN IIIecalculations, fire propagating through PC storage
racks causes no damage to conduit or tray necessary for shutdown without severe distortion of the

physical realities of the zone (e.g. enclosing the zone, rotating the orientation of the PC racks).

Impact Summary:

Cabinet Qres result in partial loss of one channel of ESS power or loss ofHPCI. This power is
required for normal plant operation (IA)and may result in closure ofMSIVs. Defense-in-Depth

for loss ofAC power is provided by HPCI, RCIC, both divisions ofADS, and RHR and CS

division I. Defense-in-Depth for loss ofHPCI is from RCIC, both divisions ofADS, RHR, and

CS. Individual cabinet fires are not risk significant.

Transients: Cable in 1-3B-N is predominantly div. II. The only div. I equipment is cable in
conduit located radially greater than 20 feet from the transient sources. Fire in the PC storage

racks does not fail the div. I cable and defense-in4epth is provided by RCIC, CRD, div I ADS,
and div I CS/RHR.

Because defense-in4epth is assured for any fire source in this zone, the zone is judged not risk
significant and is not considered further.
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Table 4.26- Disposition ofReactor Building Fire Zones

Zone 1-3B-W

Fire Sources:

Welding and Cutting at power
Misc. transients: valve tooling storage cage

Reason not Screened: Potential loss ESS AC power channels A, B, C; and Div. I ESW (all cable).

h

Disposition of sources:

Transients: The impact ofa fire in the transient loading assumed for the valve tooling cage is
evaluated using the screening methodology developed for the "fire in plume" scenario in the
EPRI "FIVE". This evaluation shows that a fire in the tooling cage has no impact on the cables

located approximately 30 feet above along the ceiling ofzone 1-3B-W.

Impact Summary:

Because the transient source in the tooling cage does not damage cables located in this zone,
Defense-in-Depth is assured and zone 1-3B-W is not risk significant.

h
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Table 4.26- Disposition ofReactor Building Fire Zones

~ne
1<A-N'ire

Sources:

7 cabinets
1 transformer
4 heaters
2 compressofs
1 mg sct
Welding and Cutting at power
Misc. Transients: Trash barrel

Reason not screened: Potential loss ofnorth HCUs, and cable for HPCI, LPCI div. I and II, CRD pump B.

Disposition of sources:

Cabinets: 1ATS229- switching for preferred and alternate sources for "B"mving bus, remote operation of
div. IlLPCI injection valves. Manual operation available.

1B229- partial loss ofESS 480 VACpower channel B, loss of remote operation ofdiv. IILPCI
injection valves . Div. I and Manual operation available.

1C209- Liq. rad waste, drywell leak det., no ECCS loss, defense-inMepth exists.

1C215D- containment hydrogen recomb. norm not op, no safety impact.
1C239- CIG compressor panel, not re'd for SD, ADS available.
1C247- Div. 11 swing bus MG control panel. Loss is loss ofone of two redundant power supplies

for 1B229. No immediate impact on plant.
1Y246- Partial loss of 120 VACESS power, channel "D". Sec "Impact Suinmary" below

Transformer: IX246- powers lY246, similar impact.

Heaters: IE270A,B,CQ- metal enclosed space heaters mounted to wall about 15 feet above floor.

Not re'd for shutdown and no combustibles in close proximity. No impact on

plant op.

Compressors: IK205A&B-CIG compressors. Loss ofone results in loss of 1/2 non-ADS CIG supply.

MG set: 1S247:1G203- preferred supply for Div. H swing bus. Failure results in loss ofone of
two redundant power supplies for this bus. MG set is metal enclosed with
bearings containing about 4 oz. grease. Fire damage limited to MG set itself,

i.e. no propagation.

Transients: Trash and Rad barrels only transient sources; administrative controls eliminate.

Impact summary:

Partial loss ofESS power channel "B" limited to failure ofdiv. IIswing bus and loss ofautomatic

opening ofLPCI injection valves. Because no LOCA is postulated because of the fire, time exists

for manual operation of these valves. Even without manual valve operation, DID exists via
HPCI, RCIC, ADS I and II, and div. I LPCI and CS.

Loss of 1Y246 results in loss ofCIG (MSIVs dry close), diywell cooling, and partial loss of
CSHVAC and post-accident monitoring. Isolation occurs but core defense-in4cpth remains as

above.
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Table 4.26- Disposition ofReactor Building Fire Zones

Each CIG compressor contains about 6 quarts of lube oil which willbe contained in the CIG
compressor skid. COMPBRN Hie analysis shows that fire willdamage only the compressor and
no surrounding cabling. Loss of 1 compressor willnot aQect plant operation. Loss ofboth will
result in an isolation transient. (Note that this treatment ofCIG is consistent with that in the IPE
but is actually conservative. During an actual loss of the "C" ESS bus, which causes loss ofCIG,
operators successfully tied in instrument air and avoided MSIVclosure. Reference
SOOR-2-92424.) DID exists via HPCI, RCIC, and both divisions ofADS, LPCI, and CS.

Adequate Defense-in-Depth exists for fire loss ofany piece ofequipment in zone I-4A-N. Fire
damage is limited to the source component and no loss ofcabling is expected. Thus, the
potential loss ofequipment given as the reason for not originally screening this zone is shown to
be not credible and zone 1AA-Nis judged not risk significant.
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Table 4.26- Disposition ofReactor Building Fire Zones

Zone IAA-W

Fire Sources:

11 cabinets
4 gas bottles containing hydrogen
Welding and Cutting at power
Misc. Transients: Trash and other barrels, 1 PC storage rack

Reason not screened: Potential loss ofCRD (valve skid and control) and cable for EDGs B,C,D and RCIC.

Disposition ofSources:

Cabinets: 1C008- SRM/IRMdrive control panel, not req'd for operation or SD.
1C038- RCIC leak detection. Loss ofRCIC leaves DID intact via HPCI and 2 divisions
ofADS with RHR/CS.
1C219- non-safety, no impact.
1C226B- H2O2 analyzer, not req'd for safe SD ofcore.
1C227B- contain rad monitor, not req'd for safe SD.
1C228B- contain rad monitor, not req'd for safe SD.
1BC291,also B, C, and D- heat trace for CRM, not req'd for safe SD.
1BC294- heat trace, not req'd for safe SD.

Hydrogen: 4 bottles- 2 100% hydrogen, 2 I30% hydrogen, for calibration ofhydrogen
analyzer. Bottles not required for safe shutdown. COMPBRN IIIeanalysis shows that fire
consuming two bottles ofhydrogen willnot damage cable located above and willnot involve the
small PC storage rack located within two feet of the bottles.

Transients: Barrels administratively controlled; not a significant source. COMPBRN IIIe for PC rack in zone
1-3B-N shows that the smaller rack in 1<A-Wwillnot fail cable.

Impact sununaiy:

No cabinet fire willhave a safety impact. Loss ofboth RCIC and CRD leaves DIDvia HPCI and

both divisions ofADS, LPCI, and CS.

Hydrogen is shown to be not capable ofdestroying cable within the zone. This finding is
consistent with NUREG/CR-5759 "Risk Analysis ofHighly Combustible Gas Storage, Supply,
and Distribution Systems in PWR Plants". The NUREG/CR analysis demonstrates that for
portable gas bottles, a single bottle contains insufficient energy to cause other than local damage

and "that the risk to plant safety due to fires or explosions in portable gas bottle storage areas is
insignificant and does not warrant further investigation (p. 17 of the NUREG/CR).

l

Because the loss ofCRD can be sustained without loss ofdefense-in4epth, and because the loss

ofcable duc to sources in the zone does not seem possible, the original reason for not screening
out the zone is invalidated. Zone 1-4A-W is judged not risk significant and is not considered

further.
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Zone 1-4A-

Fire Sources:

8 cabinets
4 transformers
1 fire protection panel
2 ventilation systems
4 gas bottles containing hydrogen
Welding and Cutting at power
Msc. transients: Trash barrel

Reason not screened out: Potential loss ofsouth HCUs, cable for HPCI, ADS, ESW Div II.

Disposition ofsources:

Cabinets: 1ATS218- switch for IY218, non all ECCS available.
1C215C- H2 Recombiner norm not op, no safety impact.
1C227A- Containment radiation monitor channel A - not required for DID
1C228A- Containment radiation monitor channel A - not required for DID
1C280- HVACDrywell temperature monitor, all ECCS available.
1Y218- Non+ not required for shutdown, all ECCS available.
1Y236- partial loss CSHVAC, post acc. mon., defense in depth exists.
1Y219- Non not required for shutdown
1X236- transformer for 1Y236, as above.
1X218- transformer for 1Y218, non+, defense-indepth as above.
1X291- supply heat trace BC291 and BC294, not rcquircd for safe shutdown.
1X294- supply heat trace BC291 and BC294, not required for safe shutdown.
1C234- Fire protection panel- no core impact, defense in depth exists

Ventilation Systems:

IV222A89- ESGR cooling,- not required for safe shutdown. Each is 15 HP, less than 0.5

gallons lube oil. Fire in one willnot disable other.

Transients: Trash and rad barrels only; administrative controls eliminate.

Impact Sununary:

Cabinet fires result only in partial losses ofAC power or systems not required for safe shutdown.
Defense-in4epth exists for loss ofany single cabinet via HPCI, RCIC, both divisions ofADS,
and RHR and CS div. II.

Calculations ofreactor building and ESGR heatup (Reference 4-19) show ESGR cooling is not
required for 72 hours aAer a transient. Loss ofESGR cooling also has no direct impact on plant
operations. Defense-in4epth exists because no loss ofECCS occurs.
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Hydrogen bottle analysis for zone 1-4A-W shows that hydrogen fires willnot destroy cable

located above the bottles. Essentially, the energy content ofa bottle ofhydrogen is too low to

damage equipment or cable located beyond several feet of the bottle. Given the zone 1AA-W

results and a similar configuration for zone 1-4A-S, hydrogen is considered not risk significant.

The source disposition shows that cable willnot be damaged and the reason for originally not

screening invalid. Zone 1-4A-S is not risk significant and is not considered further.
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Z~ee 1-SA-W

Fire Sources:

1 battery charger
Welding and cutting at power
Misc. transients: hazardous 4 oilywaste barrels

Reason not screened out: CIG bottles div. I, cable for EDGs B,C,D.

Disposition of sources:

Battery Charger:
1D240- Vital AC instrument power, non+, feeds 1Y218 (SRM's 4 IRM's);not required
for shutdown.

Transients: 1 barrel oilywaste, 1 barrel hazardous waste, both with lids.

Loss of 1D240 disables only 1Y218 (zone 14A-S), a non Q instrument power supply (lose
CRD). No loss ofECCS occurs and defense-in4epth is assured. Other combustibles (barrels) in
the zone willnot aifect the CIG bottles. Thus zone 1-5A-W is judged not risk significant and no
further study is required.
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Zone 1-5A-

Fire Sources:

10 cabinets
2 RPS MG sets

1 transformer
5 pumps (3 fuel pool, 2 reactor building chillers)
Welding and Cutting at power
Misc. Transients: Rad barrels, filterpaper in sample station, rubber hose for SLC

Reason not screened out: Div. I and IIvessel instrumentation, HPCI cable, RPS buses A 4 B.

Disposition of sources:

Cabinets: 1C011- standby liquid control system panel. Loss results in no plant transient,
defense-in4epth exists.

1C206- Fuel pool cooling, no core impact.
IC235A89- Diywelland recirculation pump seal coolant instrumentation- CRD still operable to

cool recirculation pump seals. No loss ofECCS.
1C279- Reactor building chilled water, not needed in emergencies, i.e. willuse ESW., Core

defense-in4epth intact.
1CB290- No safety impact, defense-in4epth maintained
IC210AkB- Sample station, not required for safe shutdown
1Z201- computer, not required for safe shutdown
1K207- chiller for sample station, not required for safe shutdown

Transformer:
IX201(A) not required, is alternate RPS supply. RPS buses not required for safe SD

RPS MG set (typ):
1S237A:1G201A- 25 HP motor:15 HP generator, small amounts ofgrease in metal bearing cups.

Insignificant fire source, RPS buses not required for safe shutdown.

Pumps:
1P211A,B,C- Fuel pool cooling pumps, 1 gal lubewil each per comb. loading rept. These pumps

are located in a room separate from the remainder ofzone 1-5A-S and are not required for safe

shutdown. Core defense-in4epth exists.
IK206A883- Reactor building chillers for reactor building chilled water. Chillers are not

required for safe shutdown and their loss does not disable any ECCS equipment in 72 hours

(Reference 4-19).

Transients: Administrative control eliminates barrels as significant sources. FIVE screening sheets for filter
paper and rubber hose show fires from these sources willnot disable ECCS equipment.

Impact Summary:
Electrical cabinet fires willnot cause transients, fail safe, or are not required for safety (i.c. meet

defense in depth screening).
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Loss of 1 RPS MG set or 1 RPS bus willcause a half scram. No ECCS equipment is lost, scram

capability is not jeopardized, and core defense-in-depth exists.

Only lube oil in the reactor building chillers (15 gallons each) has the potential to cause a large
fire in the zone. However, a drain located immediately between the chillers limits the extent of
any oil accumulation on the zone fioor. COMPBRN IIIecalculations for a lube oil spill fire from
the chillers show that such a fire willnot disable the other chiller or aQ'ect cable in conduit or
tray. Other pumps have only small amounts ofgrease or lube oil in bearings and are not
significant fire sources.

Transient fires willnot aQect equipment or cable in the zone. Further, detailed analysis of trash
can fires (Reference 4-20) shows that a trash can fire can not disable both divisions of reactor
vessel instrumentation (1C004 and 1C005, or 1C224 and 1C225).

Because detailed analysis offire sources in zone 1-5A-S shows that no safe shutdown equipment
or cable would be disabled in the event offire, the zone is considered not risk significant and is
not treated further.
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Zone 0-24D ower rela room

Fire Sources:
28 Cabinets
Welding and Cutting at power
Misc. Transients: Trash barrel (administrative control eliminates)

Reason not screened: Lower relay room, division IIINC

Disposition ofsources:

Cabinets:

Detailed evaluations ofall cabinets are found in Reference 4-34. Only the most risk significant are included in this

table.

1C661B (H12-P802) - Engineering Safeguard Aux. V.B. Div.II
Div. II instrumentation for monitoring core cooling such as RPV level willprobably fail; Div. I instrumentation is

not affected. Another potential impact is the spurious opening ofHV-15768; the redundant isolation valve
controlled by relays in the Div. I cabinet is unaffected and provides isolation of the line.
No D fun ions f il'IDavailable

~1618 (H12-P618) - Div.IIRHR Relay V.B.
In addition to Div.IIRHR Relays, this cabinet houses Div.H relays for RCIC. On the conservative assumption that
before fire damage causes open circuits ofrelay coils and wiring it could cause wiring hot shorts and/or welding
shut of relay contacts, a RCIC turbine trip and closure ofsteam supply isolation valves would result. HPCI, CRD,

ADS I 8h II,RHR I, CS I 88 IIprovide DID.
Div.llRHR and R I fail DID available

~1620 (H12-P620) - HPCI Relay Vertical Board
The VB has no interfaces with systems other than HPCI, therefore HPCI is the only SSD system that is expected to

fail due to a fire in this cabinet. Two high pressure systems (RCIC 4 CRD), both divisions ofADS, RHR and CS

are available for DID.
HP I fail 'IDavail le

~1627 (H12-P627) - Div.IICore Spray Relay V.B.
Failure ofone division ofauto-initiation signal ofRHR and permissive signal to RHR valves is possible but the

other division signal and manual initiation ofRHR remain available. A spurious unit trip due to recirculation.

pump trip on RBCCW isolation is possible. Also, Div.IIHPCI auto-initiation logic might be disabled but
redundant logic from 1C626 remains available. DID available through HPCI, RCIC, CRD, ADS I k II, RHR I A
Hand CS I.

ss ofDivII re

~1631 (H12-P63 1) - Automatic Depressurization System Relay V.B. Div.H

One or both channels ofdivision II logic and power to one set ofsolenoids might be lost, but div.I logic and power

to the redundant solenoids remains available, as well as manual initiation ofdiv. II solenoids. Mechanical

(pressure relief) operation ofnon-ADS SRVs also is not aQected. Spurious actuation ofADS
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is possible and willdisable high pressure steam powered injection systems (HPCI a RCIC). In this case, DID is
available because both divisions ofCore Spray and RHR systems arc unaQectcd and remain available.
Loss ofAD redundan .OR. Loss ofHPCI and RCIC DID available in either case

Impact Summary:

ABINET IMPA F FIRE DID

1C661 Partial loss ofDiv. n RPV monitoring
instrumentation

AllECCS available

1C618

1C620

1C627

IC631

Loss ofDiv.n RHR a RCIC

Loss ofHPCI

Loss ofDiv.n Core Spray

Loss ofDiv.n ADS OR Loss ofHPCI a
RCIC

HPCI, CRD, ADS I an, RHRI,
cs Ian

RCIC; CRD, ADS I a n, RHR I'llCSIan
HPCI, RCIC, CRD, ADS Ian,

RHRIan, CS I
CRD, ADS I an, RHRI an,

CS I a n (worst case)
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Zone 0-26H contr l room

Fire Sources:
36 electrical cabinets (Unit 1 and common)
5 Fire Protection Panels

Reason not screened: Control Room, potential loss ofnormal equipment control

Disposition ofsources:

Cabinets:

Detailed evaluations ofall control room panels are found in Reference 4-34. Only the most risk significant are
included here.

~1601 (H12-P601) - Reactor Core Cooling Systems Benchboard (BB)
This BB consists of7 sections, numbered 16 through 22, with each section made up of three inserts A, B, and C.
The A inserts, at the top of the BB, contain annunciator lightboxes and pushbuttons for annunciator display
control. The middle vertical insert B contains indicators and recorders for process variables such as pressure, flow
etc. The bench section at the bottom, the C insert, contains devices such as control switches and pushbuttons for
auto-manual control selection, pump and valve control, manual actuation and reset ofcore cooling systems etc.
The evaluation offire damage primarily involves consideration of the effects ofopen and short circuits of these
devices and the wiring to them.

There are two fullmetal separation barriers in the BB, one between sections 16 & 17, the other in the middle of
section 20. Controls for Division I systems and RCIC are located in the middle sections between the two barriers
and Division IIand HPCI are located between the barrier in the middle ofsection 20 and the end of the BB.
Section 20 contains control devices for both divisions ofMain Steamline Isolation Valves, with the barrier in the
middle separating Div. I from Div. H. Either divisional logic willclose both inboard and outboard MSIVs.

1C601 "LeftSection"
Insert 16C in this section contains controls for the CRD pumps and isolation valves B21-F001 &B21-F002 (RPV
head vent). The CRD pumps are not required for,Appendix R SSD, but are considered in the evaluation of
available Defense-In-Depth (DID) for the IPEEE as a source ofhigh pressure make-up. Ifinsert 16C is destroyed

by fire, the other high pressure injection sources (HPCI, RCIC) as well as both divisions ofADS and all low
pressure sources (CS, RHR in LPCI mode) remain available to assure DID.
No D functions fail DID available

1C601 "Middle Section"
The middle section of the BB consists of inserts 17C (RCIC), 18C (div. I of CS and RHR), 19C (both divisions of
ADS and non-ADS SRVs) and halfof20C (div. I MSIVs, div. I CIG isolation valves and HV-15766 &B21-F016-
main steam line drain). While RCIC and division I of CS &RHR willbe lost to a fire in this section, manual
initiation ofboth divisions ofADS remain available from the relay rooms. Isolation as well as a CIG supply also
remain available. HPCI, CRD, ADS I &II,RHR IIand CS IIprovide DID.

fDiv I f RHR R IC DIDavailable

1C601 "Right Section"
The right section of the BB consists ofhalfof20C (div. IIMSIVs, CIG valves HV-12643, -12648, -12644, -12649

and isolation valves HV-15768 &B21-F019), 21C (div. IICS and RHR), and 22C (HPCI).
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Isolation and a CIG supply remain available for a fire in this section of the BB. RCIC, CRD, ADS I 85 II, RHR II
and CS IIprovide DID.

fDiv. IIof 4 HP I DID vailable

~1614 (H12-P614) - NSSS Temperature Recording 8h Leak Detection VB I

Itwas ascertained during a walkdown that a fullmetal barrier is provided for divisional separation. A fire in either
section willdisable both RCIC and HPCI; however, both divisions ofRHR in the LPCI mode remain available.

DID available via CRD pumps as a source ofhigh pressure injection, both divisions ofADS and both divisions of
CS and RHR in LPCI mode.

Lo fR I andHP I DID vaila le

0~653 (H12-P853) - Plant Operating Benchboard
Bench board OC653 controls breakers forboth sources ofofisite power, as well as EDG power, to all 4 ESS buses

for each unit. Fire induced loss ofpower to any one ESS bus results in a unit trip and isolation. Isolation comes

from loss of instrument air or CIG required to open MSIVs. Fire in this cabinet may result in SBO. To result in
SBO the following scenario is postulated. First, fire causes hot short tripping of the normal supply to each startup
bus (OA103 and OA104). Two hot shorts are required because a single hot short willfail only a single division of
offsite power. Because each division is powered from a different offsite source, hot shorting ofone fails only one

supply. Iffire causes opens in the control circuit for the other source no power loss willoccur because these

breakers are already closed. Loss ofvoltage on the ESS buses starts all four EDGs. Autostart is not affected by fire
in OC653. Second, EDGs are prevented from closing on their respective ESS busses by hot shorting of trip circuits
for the 04 breakers. Four hot shorts, one per ESS bus, are required to cause loss ofall EDG power. Alternately,
hot shorting ofESW spray pond bypass valves (2) causes these valves to drive closed, shutting offESW fiow.
Without ESW fiow, EDGs must be shutdown or they willfail from loss ofcooling. SBO results. Again, to achieve

SBO a fire in the cabinet and either 6 hot shorts (2 for LOOP, 4 for EDG loss) or 4 hot shorts (2 for LOOP, 2 for
ESW loss) must occur. Because hot short frequency is estimated at 0.07/conductor of interest, the probability of
achieving SBO is judged remote.

The short term response to SBO from fire is the same as from other initiating events. Emergency procedures (EO-
100-102) direct operators to use HPCI, RCIC, and the water fire suppression system for vessel injection and core

cooling. SBO procedures (EO-100430) direct specific actions to extend SBO coping time. With use of the

portable diesel generator and CST re-supply, these sources are adequate until containment over pressure failure at

about 2 days. Recovery from SBO is also proceduralized and should be quick, given that no ofisite power sources

or EDGs are actually failed. That is, the fire only causes temporary loss ofcontrol, Circuit breakers are provided
with transfer switches at the switchgear which isolate both ends of the control circuits. Power to all ESS buses can

be restored by local breaker operation. The SBO procedure has directions for local starting ofEDGs. Fire
response procedure ON%13401 also directs operators to the SBO procedure and states that loss ofEDG power

may result from control room fires, requiring local breaker operation at the switchgear. "Station Power
Restoration" (EO400%3 1) provides direction for preferential loading ofESS buses, either from oII'site or EDG
sources. Both the fire and SBO procedures refer to EDG operating procedure OP424401 which provides

guidance for local EDG starting and requirements for EDG cooling. This procedure directs operators to ESW
procedure OP%54401 which in turn refers to OP-116401 for operation of the spray pond spray networks. Greater

than 24 hours are available to complete these procedures. Thus, even though the probability ofSBO from fire in
cabinet OC653 is very low (about 2E-5/fire for four hot shorts, given that the fire has occurred), sufiicient
equipment and procedures exists for adequately coping without core damage or containment failure.
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Po ible SB wi h uick recove likel 'IDavail ble before and er recove

Impact Summary:

IMPACTOF FIRE DID

1C601 (Middle Section)

1C601 (Right Section)

IC614

OC653

Loss ofCS I, RHR I, RCIC

Loss ofCS II, RHR II,HPCI

Loss ofRCIC, HPCI

Loss ofRHR I 8h II, CS I 4 IIuntil
recovery from SBO

HPCI, CRD, ADS I @II,
RHRII CS 11

RCIC, CRD, ADS I dh II,
RHRI CS I
CRD, ADS I @II, RHRI ALII,
CS IXII
HPCI, RCIC, diesel fire pump.
Allsystems after recovery from
SBO
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Zone 0-27E u r rela room

32 cabinets
Welding and Cutting at Power
Misc. Transients: Trash barrel (administrative control eliminates)

Reason not screened: Upper relay room, div. I INC.

Disposition of sources:

Cabinets:

Detailed evaluations ofall upper relay room cabinets are found in Reference 4 34. Only the most risk significant
results are supplied here.

~I661A (H12-P 60 li- Engineering gafeguarda Aun. V.B. Die. i
Division I instrumentation for monitoring core cooling, such as RPV level willprobably fail; Div. II
instrumentation is unaffected. Another potential SSD impact is the spurious opening ofHV-15766 (suppression

pool pump out line, normally closed); the redundant isolation valve controlled by relays in the Div. IIcabinet is
unaffected and provides isolation of the line.
Di IIn mentati n fails DID available

~1617 (H12-P617) - Div.IRHR Relay V.B.
In addition to Div.IRHR relays, this cabinet also houses Div.Irelays for control of the HPCI system. On the
conservative assumption that before fire damage causes open circuits ofrelay coils and wiring itcould cause wiring
hot shorts and/or welding shut of relay contacts, a HPCI turbine trip and closure ofstcam supply isolation valves

might occur. RCIC, CRD, both divisions ofADS, Div. IIofRHR and both divisions ofCore Spray provide DID.
Loss ofDiv.IRHR and HPCI DID available

~1621 (H12-P621) - Reactor Core Isolation Cooling V.B.
The VB has no interfaces with systems other than RCIC, therefore RCIC is the only SSD system that is expected to

fail due to a fire in the cabinet.
ss fR IC DIDavailable

~1626 (H12-F626) - Div.ICore Spray V.B.
Failure ofone division ofauto-initiation signal ofRHR and permissive signal to RHR valves is possible but the
other division signal and manual initiation ofRHR remain available. A spurious unit trip due to recirculation

pump trip on RBCCW isolation is possible. Also, Div,I ofHPCI auto-initiation logic might be disabled but
redundant logic from 1C627 remains operable. DID is intact because all high pressure systems, both divisions of
ADS, Div. H Core Spray and both divisions ofRHR remain functional.

ofDiv.l ore ra DID availa le

~1628 (H12-F628) - Automatic Depressurization System Relay V.B. Div.I
One or both channels ofautomatic actuation logic (Div.Ionly) and power to one set ofsolenoids might be lost, but
Div.IIlogic and power to the redundant solenoids remains available, as well as manual initiation. Mechanical

(pressure relief) operation ofnon-ADS SRVs also is not affected. Spurious actuation ofADS is possible resulting
in loss ofsteam driven high pressure injection systems (HPCI, RCIC). Spurious actuation ofADS guarantees

vessel depressurization, however, allowing low pressure systems to inject. Fire in 1C628 does not affect Core

Spray and LPCI, and these systems remain available.
Loss fADS redund. n Loss fHP I and R IC DID availa le in either case
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Impact Sununary:

IMPACT F FIRE DID

1C661A

1C617

1C621

1C626,

1C628

Partial loss ofRPV instrumentation

Loss ofDiv.IRHR 8h HPCI

Loss, ofRCIC

Loss ofDiv.ICore Spray

Loss ofDiv.IADS OR Loss ofHPCI 4
RCIC

AllECCS remains available

RCIC, CRD, ADS I XII,CS I8t;
11 RHRII

HPCI, CRD, ADS I dh 0, RHR I
8h II CS I 4 II

HPCI, RCIC, CRD, ADS I 8h II,
RHRiaH CSII

CRD, ADS I a ir, RHR Ia 11,

CS I 8h II (worst case)
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~ne 0-28B-I

Fire Sources:
4 cabinets
8 battery chargers
Welding and Cutting at Power

Reason not screened: Div 11 125 85 250 VDCbattery chargers

Disposition of sources:

Cabinets: 1D622- 125V DC class lE load center "B", lose CIG, 1/2 (DivIi)ECC control
1D642- 125V DC class lE load center "D", lose "D"RHR and CS pumps; defense-in- depth
exists (HPCI,RCIC, ADS IAII,RHRand CS div. I)
1D662- 250V DC class 1E load center - lose HPCI, Defense-in4epth exists via all other

ECCS
1L640- Lighting Panel, defense-in4epth Ok.

Chargers:
OD673- 125V DC Spare Battery Charger, no safety impact
OD683- 250V DC Spare Battery Charger, no safety impact
OD685- 24V DC Spare Battery Charger, no safety impact
1D623- 125V DC class 1E channel B lose 1D622 (shorts battery also)
1D643- 125V DC class 1E channel D lose 1D642, same impact as above
1D663- 250V DC class 1E Division II-lose 1D662, same impact as above
ID68)- 24V DC Positive Battery Charger B, no safety impact
1D684- 24V DC Negative battery charger B, no safety impact

Impact Summary:
The only equipment loss which is risk significant is the loss of the channel "B" 125 VDC load
center, either directly or by loss ofcharger 1D623. Loss ofthis load center fails CIG (causing an
inboard MSIVisolation), ARI, HPCI, halfofADS and ESW, as well as a CRD (ifnot already

operating), RHR, CS, and RHRSW pump (by loss ofbreaker control). An additional RHR pump
fails because ESW cooling is gone. Loss ofthis bus (or 1D612) yields the largest calculated core

damage frequency for plant transient initiators in the IPE (Reference 4-8). DID is maintained via
HPCI, the remaining CRD pump and manual cross tie with unit 2 CRD, the remaining division
ofADS and CS/RHB. The independent failure of 1D612 fails HPCI and ADS but leaves CRD
available for core injection. Because of the significant SSD equipment loss, cabinet 1D622 and

charger 1D623 cannot be screened out.

The fire loss of the other cabinets and chargers in zone 0-28B-I does not cause such extensive
loss ofequipment and defense-inMepth remains. There are no other sources offire in the zone.
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Zone 0-28B-II

21 Cabinets
6 battery chargers
Welding and Cutting at Power

Reason not screened: Div. I 125 and 250 VDCbattery chargers and all 125 VDC distribution panels

Disposition of sources:

Cabinets: 1D612- 125V DC class 1E load center, channel A, lose CIG, 1/2 (div. I) ECCS
1D614- 125V DC class IE distribution panel, powered by 1D612, as above
1D615- 125V DC Non+, distribution panel, lose BOP
1D624- 125V DC class 1E distribution panel channel B, lose 1/2 (div Ii)ECCS, powered off
1D622 in 0-28B-I
1D625- 125V DC Non+, distribution panel, lose BOP
1D632- 125V DC class 1E load center channel C; lose ESS bus, RHR, and CS pump C breaker

control, no immediate plant impact
1D634- 125V DC class IE, distribution panel off1D632, loss as above

1D635- 125V DC Non+, distribution panel BOP, lose channel C BOP
1D644- 125V DC class 1E load center channel D; lose ESS bus, RHR, and CS pump D breaker

control, off1D642 in 0-28B-II, no immediate plant impact
1D645- 125V DC Non+, distribution panel channel D, lose BOP breaker control
1D652- 250V DC class 1E load center - Div I, lose RCIC, defense-in4epth remains
1D666- Vital AC UPS Power Supply, off250 VDC load center 1D662; non~ no safety

impact
1D672- 24V DC distribution panel div. I, no safety impact
1L610, 620, 630, 650, 660, 666, 670, 680- lighting panels, no safety impact.

Chargers:
1D613- 125V DC class 1E channel A charger, fails both charger and battery, lose

distribution panel 1D612 (see above)
1D633- 125V DC class 1E channel C; fails both charger and battery supply to 1D632 (see

above)
1D653A- 250V DC class 1E Div I, lose 1D652, lose RCIC, defense-in4epth remains
1D653B- 250V DC class 1E Div I, lose 1D652, as above
1D673- 24V DC positive battery charger system A, no safety impact
1D674- 24V DC Battery Charger System A, no safety impact

Impact Summary:
The only fire sources in zone 0-28B-II are cabinets. Because of the potential fire loss ofchannel

A or B of 125 VDC (1D614 or 1D624), and because this initiator results in the highest calculated

transient initiated core damage frequency in the IPE, this zone is considered risk significant.
Specific equipment lost as a result of these bus failures is discussed above for zone 0-28B-I.

While core level DID remains available, the loss of 125 VDC results in substantial loss of SSD

equipment. Other than the loss ofpower to these two buses, all other cabinets can fail without
loss ofdefense-in4epth.
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Zone 0-28I

1 battery

Reason not screened: Div. I 250 VDC battery (may short charger), cable (in conduit) for 1D614

Disposition of sources:

Battery: 1D650- 250 VDC class IE div. I, lose power to 1D652 and RCIC valves; defense-in-

depth intact (via HPCI, 2 divisions ofADS and low pressure makeup)

Impact Summary:
COMPBRN IIIecalculations for zone 0-28J, which contains a battery identical to that in zone 0-

28I, show that a battery fire in the zone willnot disable cable in conduit located within the same

,
zone above the battery. Because the loss of the battery itselfor 1D652 does not cause loss of
defense-inIepth, zone 0-28I is considered not risk significant for fire.
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Zone 0-28J

1 battery

Reason not screened: Div. II250 VDC battery (may short charger), cable (in conduit) for ESW div. I and

RHR I 4 IIcontrol

Disposition of sources:

Battery: 1D660- 250 VDC class lE div. II, lose power to 1D662 and HPCI valves; defense-in-

depth intact (via RCIC, 2 divisions ofADS and low pressure makeup)

Impact Suinmary:
COMPBRN IIIecalculations for zone 0-28J show that a battery fire in the zone willnot disable

cable in conduit located within the same zone above the battery. Because the loss of the battery

itselfor load center 1D662 does not cause loss ofdefense-indepth, zone 0-28J is considered not

risk significant for fire.
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Zone 0-29B

Sources:
9 cabinets
12 HVAC
1 transformer
Welding and Cutting at power
Mls. Transients: Trash barrels, locked metal storage cabinets- no significant source

Reason not screened: Div. I and 11 control structure HVAC

Disposition of sources:

Cabinets: OB136- Control Structure HVAC480V MCC fed from 1B230
OB146- Control Structure HVAC480V MCC fed from 1B240
OB610- Control Building load center- 480V, non+
OB611- Control Structure FM;Vroom MCC- 480V, non+ offOB610
OB620- Control Building load center- 480V, non+
OB621-'Control Structure H85V room MCC - 480V, non+ offOB620
OC887A- SGTS heater SCR control panel
OC887B- SGTS heater SCR control panel
OC879- Control Structure HVACalternate control panel

HVAC:
OV103A8N- 50 HP each
OV115AN3- 40 HP each
OV1 16AN3- 5 HP each
OE108- Control room humidifier- 30KW, 480V
OE145AldhQ,- OV103A heating coils, 65KW
OE145B18cB2- OV103B heating coils, 65KW
OE168- Control Structure Computer and control room pre-heating (16KW)

Transformers:
OX620- Load center transfer Control Structure

Impact Suinmary:
This zone contains equipment required for control structure HVACand SGTS. Miscellaneous
small pumps on this elevation (783': OP 162AkB, OP 170A8hB, OP171A6Qt) are all less than 50

hp and the maximum ofany is 30HP. Allfan motors on this elevation are less than or equal to
50 hp with the maximum being OV103AAB at 50 HP each. Loss of 1.cabinet, fan, or heater will
not affect the other division ofCSHVAC because they are metal enclosed and separated from
each other. The pumps are suQiciently small to be discounted as significant fire sources and
there are no distributed combustibles capable ofaffecting both HVACtrains. Even with total loss

ofcontrol structure HVAC,plant operation may be affected only after a relatively long period of
time (about 24 hours). Thus, given that fire in 0-29B is limited to a single component/train, the

long term impact even ifboth trains are lost, and the possibility ofproviding supplemental
cooling (LOOP or loss ofEDG not guaranteed) fire in this zone is judged not risk significant.
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Table 4.27- Disposition ofControl Structure Fire Zones

Zone 0-30A

Sources:
4 cabinets
2 pumps
2 air compressors
19 HVACcomponents
Welding and cutting at power
Misc. Transients: Charcoal in metal vessel- contained, no propagation

trash barrel- administrative control eliminates significance

Reason not screened out: Div. I and IIofCSHVAC

Disposition of sources:

Cabinets: OB876A- control structure HVACpanel, 120V, lose div I CSHVAC
OB876B- control structure HVACpanel 120V, lose div IICSHVAC
OC883A- standby gas treatment system panel - div. I, 120V
OC883B- standby gas treatment system panel- div.,II, 120V

Pumps:
OP112AAB- control structure pump out unit for OK112, 2HP each, lose div I or II

CSHVAC chillere AirCompressors:
OKIISA'-oil pumpout compressors for chiller OK112A8U3, lose div I or II CSHVAC chiller

HVAC
OVIOIA803-control structure emergency outside air supply, 20HP each
OV104A803- control structure smoke removal fan, 7.5 HP each
OV107- control room toilet exhaust fan, 1HP
OV112- Access control area toilet exhaust fan 1.S HP
OV113 - Access control general exhaust fan, 7.5 HP
OV1 14AN3- containment filterunits exhaust fan, 30 HP each
OVIISA'- standby gas treatment system equipment room, SHP
OV119- control room reliefair fan, 1HP
OV144AkB- SGTS equipment room heating unit fan„SHP each
OE143A8N- control room emergency outside air heater, 30 KW
OE144AN3- standby gas treatment equipment room heater, 30KW
OE 166- control structure SGTS floor mechanical room unit, 4KW

Impact Summary:
This mne contains equipment required for control structure HVACand SGTS. Allpump and
fan motors on this elevation are less than 50 hp and the maximum ofany is 30 hp (OV114AkB).
Loss of 1 cabinet, fan, or heater willnot affect the other division ofCSHVAC because they are
metal enclosed and separated from each other. The only combustible capable ofaQecting
multiple trains ofHVAC is the 15 gallons of lube oil per CS chiller. COMPBRN Ille
calculations show that a spill ofthis oil
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Table 4.27- Disposition ofControl Structure Fire Zones

from one chiller willnot disable the other chiller or destroy cable (in conduit) near the leaking
chiller. Credit for this lack ofdamage is due to a curb installed as part of the Appendix R
modifications which prevents the oil from spilling beyond the chiller. However, as in zone 0-

29B, even with total loss ofcontrol structure HVAC, plant operation may be aQected only aAer a

relatively long period of time (about 24 hours). Thus, given that Qre in 0-30A is limited to a

single component/train, the long term impact even ifboth trains are lost, and the possibility of
providing supplemental cooling (LOOP or loss ofEDG not assumed), a fire in this zone is judged
not risk significant.
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Table 4.28- SSD Equipment Loss Significant Fires

Fire Zone Direct Fire Dama e De ndent Fire Dama e

0-24D (LRR)

0-26H (CR)

1C661B:
div. IIRPV/core
cooling instrumentation

1C618:
div. IIRHR and RCIC relays

1C601 middle:
div. IECCS control, inserts
17,18,19, halfof20.

1C601 right:
div. IIECCS control, inserts

21, 22, and halfof20.

OC653:
Control switches for all power
feeds for all ESS buses

1/2 control room indication for RPV

Div. IIRHR and RCIC

RCIC, 1/2 control room ADS
actuation, div I RHR and CS

HPCI, div. IRHR and CS.

Short term loss ofAC power from all
ESS buses (SBO).

0-27E (URR) 1C661A:
div. I RPV/core cooling

instrumentation

1/2 control room indication for RPV

0-28B-I

0-28B-II

1C617:
div IRHR and HPCI relays

125 VDC channel "B":
1D622, 1D623

125 VDC channel "A":
1D612, 1D613, 1D614,

or
125 VDC channel "B":
1D624

Div. IRHR and HPCI

CIG (inboard MSIVs close), ARI,
HPCI, div. IIADS solenoids, 1/2
ESW (normal breaker control) and 2
RHR pumps, 1 CS pump, "B" CRD

pump ifnot operating.

CIG(inboard MSIVs close), ARI,
RCIC, div I ADS solenoids and all
non-ADS SRV solenoids, 1/2 ESW
(normal breaker control) and 2 RHR
pumps, 1 CS pump, "A"CRD pump
ifnot operating.

or
As above for channel "B"
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Table 4.29
Deteothn Loss Summery

DO I~

Urv'I2

Une 1

linda
Ul Ruwer „U2 Pro

Borh Power radnnal

Power adonai

Rnwer radnnal

Ruwer raSnnat

PCsver 0 radonal

Plnwor rabonat

d a survoihncodotocssr Cd 1 33 hSod tn
ve Detection smntus detectors 01 M.041 35. h 01 SS tarled su voiNanco $41 3208

o rctocdnn watches were missed lnr the Urut 2 Roactcr Bu 'uo tn a

acdw dos wchnut Sro watch. Fvo etraScn Soll in tho EHC Iunlrlwas breached

vous Pve Watch nct esahshod whhin 1 hour. altar taSure nl found tautt cinsvt Ss tr ors 102 and 103
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Room E outside AirSu tom chwcnal Shor Sro '3SY valve was dosed without Sro watch



Table

Detection Lo tntaty

Acdene Token

5ro watch. detector re

uo detector O.1 84 was

watch was reutewed whh tho dad'rhhral and the waatdmm
Fuo watch was tahashed whhlo l8 hours

took sl h orer shr howe so estahash a 8ro watch ht hart cd ten tones
staaon s m was Im mooted lor addtsonal su nttslan

Sfe watch was estshhshed

Date 81eust.

683 870 6l5

lire Zone s

0 28ll. 028M. 0.281

aelerence ~

M3.281
147.152

248.151

24848b
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Table 4.30

Frequency ofPlant Damage States

(per cycle)

Initiator

1D614 or 1D624 Power

Vessel Intact
Cont. Intact

1.3E-9

COPF

Core Dama e

Cont. Intact

6.4E-12

Vessel Failed
COTF

5.7E-16

COPF

No Core Dama e

Vessel Intact
COPF

6.2E-12

C601 Middle:
w/o LOOP
w LOOP

C601 Right:
w/o LOOP
w LOOP

C614
w/o LOOP
w LOOP

C617
w/o LOOP
w LOOP

C618
w/o LOOP
w LOOP

OC653
SBO DG, Std. Recov
SBO DG, nick Recov.

SBO ESW

E Worst ofEach Cabinet

1.1E-12

8.1E-13

1.0E-12

3.3E-12

4.3E-12

1.5E-13

2.3E-15

1.6E-15

1.3E-14

2.9E-19

1.3E-9

3.2E-15

2.3E-15

4.0E-16

7.3E-18

3.8E-18

4.7E-18
5.6E-21
2.3E-12

2.3E-12

7.9E-17

1.2E-20

1.3E-15

2.8E-21

~ Q

2.8E-23

4.3E-20
1.3E-22

6.4E-12

1.5E-18

1.1E-20
1.4E-25

9.6E-18

5.8E-16

2.5E-17

6.1E-22

5.8E-18

2.9E-27

1.4E-24

9.4E-23

3.6E-26
2.5E-17

5.6E-17

3.3E-10
1.0E-14

4.3E49
8.4E-14

2.1E-14
8.4E-15

8.5E-12
2.6E-14

1.2E-11

1.7E-14

1.0E-16
3.7E-19
3.7E-11

4.7E49



Figure 4.1 - All Fire Events by Area
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Figure 4.2 - Fire Events While Critical (Important Areas)

"through April 1993
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Figure 4.3 - Critical Fire Events except Cigarettes (Important Areas)
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Figure 4.4 - Fire Events by Type (Critical, Important Area)

through April 1993
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Figure 4.5 - Fire Event Suppression (Critical, Important Areas)

Through April 1993
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Fig Lire 4. 6
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Fig urP4. 7

Equipment Removal Area
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Figure 4.8
North HCU Area
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Fig ure 4.9

Containment Access Area
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Figure 4.'I 0
Control Structure Chiller
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Figure 4.'I 2

Control Structure Chillers
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5. High Winds, Floods, and Others

5.0 Methodology Selection

Supplement 4 to Generic Letter 88-20 "Individual Plant Examination ofExternal Events (IPEEE) for
Severe Accident Vulnerabilities" requests that licensees assess plant vulnerability to severe damage &om
external hazards including high winds, external floods, and transportation and nearby facilityaccidents.

The supplement indicates that the impact ofhigh winds, floods, and transportation and nearby facility
accidents can be addressed by performing a progressive screening approach. A seven-step screening

approach is recommended which represents a series ofanalyses in increasing level ofdetail, effort, and

resolution. The first three steps consist of: 1) review ofSSES specific hazard data and licensing basis; 2)
identification ofsignificant changes since OL issuance; and 3) verification that SSES design meets 1975

Standard Review Plan (SRP) criteria. The next three steps consist ofdetermining the hazard frequency and

consequence. They are considered optional and can be bypassed provided the prerequisite steps are

satisfied and any identified vulnerabilities are demonstrated to be insignificant. The seventh step is

documentation. In addition, it is recommended that the examination ofexternal events be coordinated with

any other related ongoing external event programs.

For the SSES IPEEE, the recommended progressive screening approach methodology is used in the

evaluations ofthe high winds, external floods, and transportation and nearby facilityaccidents. Note that

no other unique external hazards (eg. volcanic activity) exist for SSES.

5.1 High Winds

An evaluation ofhigh winds is performed in accordance with the recommended progressive screening

approach. Documentation ofthis evaluation is provided in PP&L Calculation EC-RISK-1001. Data,

information, and results ofthe evaluation are summarized below.

5.1.1 Licensing Bases

The licensing bases with regard to wind and 'tornado loadings are identified in Section 3.3 ofthe SSES

FSAR.

Section 3.3.1 ofthe SSES FSAR addresses wind loadings and indicates that all permanent exposed

structures have been designed for wind loadings. The design wind velocity for all structures has been

considered as 80 mph at 30 feet above ground with a 100-year recurrence interval. Agust factor of 1.1 is

typically applied to the design wind velocity. Effective dynamic design pressures, which are applied to the

exposed surfaces ofthe structures, are determined by transforming the wind velocity into a pressure based

on a ratio ofthe square ofthe velocity.

Appropriate pressure and shape coefficients are applied to address windward and leeward efFects along

with considerations for sloping surfaces.

Section 3.3.2 ofthe SSES FSAR addresses tornado loadings. Applicable tornado design parameters are

defined therein and include dynamic wind velocities, design pressure diFerentials between the inside and

outside ofa building, and considerations for tornado-generated missiles.

The tangential wind velocity is defined as 300 mph (290 mph for the diesel generator E building) while the

translational velocity is 60 mph (70 mph for the diesel generator E building). The same method used for .
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e transforming wind velocity into an effective design pressure for the design wind loading is also used for
tornado wind loadings. There are, however, two adjustments made in determining the tornad~enerated
effective design pressures. The gust factor is considered as unity and there are no variations in velocity or
velocity pressure considered due to the height above ground.

A pressure drop of3 psi is applied to all tornado resistant structures. Typically, blow-out panels are

utilized as necessary on safety-related structures to miiumize differential pressure.

Tornado-generated missiles such as wood'planking, steel pipe, automobiles, steel rods, or utilitypoles have

been evaluated in the design ofthe tornado-resistant structures. Table 3.3-2 ofthe FSAR identifies tornado

wind protected systems with the corresponding tornado-resistant enclosure that protects that system.

Total tornado loadings are obtained by combining the three individual effects oftornado wind, tornado

differential pressure load, and tornado missile load. The appropriate method for determining the total

tornado load is provided in the specific load combination equations identified in the FSAR.

5.1.2 Significant Changes Since OL Issuance

A site review is performed to identify any significant changes since issuance ofthe operating license that

might be affected by the high winds issue. The addition ofnew facilities/structures or changes in existing

facilities/structures are the only developments th'at could potentially affect the original design conditions.

Most, but not all, ofthese additions/changes have been designed to resist the high wind loading conditions

associated with the extreme wind and tornado. Those additions/changes not designed to resist the high

wind loading conditions are not considered to serve any safety-related function or importance to the

continued safe operation ofthe plant. Altho'ugh the potential exists for a portion ofthese additions/changes

to become tornado-generated missiles, it is judged that any such missiles are enveloped by the existing

postulated missiles considered in the design ofthe safety-related facilities/structures.

5.1.3 Licensing Bases Comparison to 1975 SRP Criteria

A direct comparison ofthe SSES licensing bases to the acceptance criteria ofthe 1975 SRP was performed

with regard to the high winds issue. This comparison demonstrates that the acceptance criteria ofthe 1975

SRP are almost identical to the design basis in the SSES FSAR. This strict conformance with the 1975

SRP provides a reasonably high level ofassurance that the SSES design basis, with respect to high winds,

is sufficient. Therefore, because the progressive screening approach criteria have been met, it is concluded

that no potential severe accident vulnerabilities exist at SSES with regard to the high wind issue ofthe

IPEEE.

5.1.4 Onsite Confirmatory Walkdown

In addition to the progressive screening approach evaluation, an onsite confirmatory walkdown by
civiVstructural engineers was performed to identify any potential vulnerabilities that were not included in

the original design basis analysis. This walkdown concentrated on the outdoor facilities in an attempt to
determine ifhigh winds might adversely affect their integrity. The outdoor review was performed with
recognition that the original SSES design basis compares very favorably to the acceptance criteria ofthe

1975 SRP. With this in mind, the walkdown was simplified to concentrate on two basic concerns. The

first concern is whether the safety-related facilities/structures appear to be vulnerable to an extreme high

winds or tornado event. The second concern is the potential for the existing onsite non-safety related

facilities/structures to fail and adversely affect the integrity ofthe safety-related facilities/structures.
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The results ofthe onsite walkdown confirm that the safety-related facilities/structures are considered sound

and structurally adequate with no specific evidence ofany areas ofvulnerability or concern with regard to

the high winds issue. In addition, the non-safety related facilities/structures are considered to be subject to

failure during a high winds or tornado event. However, the effects ofsuch failures are not considered to be

adverse to the safety-related facilities/structures and subsequently the continued safe operation ofthe plant.

This conclusion is based on an engineering assessment during the onsite walkdown which confirms that the

potential for non-safety related facilities/structures collapsing onto or against safety-related

facilities/structures with subsequent adverse damage is not a credible condition. However, one exception to

this walkdown assessment is the potential for a cooling tower to overturn and impact safety-related

facilities/structures. Investigation after the walkdown determined that an existing analysis addressing the

mode offailure for the cooling tower (Calculation IQ-C-SJS-005) indicates that fiiilureofthe non safety-

related cooling towers due to high wind and tornado can be eliminated Rom concern for adjacent safety-

related facilities/structures.

5.1.5 Screening Results

The evaluation ofthe high'winds external event has identified no reportable items. The review and

confirmatory walkdown provide reasonable assurance that the SSES plant conforms to the 1975 SRP

criteria and, therefore, the original design basis analysis for the high winds issue is considered adequate and

acceptable. Based on the results ofthe progressive screening approach, high winds are not considered

significant contributors to severe accident risk at SSES.

5.2 Floods

An evaluation ofthe external flooding issue was performed in accordance with the recommended

progressive screening approach methodology. Documentation ofthat evaluation is also provided in PP &L
Calculation EC-RISK-1024. Data, information, and results ofthe evaluation are summarized below.

5.2.1 Licensing Bases

The licensing bases with regard to external flooding is identified in Sections 2.4 and 3.4 oftlie SSES

FSAR. Section 2.4 provides information regarding flooding due to the probable maximum flood (PMF) of
the Susquehanna river or the probable maximum precipitation (PMP) on the area surrounding the plant.

Based on this information, SSES is classified as a "dry" site with regard to external flooding events.

Consequently, Section 3.4 provides only a very limited discussion regarding external flood design

conditions. Therefore, the plant licensing bases with regard to external flooding conditions consists

primarily ofthe contents in FSAR Section 2.4.

FSAR Section 2.4, entitled ",Hydrologic Engineering," provides the specific data and information regarding

the SSES flood design condition. Subsections are provided therein to address the local flood

history/records, the probable maximum flood (PMF) for adjacent streains or rivers, potential upstream dam

failures, surge and seiche flooding, tsunami flooding, ice effects, flooding ofcooling water reservoirs,

potential natural diversion ofstreams or rivers, and the requirements for flooding protection. Adetailed

description ofeach ofthese subsections willnot be provided here. The FSAR information is incorporated

by reference. However, selected key design bases criteria willbe identified below.

Historical data on the most severe flood events on record for this portion ofthe Susquehanna river in the

'vicinityofSSES is considered during the development ofthe flood design basis. Allindividual potential
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tflood-producing phenomena and the appropriate combinations ofsuch phenomena are considered in
establishing SSES as a "dry" site, secure from the effects ofexternal flooding concerns.

The probable maximum flood (PMF) water elevation, coincident with wind-generated waves, for the

Susquehanna river is defined as 548.0 feet MSL which is over 120 feet below the site grade elevation of
670.0 feet MSL. The Susquehanna river is the only water system adjacent to SSES that could have an

impact on site flooding and subsequently is the only consideration, except for local runoff, in deriving the

PMF-generated water elevation. The guidelines provided in Appendix AofRegulatory Guide 1.59 were

followed throughout the SSES PMF analyses.

The potential for seismically induced dam Mures upstream ofthe SSES plant is investigated to determine

ifthey could contribute to a flooding event for the Susquehanna river in the vicinityofSSES. In lieu ofthe

more rigorous considerations defined in Appendix AofRegulatory Guide 1.59, a simplified but more

conservative approach is taken which demonstrates a significant margin ofsafety at SSES for flooding

resulting &om upstream dam fiuiures. Singular as well as multiple dam failures for the Susquehanna river
and its tributaries are evaluated.

Considerations for seiche flooding are deemed inappropriate and not applicable to the SSES flood design

basis. Likewise, flooding due to the propagation ofan open coast surge upstream to the site is not

considered a credible occurrence and, therefore, is eliminated from the SSES flood design basis.

Tsunami flooding is not applicable to the Susquehanna site.

tFlood stages due to an ice jam-related event are found to be comparable to the normal precipitation flood

stages and appreciably lower than the PMF-related water level which is itselfover 120 feet below the plant
grade.

The design basis flood level for the spray pond is determined in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.59 by
superimposing the effects ofcoincident wind-generated wave activity forvarious types offlood levels. The

effects ofcoincident wind-generated wave activity are addressed by evaluating the resulting increase in
water level as well as the wave forces and splash effects developed at the ESSW pumphouse walls. It is

determined that neither ofthese conditions pose a threat to any ofthe safety-related features ofSSES. The

uncontrolled emergency spillway provided at the east end ofthe spray pond consists ofa channel that

discharges into a natural waterway leading to the Susquehanna river. The channel is designed to preclude

affecting any safety-related structures even in the event that the natural water course becomes blocked. In
addition, a minimum of3 feet offreeboard is provided along the length ofthe spillway channel.

The Susquehanna river, in the vicinityofSSES, is not subject to major realignment or diversion due to
natural causes and, therefore, the potential for natural stream or river channel diversions is eliminated from

the SSES flood design basis.

Since the governing flood design level is significantly below the plant grade level, the safety-related

structures and facilities at SSES are considered to be secure from flooding and the site is considered "dry".

Therefore, no external flooding protection requirements are identified. Additional confidence ofsuccessful

coping with flooding from on-site external water sources, including cooling tower basins and circulating

water piping, is provided by: the lack ofSSD equipment within the tuibine building; no below-grade doors

between the turbine and reactor buildings; location ofsafety equipment in the control structure at
698'levationor above, and flood rated seals/doors in the lowest elevations ofthe reactor buildings (FSAR

Section 2.4.2.3).



5.2.2 Significant Changes Since OL Issuance

There have been no significant changes since issuance ofthe operating license that would directly affect or
increase the potential vulnerabilities due to the external flood design basis. SSES remains a "dry" site,

secure Rom any adverse effects ofexternal flooding.

5.2.3 Licensing Bases Comparison to 1975 SRP Criteria

A direct comparison ofthe SSES licensing bases to the acceptance criteria ofthe 1975 SRP was performed

with regard to the external floods issue. That comparison demonstrates that the acceptance criteria ofthe

1975 SRP is essentially identical to the design basis in the SSES FSAR. This strict conformance with the

1975 SRP provides a reasonably high level'of assurance that the SSES design basis with respect to external

floods is sufficient. Because the progressive screening approach criteria have been met, it is concluded that

no severe accident vulnerabilities exist at SSES with regard to the external floods issue ofthe IPEEE effort.

5.2.4 Onsite Confirmatory Walkdown

In addition to the progressive screening approach evaluation, an onsite confirmatory walkdown was

performed to identify any potential vulnerabilities that were not included in the original design basis

analysis. This walkdown concentrated on the outdoor fiicilitiesin an attempt to determine ifexternal fioods

might adversely affect their integrity. The outdoor review was performed with recognition that the original

SSES design basis compares very favorably to the acceptance criteria ofthe 1975 SRP and the SSES site

is considered "dry" or well above any required flood protection levels. The only natural water system

adjacent to SSES that could have an impact on site Qooding is the Susquehanna river. However, because

its maximum potential flood elevation is demonstrated to be well below the SSES site grade elevation, the

walkdown was reduced to a review that addressed only local runoffconsiderations.

The results ofthe onsite walkdown confirm that there are no potential Qooding vulnerabilities for the

safety-related facilities/structures due to local stormwater runoff In addition, it is confirmed that a spray

pond Qooding event would not create any potential vulnerabilities for the safety-related facilities/structures.

These assessments are consistent with the original design basis analysis.

5.2.5 Coordination with Ongoing Programs

The only ongoing program relevant to the external flooding hazard is documented in Generic Issue (Gg 103

which is addressed by the NRC in Generic Letter 89-22. The issue consists ofusing revised PMP criterion

based on more recent data published by the National Weather Service. An assessment evaluation is

provided to determine the effects ofapplying the new PMP data to the existing onsite Qooding and roof
ponding evaluations to determine ifthe potential/risk ofa severe accident exists.

The results and conclusions ofthat assessment indicate that the effects ofapplying the revised PMP data to

the existing SSES onsite flooding and roofponding evaluations can be considered insignificant. Therefore,

no increased risk to plant safety in general or core damage in particular would result. This assessment is

based on the conservative approach and analysis techniques considered in the original design basis analysis.

Included in the original conservative existing design basis is the redundancy in the safety-related
buildings'oof

drain system as well as the onsite flooding drainage system which assumed that the primary drainage

systems were totally ineffective and the peak runoffwas accommodated through secondary/supplemental

drainage systems.
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The evaluation ofthe external floods external event has identified no reportable items. The review and

confirmatory walkdown provide reasonable assurance that the SSES plant conforms to the 1975 SRP

criteria and, therefore, the original design basis analysis for the external floods issue is considered adequate

and acceptable. In addition, the assessment evaluation for the revised PMP criteria indicates no increased

risk to plant safety. Finally, based on the results ofthe progressive screening approach, onsite

confirmatory walkdown, and revised PMP assessment, the contribution &om the external floods hazard to
severe accident risk is insignificant.

5.3 Transportation and Nearby Facility Accidents

5.3.1 Licensing Bases

The Licensing Bases with regard to Nearby Industrial, Militaryand Transportation Facilities are identified

in Section 2,2 ofthe SSES FSAR.

Section 2.2.1 ofthe SSES FSAR addresses transportation routes located within five miles including

highways and railway lines, as well as the locations and routes ofoil and natural gas pipelines, locations of
industrial and military (none identified) facilities, and the locations ofairports and control areas.

Section 2.2.2 provides a description ofthe nature and operations ofthe facilities, pipelines, waterways and

~

~

airports as well as their possible impact on SSES.

5.3.2 Significant Changes Since OL Issuance

There have been no changes to transportation routes within five miles ofSSES since OL issuance. Anew

natural gas pipeline owned by Pennsylvania Gas and Water Company (PGW), which was not covered in
the original SER (NUREGA776), is included and its impact analyzed in Section 2.2.2 ofthe SSES FSAR
and covered by a SER supplement. Industrial facilities using or storing hazardous materials within five
miles ofSSES are described in Table 2. 1-13 ofthe FSAR, last revised in June, 1992.

5.3.3 Licensing Bases Comparison to 1975 SRP Criteria

5.39.1 1975 SRP Criteria

The followingare the acceptance criteria listed in SRP Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 on Identification of
Potential Hazards in Site Vicinity:

1. Data in the FSAR adequately describes the locations and distances of industrial, military, and

transportation facilities in the vicinityofthe plant, and is in agreement with data obtained from other

sources, when available.

2. Descriptions ofthe nature and extent ofactivities conducted at nearby facilities, including the

products and materials likely to be processed, stored, used, or transported, are adequate to permit
evaluations ofpossible hazards in Part 3 review sections dealing with specific hazards.



3. Where potentially hazardous materials may he processed, stored, used, or transported in the vicinity ~ofthe plant, sufficient statistical data on such materials are provided to establish a basis for
evaluating the potential hazard to the plant.

SRP Section 2.2.3, Evaluation ofPotential Accidents, states the acceptance criteria as:

The identification ofdesign basis events resulting from the presence ofhazardous materials or activities in
the vicinityofthe plant is acceptable ifthe design basis events include each postulated type ofaccident for
which the expected rate ofoccurrence ofpotential exposures in excess of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines is

estimated to exceed the NRC staff objective ofapproximately.1.0 E-07 per year. Because ofthe difficulty
ofassigning accurate numerical values to the expected rate ofunprecedented potential hazards generally

considered in this review plan, judgment must be used as to the acceptability ofthe overall risk presented.

The probability ofoccurrence ofthe initiating events leading to potential consequences in excess of 10 CFR

Part 100 guidelines should be estimated using assumptions that are as representative ofthe specific site as

is practicable. In addition, because ofthe low probabilities ofthe events under consideration, data are often

not available to permit accurate calculation ofprobabilities. Accordingly, the expected rate ofoccurrence

ofpotential exposures in excess ofthe 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines ofapproximately 1.0 E6 per year is

acceptable if, when combined with reasonable qualitative arguments, the realistic probability can be shown

to be lower.

5.3.3.2 Compliance with 1975 SRP Acceptance Criteria

The acceptance criteria ofSRP Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 are met because the SSES FSAR provides

adequate descriptions ofthe locations and distances ofnearby (within five miles ofthe plant) industrial,

military, and transportation facilities, the nature and extent ofactivities conducted at the identified

facilities, the products and materials likely to be processed, stored, used, or transported at the facilities or
to and from the facilities, and statistical data or worst case assumptions on the potential hazard &om the

materials.

The SSES FSAR also provides analyses either to establish that the probability ofaccidents such as

exposure to hazardous chemical releases (sulfur dioxide and ammonia) is less than 1.0 E-07 above which

the event has to be included in the plant design basis, or that under pessimistic assumptions the

consequences ofaccidents such as explosions, fires, or liquid spills do not adversely affect plant safety,

because the nearest safety-related structures and components ofthe plant are at a greater distance from the

hazard than the damage zone ofthe hazard. The acceptance criteria ofSRP Section 2.2.3 are, therefore,

met.

5.3.4 Screening Results

The evaluation ofNearby Industrial, Transportation and MilitaryFacilities has not resulted in the

identification ofany vulnerabilities. SSES conforms to the 1975 SRP Criteria and, therefore, the original

design basis analysis ofpotential hazards in the site vicinity is considered adequate and acceptable. Using

the progressive screening approach outlined in NUREG 1407 and Supplement 4 to GL 88-20, Nearby
Industrial, Transportation and MilitaryFacilities can be screened out for the SSES IPEEE, and no further

analyses ofthese potential hazards are necessary.
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e 5.4 Others

Only the five external hazards specifically suggested in the GL supplement are evaluated in detail in this
IPEEE: seismic, fire, high winds, external floods, and transportation and nearby facilityaccidents. The
effects ofother external hazards listed in Section 2 ofNUREG 1407 are either included in other analyses

(e.g., IPE or SBO) or are not applicable to the SSES site (e.g., volcanic activity). No site unique external
hazards exist at SSES and thus it is appropriate that only the five suggested hazards are studied in the
IPEEE.

5.5 Summary

The SSES specific hazards and licensing bases for high winds, external floods, and transportation and
nearby facilityaccidents are reviewed. Changes since the OL issuance are evaluated either specifically for
the IPEEE or as part ofregular updates ofthe FSAR. Conformance with the criteria ofthe 1975 SRP is
shown. Thus, based on the results ofthe screening approach suggested in the IPEEE generic letter
supplement, no significant hazards exist at SSES from these specific external threats.
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6. Licensee Participation and Internal Review Team

As in the IPE, the maximum benefits from the performance ofthe IPEEE are obtained ifthe licensee staff
is involved in all aspects ofthe exainuiation. Such involvement typically provides a more accurate picture
ofthe as-built, as4esigned facilityand helps the integration ofknowledge gained into plant equipment and

procedures by allowing early ownership ofthe IPEEE process and results. This section describes the

PP&L involvement in the IPEEE and its review, including major review comments and resolutions.

6.1 IPEEE Program Organization

At the conclusion ofthe IPE in December, 1991 PP&L established an IPEEE team. The team is composed

of individuals with risk, seismic, and fire analysis expertise chosen from the Systems Analysis group ofthe

Nuclear Engineering department at PP&L. Overall project management is provided by the supervisor of
Systems Analysis. The Systems Analysis group incorporates subgroups with responsibility for
reliability/risk, civiVseismic, fire, electrical and I&Cengineering, mechanical engineering, and thermal-

hydraulic analyses. Personnel in these groups include those involved in the IPE, Appendix R
analyses/compliance, and SQRT programs. Thus, additional expertise to conduct the IPEEE is available to
the IPEEE team as required. Expertise ofon-site engineers is utilized throughout the IPEEE including
access to and evaluation ofSSEL components during the SMA, and evaluations offire barriers and

detection and suppression systems during the fire PRA. Personnel at SSES have also been instrumental in
achieving plant improvements designed to reduce risk due to seismic and fire events. The names and

education degrees ofthe PP&L individuals on the IPEEE team are identified in Table 6.1.

PP&L members ofthe IPEEE team have been involved in all aspects ofthe IPEEE methodology including
determination ofthe SSEL, seismic demand, and seismic margins, including walkdowns, for the SMA.
PP&L involvement in the fire PRA includes: systems analysis and cable evaluation for fire hazards

determination; walkdowns, FIVE worksheets, and COMPBRN IIIe calculations for fire propagation
analyses; and systems analysis and frequency calculation evaluations for plant damage state determination.

Because all analyses are performed at PP&L offices, PP &Lretains all analysis, notes, and calculation

packages.

Consultants are used to supplement the IPEEE team. One consultant with risk and fire analysis expertise is

used for the fire PRA. Three consultants with civiVseismic backgrounds are used in the SMA. More
consultants are used in the SMA because ofthe increased level ofexpert judgment required and to ensure at
least two seismically knowledgeable engineers are involved in all seismic walkdowns. These individuals
are also listed in Table 6.1.

6.2 Composition of Independent Review Team

Independent review ofthe IPEEE is achieved in three ways. First, the calculation packages which form the

bases ofthe examination undergo independent evaluation as part ofthe calculation process. The reviewers

ofthese packages include members ofthe IPEEE team not involved in the package preparation and others

&om the Systems Analysis group having expertise in risk, seismic, and fire areas. Second, the IPEEE

report is distributed widely within the PP&L nuclear department, including SSES, prior to publishing.
This distribution includes various engineering functions, operations, maintenance, licensing, training, and

quality assurance. The comments received, and their resolutions, are incorporated as appropriate. Selected

comments are provided in Section 6.3 which follows. Third, the recommendations for changes to plant
equipment and procedures (including training) designed to reduce the risk from external initiating events
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must receive extensive review prior to implementation as part of the PP &Lmodifications process. Table

6.2 provides a list ofthe organizations and number ofreviewers involved in the IPEEE report review.
'I

6.3 Areas of Review and Major Comments

Approximately 400 comments were generated by reviewers ofIPEEE report drafts. These comments

improved both the technical accuracy and the general readability ofthe report. Many reviewers had similar

comments about the same report sections. The major comments received are included in this report section,

'along with the comment responses. Although the standard table ofcontents calls for separate sections for
comments and responses, the two are grouped together for ease ofreview.

The major comments concern the two largest pieces ofthe IPEEE analysis, that is, the SMA and the fire
PRA. The comments are grouped to reflect this result.

6.3.1 Major Comments and Resolutions for SMA

Ql. The SSEL equipment paths selected do not include two divisions ofsuppression pool cooling. How
is defense against loss of I division provided?

Al. Although specific equipment for a second division ofSPCM is not included in the SSEL, the second

division is expected to be available after the SME, based on similarity in layout and design, and the

results ofwalkdowns ofthe listed division. Further discussion is provided in report section 3.5.

Q2. RCIC flowalone is not sufficient for core protection for all "small break LOCAs" analyzed in the

IPE.

Q3.

For purposes ofthe IPEEE seismic analysis, LOCAeffect is assumed bounded by a I"diameter

break. The IPE analysis shows RCIC sufficient for core protection for breaks ofthis size or less.

The "Natural Phenomena" off-normal procedure is not used for post-seismic event plant shutdown.

Ifan earthquake severe enough to cause LOOP and LOCA occurs, operators willbe using EOPs for
plant control.

A3. Acknowledged and included in section 3.5.

Q4. How are containment isolation valves evaluated for seismic
ruggedness'4.

Containment isolation valves included in the SSEL are specifically evaluated for SME survival in the

IPEEE SMA. In addition, isolation valves internal to the containment were evaluated for seismic

interaction concerns as part ofsnubber reduction work. Containment isolation capability is expected

to remain intact after the SME.

QS. Designation of"low seismic ruggedness" relays as "bad actors" is misleading. Seismic response of
these relays may be acceptable in our application.

AS. Agreed. The relays willbe referred to as "low ruggedness" relays rather than "bad'actors" relays.

These relays are not expected to chatter as they are installed in locations that have a low seismic

demand.
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Q6. How are hydrodynamic LOCA loads considered in the SMA?

A6. Per the EPRI guidance, hydrodynamic LOCA loads were not combined with SME and SRV loads
because intermediate or large LOCAs are not considered credible. Hydrodynamic loads from the
seismic-induced small LOCA occur after earthquake motion.

6.3.2 Major Comments and Resolutions for Fire PRA

Q l. Have outstanding changes to the electronic cable data base been considered?

Al. Yes, outstanding changes as ofApril, 1993 are included in the PRA analysis.

Q2. The orientation ofprotective clothing storage racks is not "controlled" by procedure.

A2. The racks considered most significant are large and historically have remained for years in fixed
locations.

Q3. The PRA assumes that fire in the reactor building leaves the condenser available. Are the necessaiy
procedures in place?

A3. Fire in the reactor building willnot disable equipment required to maintain the condenser except for
losses ofCIG which may result in MSIV isolation. Operators have successfully avoided closure of
the MSIVs on loss ofCIG by tie-in ofthe instnnnent air system (SOOR 2-92-024). Procedures are
in place (e.g. "Loss ofContainment Instrument Gas" ON-125-001 and "Main Steam Line Isolation
and Quick Recovery" ON-184-001) to allow use ofthe condenser as a heat sink during off-normal
conditions

Q4. Although both division I and II 125 V DC distribution panels are located in fire zone 0-28B-II, the
division H panels are separated from the rest ofthe zone by enclosure in 1 hour fire rated
construction ofgypsum board and a fire door.

A4. This information has been included in the fire PRA report section.

QS. Preaction fire suppression systems are installed in the cable spreading rooms, and preaction valve
actuation alone willnot result in spray of instnunent power supplies in the rooms.

AS. Acknowledged. However, during a severe seismic event inadvertent preaction valve actuation and
damage to sprinkler heads is possible.

Q6. Table 4.26 indicates that no loss ofnormal plant functions occurs on failure of 120 VAC power
(e.g. 1Y216). Engineering studies show that loss ofnormal functions (e.g. drywell cooling) will
occur on loss ofthis power.

A6. Information about loss ofnormal functions has been included in the table.

Q7. How is compliance with other defense-in4epth criteria (procedures and interface) assured?
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A7. Only those procedures in place at SSES are assumed. Procedural DID conformance has been

verified by the IPE for internal events. Failure of interface DID is dominated by loss ofDC
instruinent power. Indication and control functions are available on multiple cabinets in the control
room and in the remote shutdown panel. Fire does not disable sufficient I&Cequipment to destroy

monitoring and control functions.

QS. Why are lubewil fires considered in instrument cabinets?

AS. To verify that cabinet fires do not propagate, an amount of lube~il equal to or greater than the

combustible loading shown in the combustible loading report is modeled in a cabinet using the

COMPBRN IIIe code. Lubrication oil is used in simulations only to ensure the modeled fire occurs

and is not a description ofphysical conditions at SSES.

Q9. How are effects ofheat and smoke on cabinet electronics considered?

A9. Based on SNL testing and the fire experience at PP&L (e.g. Martins Creek fire), smoke does not
disable electrical equipment in the short term. Although instrument driftmay occur in electronics at
elevated temperatures, little data exists to support modeling ofsuch effects. The approach taken here

is similar to that in NSAC-181 in that the failure ofelectrical equipment is assumed at 325 F, the
lower end ofthe relay failure temperature range established in SNL tests.

@10. Based on a non-parametric "runs" test, fire frequency at SSES appears random (Figures 4.1 and

4.2), showing neither an increasing or decreasing frequency.tA10. Acknowledged.

@11. Current housekeeping procedures appear effective in reducing transient combustible fire risk to
inconsequence.

All. Current housekeeping procedures are effective, and credit has been taken for good SSES experience.

6.4 Resolution ofComments

Resolutions ofmajor comments are included in the section above,



Table 6.1 IPEEE Project Team Participants

PP8Q

Namefl'itle Professional Certification College Degree Years of
E rience

Philip W. Brady
Su rvisor- S stems Anal sis

Registered Professional Engineer B.S.-Electrical Engineering 18

David H. Cassel
Senior Pro'ect En 'neer

John A. Swankoski
Senior Pro ect En neer

Thomas A. Gorman
Senior Pro ect En neer

Eric R. Jebsen
Pro'ect En 'neer

John D. Vernarr
Pro'ect En neer

Registered Professional Engineer

Registered Professional Engineer

Registered Professional Engineer

Registered Professional Engineer

Registered professional Engineer

B.S.-Mechanical Engineering

B.S.-Civil Engineering

B.S.-Civil Engineering

B. S.-Nuclear Engineering

B.S.civil Engineering
M.S.-Structural En ineerin

25

21

20

14

16

Consultants

NamefI'itic Professional Certification College Degree Years of
E rience

James D. Caherly Registered Professional Engineer HNC-Structural Engineering
Ml-Structural En 'neerin

23

Surya N. Maruvada Registered Professional Engineer B.E.-Electrical Engineering
M.E.-Power En inecrin

30

WilliamP. Gettel Re stered Professional En neer B.S.- En 'neerin 15

Samir J. Serhan B.S.civil Engineering
M.S.-Structural Engineering
Ph.D.-En neerin Mechanics

Yogesh S. Shah Registered Professional Engineer B. S.civil Engineering
M.S.-Soil Mechanics and
Foundation En ineerin

30
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Table 6.2 PP&L IPEEE Report Review Participants

Functional Or anization Pri Focus ofComments

Nuclear Technology Correctness/accuracy of IPEEE
representation ofSSES plant design and
application ofprior analyses (e.g. IPE,
A ndixR.

Nuclear Systems Engineering Correctness/accuracy of IPEEE
representation ofSSES plant design and
as4uilt confi tion.

Nuclear Fuels Im act on fuel desi n/o ration.

Nuclear Modifications Impact ofIPEEE report findings/
recommendations on modifications.

OE-Normal Procedures

Maintenance Impact of IPEEE report findings on
Maintenance De artment ractices.

Nuclear Plant Services Impact ofIPEEE report findings on
Nuclear Plant Services ractices.

Traliliilg Review ofIPEEE representation ofplant
desi and rocedural dance.

Licensing IPEEE compliance with NRC
requirements and assessment of
commitments.

Quality Assurance

Nuclear Safe Assessment

Consistency within IPEEE report and
review ofIPEEE method/findin

Check on IPEEE methods and results.



7. Plant Improvements and Important Safety Features

This section highlights those plant improvements identified as a result ofperforming the IPEEE. Some of
these improvements are required to meet the SSES design basis. Others are enhancements to add margin
beyond the design basis requirements. Also described in this report section are those features ofSSES

design and operation considered especially important for external event safety.

7.1 Plant Improvements

7.1.1 Seismic Analysis

Recommended plant improvements identified from the IPEEE seismic margin assessment (SMA) fall into
two categories: miscellaneous equipment issues and equipment modifications. These recommended plant
improvements by the Seismic Review Team are currently being tracked, evaluated, and dispositioned under
the SSES Deficiency Management Program. A briefdescription ofthe identified seismic-related problems
and the recommended plant improvements are documented below.

~ Miscellaneous Equipment Issues

These issues are associated with housekeeping and general work practices. They are:

Office type furniture found in the control room which could interact with nearby safety related
equipment.

Housekeeping items which mainly involve placing oftransient items in close proximity to safety
related equipment. ~ 'Q

Equipment with missing or loose screws, missing nuts, and missing or broken latches.

Actions taken and the recommended improvements are:

Housekeeping items have been transmitted to the plant for corrective action and are currently being
tracked and dispositioned under SOOR 94-341. These items can be handled readily outside ofthe
modification process. As part ofthe SSES Deficiency Management Program, corrective actions to
minimize recurrence willbe developed. Consideration willbe given to the following:

~ Review and revise, ifnecessary, existing procedures, programs, and specifications which deal with
location oftransient equipment and associated safety impact.

~ Performance ofperiodic inspections ofsafety related equipment by an appropriate walkdown team
in an eQort to reduce occurrence ofsimilar dynamic interaction concerns.

~ Training to help in the improvement ofplant stafFs seismic awareness. Two training presentations
have already been provided at the time ofthis report submittal. Training ofmaintenance personnel
is currently being pursued. It is expected that increased awareness willminimize recurrence of
safety impact and housekeeping problems which could adversely affect seismic qualification of
equipment.
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At the time ofthis report submittal, more than 50% ofthe identified specific concerns have been

corrected through the Work Authorization Process.

~ Equipment Modifications

Several plant physical deficiencies were noted during the SME walkdowns. These deficiencies and

associated corrective actions taken are:

Small "trolleys" used to assist the removal ofbreakers Rom AC and DC switchgear cabinets were

located on the top ofsome ofthese cabinets. Although introduced as part ofthe original plant
construction, these liftingdevices were not part ofthe original equipment qualification. The

trolleys were removed shortly after they were identified via EDR 94-018 and SOOR 94-222.

At several locations inside the control and relay rooms, the walkdowns identified control cabinets

. and instrumentation panels in close proximity that are not fastened together. Since these panels

were qualified in a "stand alone" test configuration, the effect ofpotential impact loads on internal

components was not addressed in the existing dynamic qualification documentation. It is extremely

difficultto quantify the additional dynamic loads due to potential impact and, therefore, dynamic
qualification of internal components is judged to be indeterminate. This condition is currently
being tracked and dispositioned under EDR 94-030.

The SMA walkdowns identified that the color video CRTs in Control Room panels ¹C651 and

C601 are resting on but are not fastened to the panel internal supports. These color video CRTs
could affect the existing dynamic qualification ofthe other internal components during a dynamic
event should they slide offoftheir internal panel supports. This condition is currently being

tracked and dispositioned under EDR 94-039.

7.1.2 Fire Analysis

No changes are identified as a result ofthe IPEEE fire PRA which are required for conformance with the

design basis. Several potential enhancements to equipment and procedures have been identified and are

described in further detail below.

As a result ofthe Appendix R compliance effort several plant modifications have been put in place. A curb

is now installed on the floor in &ontofthe control structure chiller bays on the 806'levation ofthe control
structure which limits lube oil and fire suppression water spread, confining it to the affected chiller. A heat

shield has been erected on the 783'levation of the control structure which separates division I and II
control structure HVACelectrical switchgear. The wall ensures fire suppression water spray does not
affect both divisions. In the unit 1 reactor building, directional spray nozzles in the pre-action system

provide a water curtain around valve HV48693B. This valve directs ESW flow to the control structure

chillers. A modification is on-going (DCP 92-9063) to allow opening ofdrains in the cable spreading

rooms for removal offire suppression water after pre-action system actuation.

Good housekeeping and transient combustible controls are credited in the fire PRA. The existing
administrative procedures are effective as witnessed by the low historical frequency oftransient

combustible fires at SSES. During performance ofthe IPEEE fire PRA walkdowns, storage ofmagnetic

tape was noted in the unit 1 upper cable spreading room. These tapes have been removed. Unrelated to thetfirPRA, clean-up ofa valve tool storage cage on the 683'levation ofthe unit 1 reactor building was also

noted. Although existing procedures for control oftransient combustibles are effective, enhancements in
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housekeeping procedures, including the addition offire protection personnel on walkdowns, are being
pursued as part ofSOOR 94-393.

Details ofthe treatment ofFRSS issues and resolutions are provided in section 4.8 ofthis report. The only
weaknesses observed are related to seismic-fire„interactions. As part ofthe resolution ofthe FRSS issues,

a walkdown was performed to address, in part, seismic-fire interaction concerns. As a result ofthis
walkdown the following enhancements are identified:

1. where H2/02 bottles are restrained only by a single ring attached to the wall, add a second ring at the
bottom ofthe bottle (SOOR 94-393);

2. investigate alternate instrumentation availability/drip shields for 1(2)Y115 and 1(2)Y125.
(incorporated in the SSES engineering discrepancy management process, EDR 94440).

3. revise "Natural Phenomena" ofF-normal procedure (ON-000<02) to include discussion that a severe

seismic event may result in numerous alarms, water spray throughout the plant, and the loss ofthe
water and CO2 fire suppression systems (currently in the bi-annual revision process).

7.1.3 High Winds, External Floods, and Others

No safety vulnerabilities to high winds, external floods, or nearby facilities/transportation accidents are
identified.

7.2 Important Safety Features

This section highlights those features ofSusquehanna SES considered most important for safety defense

against severe external threats. In general, the basic plant design ensures adequate defense against external
initiating events. E6ective operations, maintenance, and training ensure these design features are utilized
and not compromised,

7.2.1 Seismic

The important safety features for seismic defense described below are a result ofa seismic design process
which ensures that seismic considerations are built into new plant installations. An invaluable piece ofthis
safety feature is the high quality and completeness ofseismic design documentation available. SSES was
built at a time when the worth ofthis information was recognized. As a result, qualification details of
safety equipment and components are readily available for reference. Also, essentially all ofthe original
Bechtel design calculations are retained by PP&L providing increased depth ofunderstanding ofthe plant
design and enabling seismic design work to be kept in-house.

Specific design details are provided in Section 3 ofthis report. Several are re-iterated here. Multiple
divisions ofequipment are available following a seismic event to allow controlled plant shutdown, core

cooling, and continued decay heat removal. Safety equipment is located only in seismically designed

buildings. Large components such as pumps are located low in these buildings. Electrical switchgear is

mounted in cabinets which are adequately anchored. Non-safety related structures are designed so that
their failure does not affect the function ofsafety related equipment. Safety equipment is powered only
from safety grade emergency diesels, operated using the as-written/as trained emergency procedures. The
most important safety feature for earthquakes is equipment survivability. It is the robust seismic design of
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multiple divisions ofequipment, and its effective implementation within SSES, that provide "defense-in-

depth" against severe earthquakes.

7.2.2 Fire

Because the nature offire is different than that ofearthquakes, additional site features become important,
Essentially nothing can be done to prevent the occurrence ofearthquakes. In contrast, the elimination or
limitation offire sources is generally within the control ofstation personnel. Seismic events affect all site

locations simultaneously. Fires affect only one or a limited set of locations (at least initially). For this

reason, boundaries between fire zones are important. An earthquake occurs and, except for after-shocks, is

over. Although fire initiates at a single source, the "fireevent" continues until fuel or oxygen is exhausted,

or until suppression occurs. Thus, steps to limitfire spread are important. One aspect ofdefense common

to both seismic and fire events is the existence ofmultiple divisions ofequipment capable ofplant
shutdown and decay heat removal. The important fire safety features at SSES are thus:

1. Good housekeeping to limitfire sources, including storage ofcombustibles away &om safety related

equipment and cable and especially in cable spreading rooms.

2. Functional fire barriers in both Appendix R and non-Appendix R rated boundaries, most importantly
those surrounding large sources of lubrication oil. Those separating the reactor, control, and turbine
buildings are most safety significant.

3. Fire watches for hot work because most fires are initiated as a result ofwelding and grinding activities.
Recent NRC publications emphasize the importance ofthese fire watches.

4. The use ofIEEE-383 rated fire resistant cable to limitfire related equipment loss and fire progression.

5. Wide physical separation ofdifferent divisions ofsafety related equipment and cable. Physical

separation is key to equipment survivability and provides assurance of"defense-in4epth" for fires.

7.2.3 High Winds, External Floods, and Others

The important safety features for high winds, external floods, and nearby facility/transportation accidents

are similar to those for seismic events. Because the effect ofthese initiating events is site-wide, multiple
division equipment survival is the important safety feature. Again, proper design ensures this capability is

built into the station. Effective operation, maintenance, and training ensure this capability is not
diminished.



S. Summary and Conclusions (including resolution ofUSIs and GIs)

The major results ofthe IPEEE are summarized here for each of the three analyses:

1. Seismic Margins Assessment (SMA),
2. Fire PRA,
3. High winds, external floods, and nearby facilities/transportation analyses

Results ofthe SMA are summarized first for those actions required to restore SSES equipment to as-tested

conditions and second, for enhancements which may be implemented to add margin beyond the design basis

requirements. Four issues were identified during the course ofplant walkdowns where actual field
installation did not conform with seismic design qualification test configuration. These issues are: small
trolley cranes attached to the top ofswitchgear cabinets to aid in the maintenance ofbreakers; control room
and relay room cabinets wgch were originally qualified as individual units, but which are installed in long
rows; instances ofmissing or broken fasteners on electrical equipment cabinets and proximity oftransient
equipment; and anchorage ofcontrol room cabinet CRTs. Resolution ofthese issues is required to ensure

SSES equipment meets SSE design (0.1 g) conditions. The trolley cranes issue is the only one requiring
immediate rectification and these trolleys have been removed. Evaluation ofthe other issues shows their
risk significance to be low. These issues have been included in the SSES Discrepancy Management
Program and willbe resolved.

Four items (2 valves and 2 electrical cabinets) which are acceptable in terms ofthe SSES seismic design
basis are considered "outliers" when screened against the SME of0.3 g.. None are judged to have a
HCLPF low enough to be considered for possible modification to remove seismic interaction or safety
impact concerns. These items are either not strictly required for the SSEL or may be manually operated
after the SME. Considering the limited number ofmanual actions required after the SME, and given
resolution ofthe items identified in the paragraph above, both SSD paths identified in the SSEL pass the
screening criteria of0.3 g. Although seismically sensitive relays are located in safe shutdown equipment,
evaluation ofthe locations ofthese relays shows that relay chatter is not expected to cause equipment loss
in a seismic event. It must be emphasized that,no programmatic weaknesses in the PP &Lseismic design

process were discovered. Equipment problems all date from initial plant startup and involve equipment
whose physical mounting/location has not been altered since that time. These equipment discrepancies are

considered to constitute the complete set ofsuch anomalies for the SSEL items. A re-awareness ofthis
importance is a significant result ofthe SMA. Training has been initiated for plant staff engineers,
maintenance, and operations personnel which is expected to preclude recurrence ofthe problems noted.

The major result ofthe fire PRA is that defense-in4epth exists for all fires without credit for Thermo-Lag
or other type offire wrap. 1lmt is, multiple equipment remains operable for successful core and
containment defense from any realistic fire in SSES even ifall fire wrap is removed. Adequate separation
and barriers between different divisions ofsafety equipment is verified. As in other PRAs, the most risk
significant fires are those which affect power and control ofmultiple pieces ofsafe shutdown equipment.
For SSES, fires in 125 V DC chargers/distribution panels (D614/D624), or control room panels for ECCS
equipment (C601) or AC power control (OC653) are most risk significant.

Total calculated core damage frequency due to fire is about 1 E-9/cycle. This value is 1% ofthe total
calculated for internal events in the IPE. However, because ofthe significant conservatisms taken in the
fire PRA (only Appendix R, HPCI and CRD systems used, and no fire detection or suppression systems

credited), direct comparison ofthese numbers is inappropriate. Although these results are less than the

1 E-6/yr reporting criteria ofthe GL, significant sequences are discussed and core damage frequencies are
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estimated for completeness. Because ofthe lack ofseparation between fronted and backwnd analyses in
the PP &Lsupport state method, containment failure frequencies are also reported for those sequences

quantified. Incidence ofcontainment failure without core damage is estimated to be about 5 E-9/cycle for
fire. This value is about 10% ofthe total calculated for internal events in the IPE. The cumulative core

damage frequency calculated for fire is an upper bound. Because ofthe emphasis placed on fire safety in
complying with the requirements ofAppendix R, many ofthe improvements which may have been

identified during the fire PRA are already in place in the plant. No modifications are required to establish

defense-inIepth. However, clarification ofhousekeeping procedures, off-normal seismic response

procedures, and the possible addition offour "drip shields" are being addressed as enhancements through

appropriate change mechanisms. The fire PRA re-af6rms that divisional separation, maintenance offire
zone boundaries, and good housekeeping are the keys to ensuring adequate fire defense.

The screening approach used in analysis ofhigh winds, external floods, and nearby fhcilities/transportation
accidents shows adequate defense against these threats. No weaknesses or plant modifications were

identified from this analysis.

Section 5 ofthe G.L. 88-20 Supplement 4 information request provides a summary ofother external event

safety issues which may be resolved by information provided with the IPEEE report. Several ofthese

issues do not pertain either to BWR plants in general or Susquehanna in particular (USI A46), or to fire
PRA. Those issues which are applicable to SSES are: USI A-45 "Shutdown Decay Heat Removal

Requirements" and GI 57 "Effects ofFire Protection System Actuation on Safety-Related Equipment".

The resolution ofthese USIs/GIs (and the six issues raised by NUREG/CR-5088, the "Fire Risk Scoping
Study") are addressed in detail in preceding sections ofthis report (sections 3.12, 4.8, and 4.9). Results for
VSI A-45 and GI-57 are summarized here.

Post accident shutdown decay heat removal is nominally provided by the RHR system, part ofthe ECCS.

This system consists oftwo independent divisions, either ofwhich is capable ofsuccessfully removing

decay heat from the core/containment. The RHRSW and ESW systems are designed to remove the decay

heat from both units. Loss ofeither division is not expected as a result ofthe RLE. In the case offire, loss

ofone division leaves the other available and, because ofthe limited damage expected from a fire, in all
likelihood also leaves the condenser operable. In the case offire loss ofthe condenser/turbine building,
both divisions ofRHR are expected to remain available. Thus, for both seismic and fire events, two trains

ofRHR-DHR are expected to survive. Thus, defense-in4epth ofDHR is shown and satisfactory
resolution ofUSI A-45 achieved. Note that reliance on only RHR for DHR ignores other methods of
removing decay heat such as the RWCU system, containment vent etc. which may be available, especially

after fire. A more complete discussion ofthese other sources is found in section 4.3.1 ofthe IPE for
internal events.

Appendix R evaluation ofthe impact ofwater spray on SSD equipment shows that spray anywhere in the

reactor building does not disable equipment sufficient to jeopardize the ability to shutdown and remove

decay heat. The effect ofwater spray is specifically considered in the layout ofwater suppression piping.
The use ofpre-action systems provides protection against inadvertent spray. Mechanical equipment and

cable are expected to be little affected by spray. Electrical switchgear cabinets are closed at the top and

sealed at cable penetrations. Only fog type nozzles are available at hose stations, reducing the possibility
of long&stance over-spray. Thus, littlevulnerability is seen in the reactor buildings. In the control

structure, fire is generally expected to be confined to electrical equipment, specifically the cabinet oforigin.
Because ofthe localized nature ofsuch fires, fire suppression effects are also expected to remain localized.

-Pre-action systems are installed in the two upper elevations ofthe control structure and in the cable

'preading rooms. Plant Shutdown and decay heat removal are not immediately affected by pre-action
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operation on the upper elevations ofthe control structure. Only CSHVAC equipment is located on these

elevations and loss ofthis equipment has only long term (after about 24 hours) affect on equipment
operability. Further, modifications installed as part ofAppendix R compliance are designed to ensure both
divisions ofCSHVAC are not affected simultaneously. Pre-action operation in the cable spreading rooms

may affect control room instrumentation operability. A modification currently in progress willopen floor
drains to allow removal ofpre-action system water. Inspection offloor seals in the cable spreading rooms
shows these penetrations to be tight so that minimal flooding ofthe rooms below is expected. The only
equipment in these rooms which may be compromised by water spray are instrument power supplies

(again, cable wetting is acceptable). The availability ofalternate instrumentation or installation ofdrip
shields above this equipment is still under evaluation. Given successful resolution ofthis potential

equipment damage concern, the effects of inadvertent fire suppression system actuation are shown not to
compromise the ability ofachieving shutdown and decay heat removal, and GI-57 is resolved.

In conclusion, the IPEEE effort confirms that SSES is well designed and capable ofwithstanding severe

external challenges. After nearly a decade ofoperation for both units, physical condition ofthe plant,
including cleanliness, is good. Only a single seismic design situation was found to be significant enough to
require immediate correction. Allother seismic observations, and all observations related to fire, high
winds, external flooding, and nearby facilityand transportation accidents are of low risk significance. The

findings ofthis report provide confidence that SSES has significant safety margin in terms ofdesign and

defense-in4epth.
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